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9.7 HDBSCAN clustering output suggests that the unbound thrombin ap-
tamer is generally unstable but has some long-lived states. On this system,
Amorim-Hennig binned the system into what appear to be compactness-
based bins (Supporting Information Figure S4). Thrombin aptamer DNA
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10.2 Based on the presence of two hydrogen bonds Thr781 on MSH6 to an
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decision tree, fitted on hydrogen bonds between the protein and the bound
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10.5 Comparison of RMSF (a-c) of protein alpha carbons reveals generally sim-
ilar regions of flexibility in each system. However, the Cis (b) and FdU
systems (c) have distinct peaks, indicating uniquely mobile regions. While
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DNA (c-d). For reference, residues in the highlighted portions of the plots
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nector domain of MSH2 and between Gln919 and Ala959 of the ATPase
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posing the covariance matrix of the concatenated trajectory of all systems,
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10.7 Visualization of structural clusters of residues with any atoms within 10
angstroms of the bound nucleic acid reveals MutSα’s local response to
various types of DNA damage. The cluster numbers here correspond to
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10.6), we see that binding site motions are the primary cause of the various
free energy wells in PCA1-2 space. The solid structure in each cluster
visualization is the trajectory frame with the smallest RMSD from the
average of all structures in the cluster. Shadows are all frames in the
cluster, so that the reader may gauge the width of the distribution65. . . 266
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systems reveals the response of the protein’s long-range residue commu-
nication network to the three types of DNA damage. The Carbo system
(a) exhibits pockets of strong correlation in the lever, clamp and ATP-ase
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Abstract

Molecular dynamics is an indispensable tool for dissecting atomic-level interactions of
critical physiological macromolecules. Simulations offer sufficient detail for hypothesiz-
ing mechanisms of action, proposing experimental mutations to disrupt or restore func-
tion, and elucidating how small changes to primary sequences differentiate structure and
dynamics.

Here, we discuss these matters largely from the perspective of a ubiquitin-binding,
zinc finger protein from NEMO and a tRNA-MetRS complex essential for protein synthe-
sis. After providing background context for the applied simulation techniques, analysis
methods, and relevant biological considerations, we describe the importance of long-time
simulations for teasing out rare conformations. We show that short timescale simulations
are sufficient to observe structures and their motions within a local or global configura-
tion, yet longer simulations are capable of identifying meaningful configurations outside
the initial one. Using clustering, RMSF, and correlations we elucidate how additional
sampling in the form of long timescales provide access to information otherwise unavail-
able.

We then discuss details of zinc-binding in NEMO, namely how the protonation states
of the zinc-binding cysteines impact the protein’s behavior and influence zinc complexa-
tion. Here we indicate that the zinc-bound thiolate configuration is the most conforma-
tionally stable of the four configurations and that the two thiol configurations are nearly
identical and we hypothesize the mechanism of zinc complexation.

Following that, we compare the wild-type zinc finger with two homologous, disease-
related proteins to discern details underlying malfunction. A disease-related single point
mutation to a zinc-binding cysteine alters the zinc coordination geometry but maintains
association throughout simulations, but with persistent disruption of secondary struc-
ture. Another disease related protein has highly populated conformations that resemble
a rare conformation of the WT protein, accessible in the microsecond regime.

Lastly, we discuss single point mutations in the core of tRNAMET and their effect on
allosteric properties of the polynucleotide by analyzing hydrogen bonds and correlated
motions using network-based techniques in conjunction with clustering. The tRNA sim-
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ulations show the G18A is the most disruptive mutation with a rare, but stable confor-
mation apparent on long timescales and propose additional mutations to impact function
while maintaining the tertiary structure. Using the details from the structural and dy-
namical analysis we propose mutation pairs on conserved nucleotides hypothesized to
disrupt function.
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Chapter 1

Molecular Dynamics and
Computer Aided Drug Discovery

Molecular dynamics simulations of biomolecules, proteins especially, have emerged as
an important tool for discerning detailed biomolecular features including conforma-
tional change, flexibility, and dynamics. These simulations, especially when combined
with virtual screening, have become an increasingly useful a tool in drug discovery.
Herein, we cover the basics of molecular dynamics simulations to guide the reader in
the skills necessary to intelligently conduct simulations of their own and ultimately
use those results to make hypotheses about the links between dynamics and conforma-
tion and between structure and function. We also discuss the integration of molecular
dynamics and virtual screening, so that a reader could use the results of simulations
to perform virtual screening for lead identification. Finally, we review several case
studies to show how molecular dynamics simulations have proven biomedically help-
ful in early drug discovery phases and we highlight emerging tools which may prove
useful in the near future.

1.1 Introduction

Molecular dynamics simulations of biomolecules have been developed since the late
1970s and early 1980s1 in order to harness the emerging power of computers to study
the motions of proteins and other biopolymers, as well as to study the interactions
of these biomolecules with small molecules, such as potential drugs. These compu-
tational techniques often complement experimental techniques such as Nuclear Mag-
netic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography. Observing dynamics
or obtaining ensembles of conformations using these methods can be difficult. How-
ever, these experimental techniques often provide highly accurate structural infor-
mation that computational methods can use as starting points to study biologically
important molecules such as small molecule ligands, DNA, RNA and proteins. In
particular, Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations provide a method to examine, in
atomic detail if necessary, the kinetics and thermodynamics of important biomedical
systems.

1
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Since all-atom molecular dynamics simulations require the integration of New-
tons equations of motion of each atom, usually including solvent and solvent ions,
over short time-steps, typically on the femto-second timescale, these simulations can
be rather computationally demanding. However, the growth of computer power es-
pecially in the late 1990s and early 2000s enabled these methods to be particularly
predictive in studying protein dynamics, such as in investigating the impact of protein
motions on catalysis and ligand binding2,3,4. The latter studies have been especially
influential as they have required considerable discussion of the interplay of confor-
mational change, such as changes in active site geometries in DHFR2 or metallo-
beta-lactamases3 and coupled protein fluctuations4, which show that within a single
protein conformation, long-range coupling networks exist and are sensitive to inter-
actions with different ligands.

Even more recently, molecular dynamics simulations have proven useful in study-
ing larger biological systems and in aiding in the drug discovery process by providing
a predictive complement to experimental methods, contributing predictions for dy-
namics and structures not easily observed in vitro or in vivo. Such predictions are
useful in pharmacology for understanding the interactions of drug candidates with
biological systems on an atomic scale.

Molecular dynamics simulations also prove useful when considering proteins as
ensembles of conformational states5,6,7,8,9,10, as simulations explore ensembles and
output large collections of structures, which sample the conformations that occur.

In part, the notion of generalized allostery (how a protein changes conformation
upon a binding event, for example) comes out of the conceptualization of proteins
as ensembles of states and the understanding of conformational changes occurring
due to long-range coupling networks9. If under certain conditions all proteins are
indeed allosteric, it is possible to design drugs that will bind to allosteric sites. Such
binding would force the protein into a certain conformation – or specific ensemble of
conformations – thereby regulating the dynamics and interactions of the protein9,11.
However, for any given protein, an appropriate ligand and corresponding binding
site to induce the desired structural change must be found. This type of search is
one for which molecular dynamics simulations are well suited. Much of the relevant
scientific work in the 2000s was reviewed a few years ago12. This chapter serves a
few purposes. First, it expands upon and updates that previous review, especially
in light of the tremendous improvements in computational algorithms and hardware,
such as GPU-enabled computing. Second, we describe the minimum theoretical and
technical details necessary for setting up, executing, and analyzing MD simulations
so that any who are interested in participating in computer-aided drug discovery may
have the tools necessary for doing so.

1.2 Basics of Molecular Dynamics

1.2.1 Structures

The minimum structural information required to start a simulation is:
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1. A list of all atoms involved in the simulation

2. Initial coordinates of these atoms

For a given system, with fixed protonation states (no gain or loss of covalently
bound hydrogen atoms), there is only one possible list of atoms; however, there are
infinitely many possible initial coordinates. Of course, most of these combinations
would have enormous energy and would be negligible members of the real, physi-
cal ensemble. To achieve realistic results, a physiological initial state needs to be
considered. Folding a biopolymer from an unfolded state can rarely be achieved
straightforwardly–the time scales are still too long–except for the smallest systems.
Therefore, simulations usually start in a folded state; the set of coordinates that
likely correspond to a minimum free energy state. Online databases–e.g., the protein
databank (RCSB PDB–with 127,020 structures as of 2/27/17), which collect struc-
tures from X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy13 – are the normal sources
for such initial structures. It is also possible sometimes to model the initial atomic
coordinates based on the structure of other proteins with similar sequences via ho-
mology modeling14. The extent to which this is accurate of course depends on how
close the unknown protein is to the known proteins, which is generally not known.
As such, simulations almost always start from structures obtained from the RCSB
protein databank. A promising development that could have impact in the near fu-
ture is the possibility of building up structures from a type of quantum mechanical
method known as Density Functional Theory (DFT). Variants of this method have
proven useful in materials science and computational chemistry15.

1.2.2 Force Fields

Force fields are the potential energy functions used to calculate the accelerations of
the atoms and subsequently update the coordinates and the velocities at each step
of the simulation. This parameterization of the energy surface of a protein or other
biopolymers is conceptually straightforward, but complicated in practice. In principle,
the energy surface of even a small protein has 100,000s of dimensions even without
solvent. However, since the aim is to simulate the dynamics of connected and folded
proteins, this surface can be simplified using conventional terms from chemistry, such
as bonds, angles, dihedrals, and other terms related to chemical connectivity, and
long-range interactions as modeled by van der Waals interactions and electrostatics.
Among the many force fields that exist, the most popular families of force fields
include CHARMM16, AMBER17, and GROMOS18. The energy equation from the
CHARMM 27 force field is shown in Equation 1.1, where V is the total potential
energy.
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V =
∑
bonds
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∑
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∑
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+
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+
∑
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qiqj
4πε0εrij

(1.1)

Many of the bonded interactions are effectively modeled as simple harmonic oscil-
lator potentials, including bonds, angles, the Urey-Bradley term, and impropers, i.e.,
the first, second, fourth, and fifth terms in Eq. 1.1. In each of these terms there are
force constants that control the stiffness of the bonds, angles, impropers, and Urey-
Bradley terms. In principle, every single such interaction can have its own minimum
and force constant, but in practice there is a great deal of similarity. Bonds, the first
term, are 1–2 interactions that occur between all atoms that are directly connected
via chemical bonds. Angles, the second term, are 1–3 interactions that occur between
all atoms that share a common bonded atom. The impropers, the fourth term, are
1-4 interactions that occur between atoms that share common angles. They occur
between some atoms, those in which dihedrals are insufficient to constrain the tor-
sional angle. The Urey-Bradley term, the fifth term, is a 1-3 interaction energy, i.e.,
an interaction between atom pairs that share a common bonded angle, that some
atom pairs have and is designed to control angle-bending for particularly stiff angles.
Dihedrals, the third term, are 1-4 interactions between all atoms that share common
angles and are modeled with a cosine approximation. The last two terms are the
non-bonded interactions, and are modeled via the Lennard–Jones potential and the
Coulomb potential, where every atom pair that does not occur in a bond, angle, or
dihedral, possesses these long-range interactions. The nature of the 1

r
Coulomb po-

tential is a long-range interaction, and is computationally limiting, since it does not
go rapidly to zero as the Lennard–Jones potential does over longer ranges. However,
methods have been developed to approximate the Coulomb potential accurately over
longer ranges, such as the particle mesh Ewald method19.

Although force fields are complicated approximations, these models are constantly
being vetted and compared to experiment to improve the force field parameterization
for proteins, nucleic acids and lipids. The force fields have been refined over the
years to correct issues where, for example, AMBER over-stabilized alpha-helices20,21

or CHARMM tended toward pi-helices22. There is little consensus to suggest that one
force field is better than the rest for protein simulations, and simulations performed on
the same structure with different force fields generate consistent results, for example
ref.3 vs refs.4 and23. The success of these force fields has been recently highlighted
when Martin Karplus, Michael Levitt, and Arieh Warshel won the 2013 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry “for the development of multiscale models for complex chemical systems”24.
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1.2.3 Simulation Programs

Various simulation suites exist and the most popular include NAMD25 , CHARMM26,
AMBER27, and GROMACS28. These suites share common basic features but vary in
their capacities and underlying philosophies. The most user-friendly of these suites
is NAMD, built upon C++ and TCL programming and scripting languages, but has
the least functionality. However, it contains all the functionality needed for all-atom
simulations. Conversely, the most versatile package is CHARMM, but it comes with a
steep learning curve, and resembles a Fortran-based language. GROMACS is the only
one of the four suites that is open source, and has been converted from its original
FORTRAN implementation to C. Of these four packages, NAMD is the most capable
of performing large, classical all-atom simulations on CPUs, and has been used to
simulate particularly large proteins and protein complexes4,29,30. GROMACS has the
advantage of a large number of external tools for trajectory analysis; it is generally
the second-fastest. CHARMM is the most flexible for analysis and for performing
different simulations. For the simulations described in this chapter while running on
CPUS, arguably the best combination would be to use NAMD to run simulations
and CHARMM for analysis, while using GROMACS for both simulation and anal-
ysis would be a close second. However, over the last few years, GPU-enabled codes
have emerged, especially ACEMD31, which is similar to NAMD in its functionality.
Until and unless other suites emerge that are as GPU-enabled, the ideal simulation
technology at present is ACEMD on GPUs.

1.2.4 Running a Simulation

Given a particular biomolecular system of interest and a simulation package, the next
step is to set up the simulation parameters. Many of these are default configura-
tion parameters that should be understood. First, a choice needs to be made as to
which thermodynamic ensemble should be approximated. Since the isothermaliso-
baric (NPT) ensemble has the Gibbs free energy as its thermodynamic potential, and
usually corresponds to experimental conditions, this is currently the most common
ensemble to simulate. Simulating the NPT ensemble requires using a thermostat and
barostat to approximate constant temperature and constant pressure respectively.
Simulation packages typically offer the option to run other ensembles, minimally the
canonical (NVT), and microcanonical (NVE) ensembles. Although it seems logical
that one would simulate in the NPT ensemble for best agreement with experiments,
it is not clear how different simulations are in these various ensembles. To best rep-
resent physiological conditions, water molecules and ions that surround biomolecules
in vivo are either explicitly or implicitly modeled in simulation; this is an important
enough topic to warrant its only section below. In the most common case of explicit
solvent and ions, periodic boundary conditions are implemented and then long-range
electrostatic interactions are approximated using a particle mesh Ewald summation
method with Fast Fourier transforms32. Embedded in each simulation code are nu-
merical integration methods that are used to update the positions and velocities of
each atom in the system from the accelerations determined by the force field for each
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simulated atom at each time-step. This time-step, or interval over which the forces
are considered constant, and which determines how often configurations change, is
an important consideration. If the time-steps are too small, computer time and disk
space will be wasted. If the time-steps are too large, the simulation is no longer
energy conserving and accuracy will suffer. However, simulation packages typically
have good default choices of integrators, such as velocity Verlet33 with time-steps of
12fs. After the simulation has been set up, usually a brief minimization is performed
to remove any clashes between atoms. Post-minimization the system is simulated
for a given number of time-steps, depending on the timescale necessary to address
the biomedical problem as well as the computational power available. With current
GPU-enabled codes, simulations on the 100s of nanosecond to microseconds are fea-
sible depending on system size and patience of the user. Also, typically multiple
simulations are performed where each atom starts with a different random velocity,
taken from a Boltzmann distribution, to allow for better coverage of phase-space.

1.3 Solvation Techniques

In order to accurately simulate biomolecules, it is imperative to recreate the local
environment as best as possible. As such, biomolecules are simulated in an aqueous
environment to approximate physiological conditions. Modeling solvation is impor-
tant, as it has been shown that solvent fluctuations can be directly related to protein
motions34,35. Additionally, the layer of water surrounding the biopolymer, i.e., the
water molecules closest to the sample, has properties different than that of the bulk
solvent36. It is clear that solvent interactions are critical to properly functioning
biomolecules,and when simulating such systems, the choice of solvent approximation
is an important issue. There are two main approaches to simulating solvents, with
explicit or implicit solvent, and many models within each implementation. While
none of these is perfect, some are advantageous particularly dependent on the sim-
ulation in question. An explicit solvent is exactly that, including a box composed
of an oxygen bound to two hydrogens, each with updated coordinates and velocities
calculated at each time-step. These models are often characterized by the number
of site interaction points considered and go from 2-site models up to 6-site models.
TIP3P and TIP4P are common 3 and 4-site models, respectively37,38, that have been
studied extensively39,40. The simplest explicit water models assume rigid bonds and
only calculate non-bonded interactions including van der Waals and electrostatic in-
teractions. In many explicit models, water bonds are maintained via the SHAKE
algorithm, in order to speed up calculations as these bonds are typically not interest-
ing, yet are of high frequency41. Because explicit solvents can handle representative
motions at a global and local scale, they are often preferred. Alternatives include
implicit solvent approximations in which the electrostatic properties of the water are
calculated approximately without including the explicit presence and motion of wa-
ter molecules. This reduces the computational expense by removing explicit water
atoms. Various implicit solvent models have been compared42,43,44, and Generalized
Born (GB) models22 show the most promise of the implicit models42,43. The struggle
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is to reproduce the solvent behavior consistent with experiment, and while there has
been some success22,23, comparison of the TIP3P water model to GB implicit models
show an over-stabilization of secondary structure in implicit solvent models over ex-
plicit solvent models. Namely, it has been shown that alpha-helices are over stabilized
in GB models over TIP3P20, and ion pair interactions are sometimes over stabilized
leading to the trapping of molecules in nonnative states45. Overall, implicit solvents
reduce computational time, yet they pay a penalty in accuracy. However, explicit
solvents, while generally more accurate, require additional computer resources. In
the era of GPUs and parallelization of calculations, explicit models are preferable
when possible, due to their accuracy. Regardless of the solvation technique, in order
to model in vivo or in vitro conditions, ions need to be added to the simulation. If the
ions exist in the X-ray structure, then they can be added in explicit in the positions in
the structure, as such ions are likely to be structurally important. Otherwise, there
are automated processes for doing so in software packages such as VMD46, which
place sufficient ions randomly in the water box to match conditions desired; such as
0.15 M ionic strength with NaCl as is common to match experiment conditions, or
just sufficient Na+ or Cl− to neutralize the protein system.

1.4 Analysis Methods

Once simulations have been performed, they must be analyzed to check their valid-
ity and also to extract useful information. Since the results of a simulation are the
coordinates of all the atoms in the system simulated over the timescale of the simula-
tion, a wide variety of analysis methods can be applied to extract virtual any type of
structural and provide the most dynamical information. Below, we present the most
common and typically the most useful of these analysis methods.

1.4.1 Simulation Check – Structural Relaxation

Given that simulations can run from hours to months depending on the system size
and timescale desired, performing energy and structural checks shortly after starting
a simulation minimizes time wasted on unstable or improperly setup simulations. If
a simulation log file has been configured to report energies, the user can read out the
energies after a relatively small number of time-steps to see if the energies reported
are reasonable. Similar checks can be performed on the pressure and temperature,
which should be relatively constant for biological systems and fluctuate around the
values set for the thermostat and barostat (usually 300 K and 1 atm, although 310
K can be used to better match physiological conditions). As an additional validity
check, a user can calculate the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) of a subset of
the simulation‘s atoms. This measure quantifies how much the polymer of interest
has changed from a reference structure over time. Such checks allow a user to judge
the physical reasonableness – relative to the system and thermodynamic ensemble
chosen – of a simulation12. The reference structure is usually the initial structure
that has been obtained from experimental work, in order to gauge the stability of
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Figure 1.1: All-atom MD simulation of a Zinc-Finger structure has a 100 ns equili-
bration phase.

the simulation and structure itself. Beyond understanding how realistic a simulation
is, measures of energy, pressure, temperature and RMSD versus time are indicators
of a successfully equilibrated system. An initial period of rapid change followed by
relative stability with small fluctuations around a mean value indicates a successfully
equilibrated system. For example, in Figure 1.1, there is a rapid growth of RMSD
in the first 100ns. Afterward, the system reaches an equilibrated state with small
fluctuations around a mean of about 5Å .

This RMSD measures the average difference of all selected atoms from one frame
to the next via

RMSD =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(ri − r′i)
2 (1.2)

where N is the number of atoms in the selection, ri is the position vector (x,y,z) of
the atom at a time t, and r′i is the position of the atom in the reference frame. Before a
meaningful measure of RMSD (or any other quantity that depends on translational or
rotational differences in position) can be made, the atoms of interest in the trajectory
must first be aligned to some reference structure so as to remove the overall motion
of the protein. Without this alignment, conformational changes will be conflated
with rigid body motions of the protein that is the diffusion and overall rotation of
the entire protein that occurs during the simulation. To align the atoms, analysis
software, such as VMD or scripts in CHARMM or GROMACS, minimizes the RMSD
of selected atoms between a reference structure and every frame in the trajectory
using only rigid-body rotations and translations. This alignment focuses the analysis
of protein conformations and dynamics.
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Figure 1.2: Three representative structures of zinc-binding NEMO show small con-
formational differences between dominant clusters. From the blue (most populated
cluster) to the red and gray representatives, NEMO’s α-helix unravels and the β-
sheets are slightly displaced.

1.4.2 Clustering: Searching Conformation Space

Given that simulations can run from hours to months depending on the system size
and timescale desired, clustering analysis simplifies the comparison of structures out-
put from an MD simulation by classifying thousands to ten thousands of frames into
a smaller taxonomy with representative conformations. Figure 1.2 shows how finely
these clusters can distinguish structures from simulations, while still reducing the
complexity from, in this case, the structural information contained in a microsecond
scale simulation to just 50 representative structures along with how often these struc-
tures are sampled. Three of these representative structures are depicted in Fig. 1.2
for illustrative purposes.

The clusters are defined by their size in a parameter space – typically pair-wise
RMSDs between structures – so that clustering effectively partitions configuration
space. Algorithms for deciding what conformations fall in a given cluster come in two
categories, hierarchical clustering and non-hierarchical clustering. The method for
determining the distance between clusters distinguishes algorithms within each cate-
gory. Hierarchical clustering methods partition the conformation space into a tree by
iteratively connecting neighboring elements in a dataset. Selecting a level at which
to divide the tree forms clusters. Hierarchical clustering, Fig. 1.3, is simple and fast
since once an element of the dataset has been placed in a cluster it is ignored for the
remainder of the clustering process. Slower, non-hierarchical methods optimize each
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Figure 1.3: Once all data points are grouped in the clustering tree, a cutoff distance
is chosen. Any lines that join at a distance equal to or greater than the cutoff distance
are clustered; all other lines are unclustered. Row values are the representative cluster
numbers.

cluster based on some desired parameters set by the user. Nonhierarchical clustering,
Fig. 1.4, allows for moving data among clusters as part of the optimization process,
making them slower than their hierarchical counterparts47,48. Nonhierarchical, iter-
ative methods are implemented in two popular analysis software packages, VMD46

and CHARMM49.
VMD uses a Quality Threshold (QT) clustering algorithm47. The method begins

by assembling a cluster based on every element in the dataset. For example, if an
MD trajectory contains 10,000 frames, the first iteration of the QT algorithm will
have 10,000 clusters. In this iteration the Nth cluster begins with the Nth frame and
is compared with all other frames, regardless of whether those frames have already
been placed in another cluster. The frame that causes the smallest increase in cluster
diameter is accepted into the group. This process is repeated for the Nth cluster
until no frame can be added without taking the cluster diameter past the threshold
specified by the user. At the end of this iteration, all frames in the largest cluster
are removed from consideration. This largest cluster is now fixed, and the process
iterates until either no frames remain or the number of fixed clusters equals a target
number of clusters set by the user. In the latter case the remaining frames are
simply left unclustered. In VMD specifically, if M is the target number of clusters,
all unclustered frames are labeled as cluster M + 1. CHARMM uses the ART-20
clustering Algorithm, which is based on a self-organizing neural network50,51. Similar
to QT, this algorithm optimizes each cluster based on a constrained cluster radius.
However, ART-20 starts with one cluster rather than the largest possible number of
clusters. The first of two phases in the clustering determines the number of clusters
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Figure 1.4: Non-hierarchical clustering interactively searches for partitions within
conformation space that minimize the distance between clusters in each partition.

and their respective centers. To begin, ART-20 selects the first frame of the trajectory
as the center of a single cluster. Then, the Euclidean distance to each (in the space
of the user-selected cluster parameter) frame is calculated. If the distance from the
cluster center to a conformation is within the cutoff radius, that frame is added to the
cluster and the cluster center is recalculated before comparison with the next frame.
If the distance is outside the cutoff radius, the rejected frame is assigned as the center
of a new cluster. The second phase of clustering is still done with Euclidean distance
but is performed in multiple iterations; furthermore, at each iteration, the number of
clusters and cluster centers are fixed. Once all frames are assigned to a cluster in a
given iteration, the cluster centers are recalculated. Finally, the clustering assignment
process is repeated. This cycle of the second phase continues until no changes occur
between iterations. An obvious pitfall of this method is that the order of the frames
influences the cluster assignment. Therefore, the user may wish to check the stability
of the clusters by doing a second round of clustering with a randomized frame order48.
Regardless of the clustering method used, the user must set input parameters based
on some analysis criteria based on user preference.

For example, when using VMDs RMSD clustering method, a cutoff distance and
number of clusters must be set. These parameters should be chosen in such a way
that balances the number of frames placed in clusters and the number of clusters
themselves. Obviously, if the number of clusters is set to the number of frames,
the user is guaranteed that all frames will be clustered. However, no information is
gained in this example as the point of clustering is simplifying the analysis of the
trajectory. To this end, the user may first decide a reasonable number of clusters,
e.g., 50, to analyze and then adjust the cutoff parameter to minimize the number of
unclustered frames. The strategy in that case is to begin with a low cutoff, e.g., 2Å ,
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Figure 1.5: Comparing a 20µs all-atom MD trajectory, 4 different configurations
of the ZF of NEMO shows there is a preferred configuration (CYN-ZN). The other
three configurations show little in the way of a low energy state, rather they frequently
transition through higher energy states. Green lines separate trajectories, red lines
separate ZF binding configurations, and each frame is placed in a cluster.

and gradually increase it until the point when either VMD reports fewer clusters than
the number desired or an increase results in no or a very small change in the number
of unclustered frames. Such a procedure balances approximations, but not requiring
a large number of clusters to analyze while including as much of the simulation data
available for in clusters for further analysis.

1.4.3 Markov Analysis

In addition to identifying representative structures of clusters, such as those in Fig.
1.2, plots of cluster vs frame, Fig. 1.5, can show the transitions among states. In
this representation it is easy to identify long-lived states and to find the populations
of different conformational states. However, it is also easy to miss short-lived stable
states, and it is difficult to accurately see the transition states by eye. Accessing
these transitions requires reconstructing the kinetics of the system, a task for which
Markov State Models (MSMs) are well suited.

MSMs are network models that convey the rates of transition among states. These
models typically assume the system is memoryless, though they can be generalized to
systems with memory. For example, a memoryless process is a Markovian process of
order 1. In this case, the state of a system at time-step N depends only on the systems
state at the previous time-step N − 1. To generalize to include memory, one uses a
Markovian process of order M . In this case, the state of the system at time-step N
depends on the systems state at time-steps N−M , N−(M−1), ... and N−1. Using
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Figure 1.6: Whenever this ZF polymer enters cluster 1 (blue in Fig. 1.2), it is 90%
likely to remain there during the next time step (in this case 2.4ns). This molecule
frequently transitions from cluster 16 to cluster 1 and cluster 4 to cluster 4.

these models requires defining states based on physical parameters, typically based on
RMSD. For example, a state might consist of all structures within 2Å of each other. In
this case, these states are taken from clustering analysis. These Markov models also
allow for further simplifications based on kinetic definitions of macrostates, which are
combinations of microstates. A macrostate might be all microstates that transition
among each other in less than 20ps. Once these states are defined, it is possible to
apply statistical mechanics to estimate various thermodynamics quantities, such as
the free energy of a macrostate using kT log(P ) where P is the population of the
states contained in a macrostate.

Recently, software packages for assisting in dynamics-based clustering and con-
struction of MSM have been developed. Two such packages are EMMA52 and MSM-
Builder253. The latter software package has a companion application, MSMExplorer,
for visualizing MSMs54. A convenient way to convey the information in a MSM is
with a rate matrix and heat map thereof, Fig. 1.6. There are three primary steps in
the construction of such a matrix for an MD trajectory. First, order clusters by their
corresponding frame number. This sorted list is called a Markov chain. Next, count
how often state i is followed by state j where both i and j run from 1 to the number
of macrostates. Finally, place those counts in A, which is an M × M matrix, where
M is the number of states, and normalize each row so that it sums to unity. Now,
the matrix is read “when the system is in state i, the probability it will transition to
state j in the next time-step is Aij. Using Markov State Models in this fashion quickly
reduces the task of analyzing the kinetics of thousands to billions of conformations
to reading an M× M matrix, where M is much smaller than the number of frames in
the trajectory. More details on such modeling are beyond the scope of this review,
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but a simple yet comprehensive review of them has been published55.

1.4.4 Analysis of Protein Motions and Dynamics

Clustering combined with Markov analysis provide information about the configura-
tion space accessed by a biopolymer during the timescale, typically nanosecond to
microsecond, of the MD simulation. Markov analysis also provides information about
kinetics via quantifying transitions between configurations. However, there is ad-
ditional information contained in a simulation, including information about protein
motions through analysis of dynamics via examination of fluctuations. Dynamical
studies of protein motions are important in understanding regulation and function of
a cell. Naturally, cellular function is an extremely active process requiring a myriad
of properly functional components. To use this information for predictive purposes,
it behooves us to have some knowledge of the motions that dictate proper function
and understand how physical laws drive motions. Simulations provide enough insight
to hypothesize the important functional processes, as conformational changes have
helped to identify drug targets, for example. Mechanisms such as protein–protein and
protein–surface interactions have recently gained more traction in the drug targeting
process56. Understanding how protein motions are affected by ligand binding and the
impact that may have on proper function of a biomolecule suggest the importance of
dynamics in the drug discovery process57. However, there is a great deal of remaining
investigation of the dynamics of protein, DNA, and RNA interactions, and dissecting
these dynamics may yet inform the development of therapeutics. Studies suggest that
conformational changes at one site of a protein, for example, affect distant regions
of a protein and its ability to bind properly, despite no noticeable changes in the
binding region58. This form of general or hidden allostery is a dynamical component
often overlooked in the drug discovery process9 and is proving useful in predicting
functional molecular mechanisms59.

1.4.5 Root Mean Square Fluctuations

Root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) is a useful analysis tool to examine the be-
havior of a protein with atomic precision across the whole trajectory by measuring
the average mobility of each atom in the simulation. RMSFs are a measurement
of time-averaged fluctuations from a reference frame, typically the first frame. The
RMSF is a useful estimation of the rigidity of various parts of the biomolecule, with
higher RMSF indicating a more flexible region. Values are typically on the order of
a few to tens of Å ngstroms and are calculated using the following equation,

RMSF =

√√√√ 1

T

T∑
tj=1

(~ri (tj)− ~r′i)
2 (1.3)

Where ~ri is the x, y, z coordinates of the atom, for example, and ~r′i is that of
the reference structure, generally the average structure which is in most cases non-
physical. T is the total number of frames, and i represents the index over atoms
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Figure 1.7: A plot of RMSF for each alpha carbon for four different timescales of
simulations showing variation in flexibility on a residue basis.

and j represents the index over time. Figure 1.7 provides an example of RMSFs
for a small 28-residue zinc finger, NEMO60. In this example, the flexibility of this
protein is studied over different timescales, and surprisingly for such a small protein,
the flexibility was radically increased on longer-time scales. The RMSF plots also
show changes in flexibility along the protein backbone, indicating regions of increased
flexibility and regions of increased rigidity.

1.4.6 Covariance and Correlation Analysis

Whereas RMSFs provide information about flexibility at the atomic level, they pro-
vide no information about coupled motions. Covariances, or their normalized counter-
parts, correlations, however, provide an indication of coupled dynamics by indicating
what parts of the system show correlated motions; these could be motions in the same
direction, in the opposite directions, or most often, uncorrelated motions61. Covari-
ance analysis is a useful technique for detecting the motions of a protein that might,
for example, be responsible for a particular interaction, or to elucidate long-range
interactions within a sample that may be responsible for allosteric regulation or other
functional behavior. If ri and rj are position vectors of two atoms in the sample, then
the covariance is calculated using

C̃ij =
N∑
α=1

(rαi − 〈rαi 〉) ·
(
rαj − 〈rαj 〉

)
N

(1.4)

Here N indicates the total number of frames and alpha is the index over each
frame of the trajectory. These covariances are then typically normalized into cor-
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Figure 1.8: Alpha carbon covariances for the same 28-residue zinc finger protein,
NEMO, as in Fig. 1.7, as simulated on the microsecond timescale.

relations by dividing by the square root of the product of C̃ii and C̃jj, so that the
diagonals are one; an atom always fluctuations with itself. In the molecular dynamics
literature, correlation matrices, (e.g. Fig. 1.8), are often referred to as covariance
matrices, where they should properly be referred to as correlation matrices. The
difference between the two is that a covariance matrix has not been normalized so
that the diagonal elements are one, whereas a correlation matrix is a normalized ver-
sion of the covariance matrix. Such correlation matrices aka normalized covariance
matrices are useful in extracting the essential degrees of freedom often hypothesized
responsible for the primary function of a system62. Additionally, entropy estimates,
and subsequently heat capacity, can be derived from the covariance matrix using har-
monic approximations63,64. Figure 1.8 provides an example of correlations for the
alpha carbons a small 28-residue zinc finger, NEMO60. In this example, there are
some unsurprising covariances, those within the secondary structural elements, the
beta structure (residues 5–12), and the alpha helix (residues 16–24), but also shows
correlated motions between the beta sheet and portions of the alpha helix, and anti-
correlated motions between the beta-sheet and the loop connecting the helix and the
sheet., c.f. Fig. 1.9 for the structure of NEMO. Whether these are due to zinc binding
is a subject of further study, but this illustrates that non-trivial covariances can exist
in even small proteins, and provides an example of the sort of information available
from correlations plots, even by just visual inspection.
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Figure 1.9: Cartoon drawing of NEMO. Based on the ID 2JVX from the RCSB
Protein Data Bank (PDB). The alpha helix in magenta, the beta sheet in yellow with
the zinc in vdW representation in green. The binding residues of the zinc are in a
bonded representation.

1.5 Small Molecule Docking

The analysis tools discussed so far provide information about the conformations,
fluctuations and dynamics of a protein or other macromolecular system. Clustering
and Markov analysis have particular uses also in syncing with small molecule docking
for lead generations. Protein flexibility is a challenge for molecular docking. Rather
than allow docking software to simulate small conformational changes, it is often more
efficient to use MD software to assemble an ensemble of structures as initial structures
for docking studies, since simulations of polymer flexing are squarely in the realm of
MD. Once these conformations are selected from an MD trajectory, each one can be
used as a starting structure for small molecule docking, for which there are multiple
efficient software packages65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72.

One such docking software, arguably the most efficient, that is popular in a wide
variety of uses is AutoDock73,74. In 2004, an open source generation of the software
was releasedAutoDock Vina75. Previous generation software focused on analytic ap-
proaches to docking. For example, AutoDock 4.2 calculated free energies of asso-
ciation for bound conformations using an empirical force field, Lamarckian Genetic
Algorithm76, and explicit modeling of side chains in receptors77. While AutoDock
Vina maintains some of these strategies, the energy function has been refined using
machine learning and the PDBbind database78,79 of known binding affinities. The
key advantage of AutoDock Vina is the calculation of both a scoring function and
the gradient thereof. By calculating the gradient, the software knows which direc-
tion the next iteration of the search should move a given local set of atoms75,80,81,82.
As a result, AutoDock Vina is far faster than previous software packages, while still
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retaining considerable precision. In order to use docking software for identify po-
tential lead candidates for drug discovery, ligand libraries must be used. While a
small ligand library could be hand constructed using common molecular drawing and
export software, a strategy to take advantage of the strength of molecular dynamics
and of virtual screening would be to use a large general screening library of ligands.
These can be obtained from various online chemical databases such as BindingDB83,
ChEMBL84, DrugBank85, PubChem86, TCM Database@Taiwan87, and ZINC88,89.
This last database, ZINC, is arguably the best for general purpose docking and was
originally developed with drug discovery in mind and has kept that focus while grow-
ing to sample 34,000,000 unique molecules from 134 commercial and 36 annotated
catalogs. The attempt is to have a library of all commercially available compounds.
This focus on drug discovery manifests itself in two ways. First, ZINCs structure files
are generally selected for their biological relevance. Second, the subsets into which
these structures are grouped have been curated with screening and discovery in mind
so that datasets using standard definitions of “drug-like,” “lead-like,” and “fragment-
like” are readily available for download. They also maintain subsets of these datasets
containing “currently” available compounds;usually updated approximately every 6
months. Currently available means a delivery window of 0− 10 weeks, with a target
price of $100 or less per sample. Within each of the latter lead-like datasets, there are
also different versions that have had different levels of similarity analysis performed
on them. For example, one could download currently available lead-like molecules,
from a set of 3,687,621 molecules at the time this was written. Or one could download
a subset filtered at the 90% similarity level – so that any two compounds that are
more than 90% similar are filtered out and only one selected – which is less than a
tenth the size of the whole library; 322, 638 molecules.

The ZINC database has other features that make it particularly useful for drug
discovery using virtual screening. For example, to ensure the quality of structures
and groupings, the creators of ZINC have what they term a “hit picking party”89

from time to time, during which they run docking trials on structures in the ZINC
database and compare the output structures to experimental data. Beyond providing
structures for virtual screening, the physical compounds can be purchased through
ZINC. For time-sensitive studies, ZINC can sort purchasable compounds by estimated
delivery time. While the physical compounds are sold commercially, searching for and
downloading structure files are free services89. If it is not desirable to use a general
library for virtual screening, for example, if there is a lead available and the goal is to
refine or expand outward in the space of molecules, or if one has particular chemistries
in mind, then libraries can be constructed combinatorially. That is particular core
structures can be defined along with functional groups to modify those groups, and
they can be combined computationally to generate a personalized library. There are
commercial libraries useful for this purpose, but Simlib is a freely available and can
easily generate libraries90.
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1.6 Timescale Considerations

It should not be surprising that longer timescale simulations require more computa-
tional resources, and choosing the appropriate timescale to simulate is an important
consideration. The available resources and the biophysical question of interest mo-
tivate this decision. Nanosecond timescale simulations are valuable to elucidate low
energy conformations and nearby fluctuations from that minimum. These simulations
can be especially useful for identifying dynamical motion sufficient to hypothesize
corresponding biological function59,91, and afford sufficient time to observe conforma-
tional changes such as motions of a lever arm, for example. These types of simulations
may indeed be sufficient for lead identification11,92.

And yet, many important molecular processes occur at longer timescales, so if
these are of primary interest, either for biological reasons or to obtain rarer confor-
mations for docking, then longer simulations are required. Larger conformational
arrangements may require longer simulations as slower processes are responsible for
some allosteric regulation or other conformational selection events93. Even for small
systems, such as a 28-residue zinc-finger motif, rare events, that are not available in
shorter simulations, occur in the microsecond regime60. These less-common events
may well have significance for drug discovery, and the fact that they happen on the
order of microseconds means they still happen 100s–1000s times per millisecond, and
they may provide pockets for drug docking, as suggested by those who argue that
allostery is an intrinsic property of all proteins9.

1.7 Recent Applications of Molecular Dynamics

and Docking

1.7.1 Molecular Dynamics and Docking: MSH2/6 and Rescin-
namine

An example of the pharmacological use of virtual screening via docking to clusters
from MD simulations comes from a search for small molecules that would selec-
tively bind to an apoptosis-inducing conformation of the MSH2/MSH6 proteins92.
These two proteins form a complex and recognize DNA defects resulting from im-
proper replication. The proteins then enter either a repair conformation when the
lesions are reparable or a death-signaling conformation when the lesions are irrepara-
ble94,95,96,97,98,99. In both cases, this protein complex senses the defect or damage and
recruits other proteins to either repair the defect or initiate cell death. It is also likely
that there are multiple cell death pathways. The goal of this example study was to
find cytotoxic agents that would bind to MSH2/MSH6 while the protein is in the
death-signaling conformation, thereby triggering apoptosis91,99.

The researchers started with an X-ray structure of a complex of DNA and Es-
cherichia coli MutSα homolog of MSH–modified to include the cisplatin adduct
crosslinking DNA with hydrogens added via the CHARMM software package and
solvated with TIP3P water using VMDs Add Solvation Box extension. They per-
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formed a 250ps equilibration and subsequent 10ns production run in NAMD with
the CHARMM27 force field, having the pressure set to 1.01325bar and temperature
to 300K. Frames in the final trajectory were clustered using a 1Å cutoff radius K-
means clustering. They input the resulting ensemble of conformations into AutoDock
3 (see76 for details of this version) for docking trials with a small library of commer-
cially available compounds. They then tested the compounds with highest binding
affinities for the E. coli MutS-DNA complex in vitro on MSH2/MSH6 and found that
they could indeed use a selectively binding ligand to select out the death-signaling
conformation of the proteins92,100. Beyond their specific goal, this work demonstrated
the predictive power of in silico molecular dynamics and virtual screening to select
compounds for in vitro trials. Subsequent work building on this has focused on using
nanoscale simulations to study further aspects of binding of damaged DNA to the
human MSH2/659,101,102.

1.7.2 Docking Without Molecular Dynamics

Docking trials on their own are powerful predictive tools for drug discovery. For
example, they proved useful in the development of a novel phosphatidylinositol-3-
kinase (PI3K) inhibitor that specifically targets prostate cancer103. PI3K activity is
currently understood to inhibit apoptosis of prostate cancer cells and allow them to
continue multiplying even in local environments that would be unfavorable to healthy
cells, specifically in areas of low androgen concentration104. To inhibit PI3K activity
and allow induced apoptotic signaling, the researchers were searching for the most
energetically favorable binding site on PI3K for a quercetin analog (LY294002). Using
AutoDock 376 with a pool of 30,000 initial dockings, the researchers found that the
activated prodrug (L-O-CH2-LY294002) had a high affinity for PI3Ks ATP binding
site, leading them to conclude that the activated prodrug would indeed inhibit PI3K
activity. They then confirmed experimentally that this compound was successful in
inhibition and induced apoptosis in prostate cancer cells. Discovering this drug’s
affinity for PI3Ks ATP binding site through 30,000 in vitro experiments would have
been prohibitively expensive, regarding both time and compound synthesis required,
but was made tenable with the aid of in silico trials.

1.7.3 Sequence Similarity Motivates Drug Discovery with
MD: Tamiflu and Relenza

A study of multiple drugs and their related proteins via MD simulation have proven
useful in understanding how drug binding mechanisms work29, and has implications
for new drug discovery, as well as understanding mechanisms of drug resistance105.
In the Le study, the pathogenic avian H5N1 type-I neuraminidase, which is the target
for drugs such as Tamiflu and Relenza, is compared to other sequence-similar pro-
teins. These all-atom simulations investigated drug-protein interactions, including
both conserved and unique interactions, with particular emphasis on hydrogen bond-
ing and electrostatics. Their findings suggest how conserved networks of hydrogen
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bonds across the three structural variations elucidate a possible mechanism for how
certain mutations might lead to drug resistance.

Such investigations on how mutations affect drug resistances or create genetic dis-
eases are increasingly common, as conformational and dynamical changes comparing
similar structures or systems highlight the specific mechanisms likely responsible for
proper, or improper, function. This form of mechanism hypothesis is just one of
the many ways MD simulations help to push the ability to generate effective drugs,
namely, ones that are less susceptible to mutation–based resistance.

1.8 Areas in Which Molecular Dynamics Shows

Promise to Impact Drug Discovery

In addition to explicitly providing conformations, especially rarer conformations for
ligand screening, there are multiple areas in which molecular dynamics appears poised
to make an impact; these areas include protein–protein interfaces, an elusive, yet
potentially profitable arena for drug discovery, and in understanding more complex,
longer-range allosteric interactions.

1.8.1 Protein-Protein Interfaces and Interactions via Molec-
ular Dynamics: Peroxiredoxins

Another study involving molecular dynamics, enhanced by additional calculations,
in this case, electrostatic-based pKa calculations, have been ones on the peroxire-
doxins (Prxs) shows how detailed pKa values, combined with MD simulation, can
be combined to gain additional insight into modeling chemical contributions to the
oligomerization106,107. This family of proteins is responsible for catalyzing the re-
duction of hydrogen peroxide, alkyl hydroperoxides, and peroxynitrite. They control
levels of cytokine-induced peroxide and act as a regulator of signal transduction in
mammals108,109,110.

These interactions have proven elusive in the drug discovery process because of the
complexity of finding information about specific sites for ligand binding111, although
progress is being made56,112. The transient nature of protein–protein interations (PPI)
makes identification of regions for small molecule binding difficult to find, and under-
standing dynamics will be critical for effective predictions. Recent efforts combining
NMR with MD have proven useful in this regard112.

1.8.2 Molecular Dynamics and Long Range Allostery: MetRS-
tRNA Complexes

In a different research study, the authors used MD to probe action at a distance
allostery involved in enzymatic reactions113. They simulated E. coli methionyl-tRNA
synthase (MetRS) with 9ns long trajectories, using the CHARMM27 force field and
a TIP3P explicit water model. Using RMSFs, they compared simulation results
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directly against experimental values from X-ray crystallography and compared global
mobility for the different mutations. Additionally, covariance analysis helped reveal
how certain amino acid substitutions alter the conformations and dynamics. Through
this careful analysis of the results, the authors showed that substitution of a certain
tryptophan residue (Trp-461) results in specific changes in protein correlation and
dynamics. Effects of this substitution to the local region are not surprising, but
there is clear evidence that the mobility-correlated motions of a region 40 − 50Å
away are reduced in the absence of the conserving tryptophan. It appears that the
conserved residue has a function in addition to codon recognition that is mediating
the conformational structures available to the protein. These simulations along with
previous ones discussed59,91,101,102show the utility of nanosecond scale simulations to
study protein dynamics around the ground state of the folded structure.

Here we see another example of how MD is used to inform the drug discovery
process. While this particular system might not have direct application for drug
discovery, it is useful in showing how MD can help us realize the mechanism of action
in these extremely complex, highly dimensional systems. It is difficult to conceive a
better method of understanding elusive biomolecular processes, such as this type of
hidden allostery, than MD simulations.

1.9 Further Reading

Although we have surveyed the basics of molecular dynamics pertaining to drug dis-
covery and discussed several illustrative studies, there are other articles which review
different aspects of molecular dynamics simulations and their use in understand-
ing drug–protein interactions, binding mechanisms, and protein–protein interactions.
Salsbury et al. 12 provides additional case studies, and Kalyaanamoorthy and Chen 114

discuss details of homology modeling and a possible method for accelerating molecular
dynamics.

The use of homology modeling in molecular simulation and drug discovery is
somewhat controversial. However, homology has gained traction in recent years, as a
means to alleviate the time consuming and expensive tasks of X-ray crystallography
and NMR, especially in protein families of which there are many structures avail-
able114. In addition, homology is becoming the basis for an iterative processes of
model refinement as more information becomes available, as it is commonly used for
comparison of families of proteins for bioinformatics. As discussed by Kalyaanamoor-
thy and Chen 114 , homology has been used to help fill the gap between sequence
and structure, for G-protein coupled receptors (GCPRs). They are among the most
prominent targets for small molecule drugs, and, due to this abundance, they are
a prime target for homology modeling as a means to structure–based drug design.
While there are roughly 100 GPCR structures in the PDB there are still more in the
family, and due to their popularity as a drug target for a variety of disease, this prob-
lem is particularly well suited to homology modeling, despite the difficulties115,116.
There is even some evidence that homology modeling is more successful with GPCRs
than de novo techniques117. The success of homology modeling provides hope that
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computationally techniques will be able to draw upon the increasing number of ex-
perimental structures available to apply molecular dynamics and virtual screening
techniques to the even larger protein universe, which is increasing even faster

Additionally, Kalyaanamoorthy discusses implementations of enhanced sampling
techniques to access longer timescales. One such technique is promising, namely, that
of random acceleration molecular dynamics (RAMD). Used for investigating ligand
dissociation, RAMD applies a small, additional random force to the center of mass
of the ligand allowing it to search the protein for potential egresses. This technique
is appealing because it can provide ligand dissociation information on nanosecond
timescales, it unbiasedly searches possible molecular channels, due to the stochastic
nature of the extra force, and may be able to help identify key amino acid residues in
the ligand (un)binding process. Although a disadvantage of course is that this requires
a structure with a ligand, it could be used, for example, to study conformational
changes that occur due to ligand escape which could then be used to inform, or even
to provide structures for virtual screening. A complementary technique is steered
MD (SMD) and it is analogous to atomic force microscopy or optical tweezers, in
silico. Much like RAMD, it could be used to look at small molecule dissociation.
Both of these techniques show promise in further enabling drug discovery by using
experimental structures with ligands, and providing information about the binding
process.

One of the remaining challenges for the field is the perception of the scientific
community. It seems that confidence in MD simulations has not gained the traction
that it has in other scientific disciplines such as meteorology, fluid dynamics and
astrophysics118. Despite the success in other disciplines, MD simulations are often
disregarded as insufficient, even though there is a wealth of data showing consistent
results between simulation and experiment including many of the examples reviewed
herein.
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The following chapter is original to support the larger body of work with molecular
biology context.



Chapter 2

Molecular Biology Review
Featuring Zinc Fingers

A short historical overview sets the stage for a biological review highlighting timescales,
zinc-related biology, and the implications of both. It supplements much of the biolog-
ical rationale for the various research projects discussed here. We discuss the critical
importance of hydrogen bonds as they pertain to various biological mechanisms like
cell death and signaling and investigate the importance of zinc in a variety of roles and
their relationships to disease while pointing out opportunities for novel treatments.
We then discuss the essential nature of synthetases particularly those involving me-
thionine before concluding with a broad strokes review of outstanding issues in the
field of biophysics.

2.1 Brief Biological Background

2.1.1 Molecular Biology: A Historical Perspective

Biology has fascinated humans for millennia. The study of life is an introspection of
such substance; it has occupied some the greatest minds in history. Among the first
well–documented biologists was the better–known philosopher, Aristotle (384 BC -
322 BC), whose dedication to empiricism and logic provided a foundation for modern
understanding. Fast forward a few thousand years to 1859 when Charles Darwin
published On the Origin of Species, forever altering the field of biology with his
theory of evolution. Around the same time, Gregor Mendel was pursuing the earliest
work in genetics. These scientists paved the way for what has been a drastically
increasing rate of progress in understanding biological mechanisms and provided the
foundation for modern health care, nutrition, and medicine.

Many folks made large contributions to the broadly defined field of molecular
biology; a few are particularly noteworthy. Each of them has contributed in impor-
tant ways to exposing the fundamental origins of biological function – very complex
molecular interactions.
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Linus Pauling is the only person to ever be awarded two unshared Nobel prizes,
alongside Marie Curie he is one of just two people to ever receive Nobel prizes in
different fields. He started out as a graduate student in X-ray diffraction resolving
crystal structures. Later, his work provided foundations for quantum chemistry prob-
ing the nature of the atomic interaction drawing conclusions related to hybridization
of atomic orbitals1, α-helix secondary structures2, and the spheron cluster model of
the nucleus3. Regarding the structural arrangement of DNA, Pauling hypothesized a
triple helix4, instead of the double helix, arrangement. While his peers ridiculed him
for this, we now know that DNA triplexes (and quadruplexes) occur naturally, albeit
not the way he proposed5,6.

The discovery of the structure of DNA was a pivotal point in molecular biology,
providing experimental evidence for genetic information storage. While this topic is
widely taught in grade school, most learn the material through the lens of Watson
and Crick. Their ball and stick models provided a theoretical framework for DNA
structure with stacked base pairs supported by hydrogen bonds. While these models
provided a reasonable interaction mechanism, Rosalind Franklin was the first to re-
solve the crystal structure of DNA experimentally. Her discovery provided the critical
evidence necessary to validate Watson and Crick’s double helix model for DNA. She
passed away in 1958, four years before Watson, Crick, and Wilkins won the Nobel
prize for their breakthroughs regarding DNA structure. Watson himself admitted she
had earned a portion of the Nobel prize won, although the Nobel prize is not awarded
posthumously.7 Her well-documented story has helped illuminate gender inequalities
in the field of science8 and inspired the next generation of female scientists9.

More recently, the work of Jeremy England aims to extend thermodynamics and
statistical mechanics to incorporate a theory of how life might emerge from physical
processes. In his article on Statistical Physics of Self-Replication 10, he proposes a
lower bound to the amount of heat generated during self-replication of a system
connected to a thermal bath. After connecting the production of entropy to transition
probability from first principals, he discusses the implications in the context of cell
division or nucleic acid self-replication. He suggests a maximum growth rate of self-
replication dependent on the internal entropy, heat dissipated into the system, and its
durability (the inverse of the rate parameter). Despite the popular media’s eagerness
to overstate this as a theory of the origin of life, it certainly a step in that direction.
England hopes to have set in motion the construction of a theoretical framework for
defining the constraints on natural selection for systems, not in equilibrium. Many
scientists, myself included, are eager to see the extensions of this work.

These are just a few of the discoveries that provided a springboard for modern
molecular biology and remain pivotal to our understanding how molecular machines
orchestrate the function of every living organism. Many others played important
roles as well, including Louis Pasteur11,12, Jacques Monod13,14, Martin Karplus15,16.
As this is a very rich field this is nowhere near a complete list; for additional histor-
ical perspectives regarding the sometimes disputed origins of molecular biology see,
Garcia-Sancho 17 , de Chadarevian and Rheinberger 18 , or Strasser and de Chadare-
vian 19 .

As discussed in Chapter 1, at the heart of this understanding is our ability to
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Figure 2.1: The central dogma of molecular biolgoy describes the flow of infor-
mation in molecular biology. Figure adapted from a lecture slide from Physics of
Macromolecules with Dr. Sam Cho.

improve our fundamental comprehension of how proteins, DNA and RNA interact to
regulate cells and ultimately life - widely known as the central dogma of molecular
biology. Learning to make reliable predictions regarding the behavior of biomolecules
at the atomic level has potential to impact wide–ranging industries from biofuels to
pharmaceuticals.

2.1.2 Central Dogma

The central dogma of molecular biology describes how information flows in molecular
systems. First posited by Francis Crick in 1958, a 1970 Nature paper refined the
central dogma to be:

“The central dogma of molecular biology deals with the detailed residue-by-residue
transfer of sequential information. It states that such information cannot be trans-
ferred back from protein to either protein or nucleic acid.”20

Figure 2.1 depicts these fundamental relationships. The central dogma asserts that
information flows between DNA and RNA (and between themselves, separately), but
flows from RNA to proteins, and not back, where we have defined information to be
ordered sequences.

DNA is well known to be comprised of 4 base-pairs, Adenosine, Cytosine, Guanine,
and Tyrosine. RNA nominally has the same nucleotides but replaces Tyrosine with
a Uracil. These two polymer types are limited to 4 (at most, 5) unique components
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from which to transmit information. Eukaryotic proteins, on the other hand, have
21 unique components, or amino acids, including lesser known selenocysteine. Not
surprisingly, proteins have a more diverse set of functions than DNA or RNA, as they
can adopt diverse sets of shapes afforded by the diversity of the building blocks. Pro-
teins then adapt common secondary structures including alpha-helices, beta-sheets,
turns, and pi-helices, for example. Those more complex structures then combine to
form additional complexity with an overall structure that influences interactions with
other proteins.

Proteins often join into groups, with the same (homo), or different (hetero) binding
partners, forming complex structures. The structures, based solely on the amino
acid building blocks, combine together to form functional molecular machines. In
order to do this, the proteins must first at least partially fold and sometimes must
be completely folded. Structures of such complexity include MutSα, discussed in
Supplementary Chapters 9 and 10.

All life is built with and from these principal atomic arrangements, starting with
the fundamental code, DNA. The transcription of DNA to RNA initiates information
processing with a ’read from memory’. Naturally, then, reverse transcription is anal-
ogous to a ’write to memory’ and the means of survival for retroviruses. Continuing
with the computational analogy, folding might be thought of as compiling a program,
where the fundamental information is prepared for functional use. Translation of
RNA into proteins might then be the generation and integration of the (sub)routines
that carry out specific tasks - an operating system if you will. This analogy, while
not perfect, offers reasonable connections associating the two disciplines.

Synthesizing ideas from seemingly disparate topics is a common tactic in physics.
And from a physics standpoint, the central dogma poses an interesting entropy/in-
formation theory problem. Hubert Yockey, who also worked as a nuclear physicist on
the Manhattan project, provided insights over decades providing an interesting lens
from which to view the fundamental physics of the origin of life on Earth.21,22,12

As discussed from an MD perspective in Chapter 1, the varied plethora of bio-
logical processes plays out on timescales of different orders of magnitude. As it was
important to consider timescales in MD (c.f. Chapter 1), it is similarly important to
address them from a biological standpoint.

2.1.3 Biological timescales

Just as each order of magnitude of physical scale exposes different biological realms,
the different orders of magnitude of timescale also show large differences in behavior.
While our simulation timescales are typically limited to micro/milliseconds, biology
has had the convenience of eons to operate. And just as the physical scale, processes
that occur on the smallest timescales provide the foundation for the complex behavior
that arises at the macroscopic level.

The importance of long timescale simulations is widely noted for various ap-
plications23,24,25,26 and particularly for Markov Modeling.27,28,26,29 The reason these
timescales are so important to access in silico is because those timescale are required
in vivo to compile intricate behaviors such as complexation or allosteric regulation,
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Figure 2.2: The behavior of biological elements and the timescale of the corre-
sponding behavior. The information in this figure was also adapted from a slide from
Physics of Macromolecules with Dr. Sam Cho.

for example. Figure 2.2 shows some of the fundamental behaviors of macromolecules
and the corresponding timescales.

On the shorter timescale regime of Figure 2.2, that is fs-ps timescales, atoms
vibrate and rotate as influenced by their environment. MD simulations are updated
typically on the order of 2− 4fs to ensure this behavior is captured. Moving forward
to longer timescales, is secondary structure that operates between ≈ 10ps and ≈ ms,
ligand binding that occurs anywhere from ns to second, and protein folding which
operates on the microsecond scales for the fastest folders but can extend to seconds
and longer.

In each of the last three, longer timescale processes, more complex interactions
occur and secondary structure elements take shape. These secondary structure el-
ements are supported by hydrogen bond networks providing a means for increased
complexity. Hydrogen bonds support biopolymer structure and are very useful in
discerning mechanisms of action.

2.1.4 Hydrogen Bonds for Structural Support

Hydrogen bonds are the supports upon which biopolymers form their structure. These
structures ultimately regulate their function and the orchestration of those functions
sustain all life. Incorporating secondary structural elements of proteins like α-helices
and β-sheets, the famous Watson-Crick base pairing of DNA, and interactions at
a binding interface or with the solvent, it’s safe to say hydrogen bonds operate all
throughout cells. While these energetically small (relative to covalent bonds, for
example) dipole interactions are difficult to measure experimentally, Molecular Dy-
namics (MD) simulations have provided a means to observe the behavior of these
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bonds in detail. Hydrogen bond analysis of MD simulations can be built into work-
flows to incorporate this data with other quantitative observations and is useful in
predicting mutations for experimental validation (c.f. Chapter 6).

Before proceeding, we should address the question of what exactly is a hydrogen
bond? The answer to this is not always the same depending on where you look,
and there are many different classifications, some of which we will summarize here.
They are typically described by three atoms, the donor atom (the atom providing the
hydrogen to the interaction), the acceptor atom (the atom receiving the hydrogen)
and the hydrogen itself. As recently as 2011, the International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) reevaluated the definition of the hydrogen bond30. In
that 2011 recommendation, the authors propose a specific definition of a hydrogen
bond - “a hydrogen bond is an attractive interaction between a hydrogen atom from
a molecule or molecular fragment X-H in which X is more electronegative than H
and an atom or group of atoms in the same or difference molecule, in which there is
evidence of bond formation.”30

Hydrogen bond angles contribute to the strength of the bond - the closer the
angle is to 180 deg the stronger the bond will be. The distance between the hydrogen
and the acceptor is another criteria connected to the strength of the bond - the
closer the atoms, the stronger the hydrogen bond (to within Van Der Waals repulsion
distance, of course). That said, hydrogen bonds are relatively weak in water, but
large combinations of them in proteins and nucleic acids provide structural support
of critical import.31

Examples of hydrogen bonds found and rendered using portions of the code in
Appendix A are shown in Figure 2.3. This example shows the normal WC base
pairing associated with Guanine and Cytosine. The bases in the figure correspond
to GUA54 and CYS62 of the TψC-loop in the tRNA that is the focus of Chapter 6.
The figure shows the hydrogen bond as a purple cylinder, with the hydrogen of the
bond poking through. The donor and acceptor atoms are at the end of the cylinders,
with the hydrogen closest to the donor.

Stable yet malleable hydrogen bonds play various essential roles in biological func-
tion. Various tools exist already for hydrogen bond detection of Molecular Dynamics
simulations including MDAnalysis32, HBonanza33, or VMD plugin34 to name a few.
The question the becomes, what can we do with hydrogen bond information over the
course of simulations? The answer is a lot.

Various sections herein contain conclusions drawn from analysis of hydrogen–bond
motifs, including Chapters 4, 5, 6, and Supplemental Chapter 10, wherein we discuss
the utility of hydrogen bonds in identifying functionally critical structural elements,
motifs capable of allosteric signal propagation, and specific types of DNA damage
derived from machine learning. Detection of DNA damage often triggers a cell death
response; using machine learning to understand the signal mechanisms of apoptotic
initiation could prove tremendously useful for various chemotherapeutic approaches.35
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Figure 2.3: An example of hydrogen bonds between a guanine and cytosine of
tRNA using the tools presented in Appendix A. The bonds the form the standard
Watson–Crick base pairing are represented by purple cylinders.

2.1.5 Cell Death

Cells have programmed into themselves a host of triggers to indicate when the cell has
exceeded its utility and should start in motion the cell death response, or apoptosis.
There are numerous forms of apoptotic activation expressed in response to various
stress conditions. When properly executed the apoptosis reuses functional compo-
nents and breaks down non-functional components into smaller pieces that can be
reincorporated into useful parts. A less–clean form of cell death occurs via necrosis,
often induced by some form of trauma. If apoptosis is a physiological analog to hu-
mans recycling waste, then necrosis is the landfill counterpart. Necrosis, once thought
to be essentially a default failure of cells sans programming, is a messy end where
cellular constituents are expelled instigating immune responses. However, there is ev-
idence to suggest that underlying signal pathways drive necrosis in a similar manner
to apoptosis.36,37,38 This form of programmed necrosis is called necroptosis.39 Both
functions are operated by many of the same components, and might have regulatory
switches to convert from one form of cell death to another.

Another form of cell death, autophagy, has its name derived from ancient Greek
meaning ‘self-devouring.’ The primary purpose of autophagy is to remove damaged
organelles or unnecessary protein aggregates too large to be degraded by the protea-
some.40 It may also be useful in helping immune systems defend against invasion by
degrading microorganisms like viruses and bacteria.40 Optineurin, a main actor in
Chapter 5, has been identified as a cytosolic substrate for autophagy.41

In certain conditions, the normal apoptotic pathway is inhibited, and this poses
problems for the organism. Inhibitors of the apoptotic signaling pathways are inter-
esting because of their role in cancer as many cancers hijack the apoptotic pathway
and live past their utility until they ultimately die and spread via necrosis. More
useful treatments will emerge for cancers and other ailments, and we understand the
signaling pathways and the mechanisms that regulate those signals.
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2.2 Elemental Zinc in Biology

Metal ions critically regulate many physiological processes. Maybe the most well
known essential metal ions is iron and its role in oxygen binding and transport for
necessary for respiration. Hemoglobin, a tetramer with two subunits, cooperatively
binds 4 oxygen molecules for transport from lungs to tissues and its cohort, myoglobin,
stores those molecules for later use.31 Other metal ions similarly play important roles
in biology, including Manganese, Cobalt, Copper and Zinc. While zinc is often lumped
in with the transition metals (particularly on the periodic table), others consider
it unique enough to join a smaller group of post-transition metals.42,43 One of the
things that makes zinc different than the other first–row transition metals is the
complete d-shell that prevents participation in reducing reactions.44 Regardless of its
classification, the particular properties of zinc make it indispensable for life.

Zinc acts at times as an enzyme cofactor. It facilitates alcohol dehydrogenase
(an enzyme to convert alcohols to aldehydes) or ketones binding nicotinamide ade-
nine dinucleotide (NAD+) (an oxidizing agent derived from the vitamin niacin).31 It
also operates in metalloenzymes where the zinc is directly involved in the catalytic
mechanism. The first such example was cabonic anhydrase II discovered in 1940.44

As of the year 2000 more than 300 zinc enzymes had been discovered covering all 6
classes of enzymes. A number of diseases arise from zinc deficiency, including anemia,
hypogonadism, and impaired wound healing.45

Zinc occurs in an ionized form in living organisms as Zn2+, with a molecular
weight of 65.38 g

mol
45 and is estimated to bind with 10% of human proteins.46 Zinc

plays a vital role in utero, particularly in brain development and is often involved
in discussions of Alzheimer’s disease47 and other neurological diseases as it is more
abundant in the brain than any other trace metal.45 Some neuroscientists even posit
that zinc may be involved in synaptic plasticity.48,49,50

For all the good that it does in humans, zinc, like calcium, is toxic in high quan-
tities. Too much zinc will block uptake of copper – there is no evidence the reverse
is true (that too much copper blocks zinc uptake.)51 Ingesting an excess of approx-
imately 300mg

day
will lead to a ‘low-intake’ overdose with symptoms including nausea

and vomiting51 among others, whereas the recommended daily average is just 15 mg
day

.
Because ailments arise when there is too little or too much zinc, it is important that
healthy humans regulate zinc-homeostasis.

2.2.1 Importance of Zinc Homeostasis

Living organisms depend on the ability to regulate quantities of substances while
other environmental conditions vary. So what is homeostasis, exactly? According to
Principles of Biochemistry, the definition of homeostasis is “The maintenance of a
dynamic steady state by regulatory mechanisms that compensate for changes in exter-
nal circumstances.” Homeostasis is required for a great deal of function and regulate
everything from temperature and pH to concentrations of K+ and O2. These steady
states provide the baseline of controls for the sensory feedback loops that operate the
many cellular functions. Life requires homeostasis of different components; ions are
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a common and useful regulatory mechanism.
Keeping zinc near equilibrium concentrations allows fine tuned control systems

to respond to environmental stimuli. Maintaining a ‘goldilocks’ zone of zinc concen-
tration is imperative, because too much is cytotoxic and too little inhibits proper
function of many aforementioned systems.52 Zinc homeostasis supports nucleic acid
metabolism, brain development, and immune system regulation.53,54,55,50 The main
site for regulation of zinc homeostasis is the gastronintestinal tract, where zinc absorb-
tion is balanced with endogenous excretion.56 In the case of a zinc surplus, the extra
ions are mediated by metallothionein, where a 6-linked set of Cys2His2 zinc fingers
regulate transcription factor MTF-1.57 On the other hand, zinc deficiency is known
to be regulated by Zap1, in brewers yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) anyway.58 Both
proteins contain DNA binding domains and use their abilities as transcription tools
to initiate other processes to maintain proper zinc concentrations.

So you might be wondering, what are the proper zinc concentrations? In 2001,
Outten and O’Halloran 59 proposed about 105 zinc atoms are needed per Escherichia
coli cell, 107 atoms for yeast, and 108 on average for mammalian cells in culture. All
of these are approximately the same concentrations (after correcting for volume), 0.1-
0.5 mM.59 However, certain types of cells use elevated zinc concentrations to support
their specialized roles, including neurons and prostate cells. In fact, prostate cancer
cells alter the zinc concentration affecting the ability of those cells to regulate normal
citrate metabolism.60 Additionally, zinc is gaining traction as a treatment for prostatic
adenocarcinoma, whereby it inhibits NF-κB activation promoting chemotherapeutic
success.61,62 Further investigations have shown zinc stabilizes chemotherapeutic 5–
fluoro–2’–deoxyuridine (FdU) substituted DNA63 while others detailed mechanisms
of complexation64.

While we are still sorting out all the many involvements of zinc biology, it is
clear that maintaining zinc concentration levels is directly linked to zinc as a viable
signaling mechanism. Not enough zinc, and there’s no signal to send and too much
zinc will cause the signal to get lost in the noise. One signal pathway reliant on
proper zinc concentrations is that of redox signaling. Oteiza 65 details many of the
mechanisms and implications of zinc signaling in response to reactive oxygen species
(ROS). They also describe the areas of active research working to precisely outline
how zinc mediates redox-regulated signaling.

2.2.2 Zinc Signaling

In 2011, Fukada et al. 46 provided a thoughtful review of zinc homeostasis and signaling
discussing the implications of disease. One highlight of the review is that different
signal induction times have different behaviors. For example, where an early Zn signal
is transcription-independent (as in mast cells), yet a late Zn signal is a transcription–
dependent process requiring a zinc transporter. These two different modes of function
speak to the versatility of zinc function, and to the essential role of timescales in zinc
biology.

Fukada et al. 46 continue in their review to discuss the various types of zinc signal-
ing as a neurotransmitter and as an intracellular signaling ion. We’ve already seen
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the importance of zinc’s role as a cofactor and metalloenzymes, but it is also critically
important for synaptic activity. Additionally, it found in high concentrations in the
central nervous system (CNS) where it operates as an intercellular signal55 and is
synaptically released.

Watt et al. 47 suggest there are three distinct forms of zinc singals:

1. Synaptic Zinc- A nuerotransmitter.

2. Transmembrane flux- Transmission from extracelluar space to zinc ion chan-
nels.

3. Intracellular Zinc Signals- Releasing reserves of zinc within a cell (absent in
neurons).

Similar to oxygen, zinc has a transport system inside cells to handle ion distribu-
tion. Additionally, it has a storage mechanism where surplus zinc is stored in mossy
fibers found in hippocampal and non-hippocampal cells and reserved for later use.
Due to its sensitive nature, regulation of zinc by these transport systems sustains
proper cell function. When zinc ions are dispersed into destination cells they bind
with potentially hundreds of different proteins depending on concentrations, avail-
ability, etc. A common type of zinc-binding proteins are zinc fingers, a term that
includes zinc transport proteins among others.

2.2.3 Zinc Fingers are Far Reaching

Zinc fingers were identified 1985 as a transcription factor in Xenopus laevis, a species
of frog.66 Since then, that understanding of the functions of zinc fingers has been
expanded upon, yet the term has remained to describe diverse sets of structural
zinc-binding motifs. The most widely studied form of zinc finger is that of the first
discovery, a transcription factor with a Cys2His2 zinc-coordinating active site. These
motifs link together like a chain and sit in the major groove of DNA for transcription
regulation.67,68 These transcription factors adopt a similar ββα-motif to the zinc
finger of NEMO investigated herein (although NEMO has a CCHC zinc-coordinating
active site). Hamed et al. 69 contend that the Cys2His2 zinc finger proteins “recognize
more motifs than all other human transcription factors combined.”

It is clear that the Cys2His2 zinc fingers are critical, yet the are many other
known zinc coordinating geometries. For example, there are zinc binding active sites
comprised of four cysteines (Cys4), although they usually adopt a different structural
motif and are found in nuclear steroid or hormone receptors.70 Another configuration
of particular interest is highlighted in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, Cys3His1. These Cys3His1
or Cys4 binding sites have recently been shown to bind gold and chemotherapeutic
cisplatin.71,72

Another class found in metabolic regulation has a 6 cysteine (Cys6) active site
some of which bind 2 zinc ions.70,73 The many motifs offered by zinc fingers, along
with their ability to function in groups, allows zinc finger proteins to carry out such a
wide range of function, including binding to DNA, RNA, lipids and other proteins.68,57
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(a) 2JVX
(b) 3VUW (c) 3CLX

(d) 2HZ8 (e) 1GAT (f) 1C9Q

Figure 2.4: Varioius structures highlight the diversity of zinc binding proteins. Each
image has the zinc ion depicted as a green sphere, the zinc cooridinating residues
are in the licorice representation, and the new cartoon representation is colored by
secondary structure.
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Zinc fingers come in various shapes and sizes, including RING fingers, zinc knuck-
les, and zinc finger nucleases (ZFN), to name a few. There can be anywhere from
1 to 30 zinc finger domains in any 1 protein74, with just a few of them shown in
Figure 2.4. Each type has its own particular function or set of functions, but they
all have one thing in common – a zinc ion stabilizing the folded protein structure.
For example, Figure 2.4b is a protein known as A20, and, like NEMO, is involved
in the NF-κB signaling pathway. In fact, A20 suppresses NF-κB activity as 3VUW
binds to polyubiquitin chains.75. Other zinc fingers, like the one shown in Figure
2.4c, are more directly linked to apoptosis via XIAP (X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis
Protein). This protein also has a Cys3His1 zinc coordination in the BIR3 domain of
XIAP which binds to other proteins (Smac/DIABLO) to facilitate its function.

Reviews by Laity et al. 57 and Krishna et al. 73 discuss the diversity of zinc fingers
known at the time (2001 and 2003, respectively). Since then, many new zinc fingers
have been identified, including almost 60 with a known Cys3His1 zinc-binding site76.

Zinc fingers are ubiquitous and highly diverse. As such, scientists have brought
protein synthesis into a very active area of research, with the goal being to synthesize
novel zinc-fingers and integrate them into useful function.67,77 To that end, Wang
et al. 78 describe a technique for predicting zinc finger protein structures by carefully
modeling the geometry coordinating the zinc ion across various active site configu-
rations. DNA-binding zinc fingers offer such enthusiasm because they can be linked
linearly together to recognize varying length DNA sequences. The possibility has
opened the door to use zinc fingers in precise genomic editing.

Zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs) were early players in the genetic engineering field.79

Since then, CRISPR/Cas9 and TALEN have emerged as alternative tools for genomic
editing. CRISPR was discovered in 1993 by Francisco Mojica80 but its potential was
realized more recently. Twenty years after its initial discovery it proved capable
of precise genome editing81 and has since garnered a great deal of attention with
nearly 4000 citations in just 3 years. While ZFNs have their shortcomings in genomic
editing82, they are complementary to CRISP and TALEN and will likely remain
relevant due to their modular nature.77 While there is a buzz of excitement about the
possibility of genome modification, it is not the primary focus of this dissertation; we
now switch gears to focus on the proteins and RNAs that are.

2.3 Operation NEMO

While the Cys2His2 zinc finger has garnered attention for it’s aforementioned poten-
tial in gene regulation, the Cys3His1 class of protein is gaining traction for different
reasons. NEMO, synonymous with the inhibitor of nuclear factor κB kinase subunit
gamma (IKK-γ), regulates the activation of NF-κB, a protein that controls DNA
transcription, immune responses and cell death.83 It normally resides in an inactive
state floating around the cytoplasm bound to IκB proteins.84 There are a variety of
pathways of activation and NEMO is involved in NF-κB activation from a variety of
triggers. The zinc finger has been specifically identified for pathways induced by UV
radiative stress and topoisomerase inhibitors.85
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Understanding specific details about how NEMO activates NF-κB will improve our
ability to develop therapeutics for a variety of ailments. NF-κB is an anti-apoptotic
protein that inhibits normal apoptotic behavior. Ultimately, if we can determine the
’switch’ used to turn this anti-apoptotic signal on and off via IKKγ (NEMO)86,87, then
we can use this knowledge alter the course of cancer development and other ailments.88

We discuss these relationships in greater detail in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 7. The IKKγ
subunit is a 419 residue protein with various domains that have been resolved via x-ray
crystallography or NMR, including the coil-coil domains89,90, the leucine zipper90, and
the C-terminal zinc finger83. The function of some of the domains has been known
for some time, including the IKKβ binding domain in HLX1, or that the coiled-
coil/leucine zipper domain binds ubiquitin.91 More recent developments continue to
shed light on the particulars of ubiquitin and NEMO interactions in those binding
domains.92 Docking and subsequent MD simulations will hopefully provide insight
into potential arrangements of ubiquitin and NEMO, c.f. Chapter 7.

2.4 Protein Synthesis: A tRNA-MetRS Perspec-

tive

RNA comes in various, specialized flavors, namely messenger RNA (mRNA), ribo-
somal RNA (rRNA), and transfer RNA (tRNA).93 While the limited RNA focus of
this dissertation is on tRNA, it is worth briefly mentioning the utility of its coun-
terparts, as all three are important for protein synthesis. Reliable conversion of the
fundamental information contained in DNA into the functional proteins is a feat of
evolutionary engineering.

There are various constituents of each type of tRNA cooperating to regulate pro-
tein synthesis efficiently. mRNA carries the genetic information to be translated into
protein. After being coded in the nucleus, it carries that information to the cyto-
plasm and endoplasmic reticulum, where ribosomes produce proteins. That’s where
rRNA comes into play. The most abundant of the three RNA types, rRNA acts
as the production site and catalyst for translation; they comprise a majority of the
ribosome.

Then, tRNA has the critically important task of converting the codon, the three
letter genetic code carried by the mRNA, into an amino acid. Thus, each amino acid
has a corresponding unique tRNA. tRNA molecules adopt a clover leaf structure. The
middle of the three cloverleafs contain the anti-codon of the amino acid to be coded,
and it binds with the conjugate base pairs on the mRNA. The base pair binding act
as a key mechanism such that only the correct anticodon sequence will incorporate
the available amino acid ensuring information fidelity.

tRNA-MetRS is of particular importance because every protein begins with a
methionine. Methionine is an essential amino acid for humans (that is, it must be
supplied by the diet), encoded by the codon AUG. The start codon, or the initial read
frame of the genetic information, is always AUG (methionine) in eukaryotic cells or
modified fMet in prokaryotic cells. This dual functionality as a protein initiation site
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and as a normally coded amino acid makes the AUG codon particularly interesting.
We will discuss its import in further detail in Chapters 6 and 7.

2.5 Summary & Problems Unresolved

Levinthal’s paradox is a statement of the complexity of configuration space sampling
in proteins. The basic argument is that if a polymer folded completely randomly,
sampling a new state every nanosecond, it would take on the order of the lifetime
of the universe to happen upon the functional folded state. We know that proteins
fold on much faster timescales (µs − min) Since he first proposed the paradox in
1968, a great deal of experimental and theoretical work has been done to address this
issue and several models proposed, for example, the transition state ensemble model
(TSEM)94,95,96 and folding funnels.97,98 A critic of the funnel hypothesis,99 argues that
hydrophilic and hydrophobic forces dominate the folding process – an idea seemingly
consistent with the notion that solvents control folding rates.100

Other scientists are approaching the folding problem from a different perspec-
tive. David Baker’s group has quite literally made a game out of protein folding.
Foldit (http://fold.it/portal/) is a cross-platform, multi-player application that
provides the player with an unfolded or partially folded protein structure and, in ac-
cordance with the physics of the environment, the user must fold the protein into its
functional conformation, scoring points along the way. It is based on the ROSETTA
suite of algorithms. This crowdsourcing platform is a way for non-scientists to par-
ticipate in real, potentially important, scientific discoveries.

Another form of crowdsourcing, called Folding@Home
(https://folding.stanford.edu/), allows users to offer up their idle processing
power for scientific research. Similar to SETI@Home which searches for extrater-
restrial signals, this program leverages the internet and willing participants to carry
out massive parallel computations distributed across many systems, providing unique
opportunities for anyone to potentially get involved in scientific advancement.

2.5.1 Sequence to Structure to Function

The folding problem points to a more general problem. Can we determine the struc-
ture of a protein simply from its sequence? Modern advancements in our ability to
sequence entire genomes (the entire set of DNA present in a cell or organism) has pro-
vided the community with tremendous amounts of sequence data. However, structure
determination is timely and costly whether done with X-ray crystallography or NMR.
We have the ability to convert DNA sequences to corresponding protein sequences,
yet we to not have a reliable way of predicting the protein structure in the absence of
a homologous known structure. A reliable theoretical model to convert sequence into
the folded structure will open the door for an explosion of structural data to inform
processes like structure-based drug design. Once we are able to determine the struc-
tures from sequence, focus shifts to predicting function from structure. While the
structure-function relationship is widely discussed,101,102,103,104 it is a predictive prob-

http://fold.it/portal/
https://folding.stanford.edu/
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lem of tremendous complexity. If we are ever able to reveal a theoretical framework
of structure-function relationships, advanced computing will drive its discovery.
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Chapter 3

Importance of Long-time
Simulations for Rare Event
Sampling in Zinc Finger Proteins

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation methods have seen significant improvement
since their inception in the late 1950s. Constraints of simulation size and duration
that once impeded the field have lessened with the advent of better algorithms, faster
processors, and parallel computing. With newer techniques and hardware available,
MD simulations of more biologically relevant timescales can now sample a broader
range of conformational and dynamical changes including rare events. One concern
in the literature has been under which circumstances it is sufficient to perform many
shorter timescale simulations and under which circumstances fewer longer simulations
are necessary. Herein, our simulations of the zinc finger NEMO (2JVX) using multiple
simulations of length 15, 30, 1000, and 3000 ns are analyzed to provide clarity on this
point.

3.1 Introduction

The ability to use computer models to build an atomistic picture of biomolecules
helps tackle a variety of problems ranging from drug discovery to model development
for protein folding mechanisms. The importance of these models was illustrated by
the awarding of the 2013 Nobel Prize in Chemistry to three pioneers in the field.
While great strides have been made in the viability of MD since their inception in the
late 1950s1, it is still essential to verify that the computer simulations are the best
possible representation of the physical, in vivo, situation. Here, we highlight why,
even for a small metal-binding protein, long timescale simulations are beneficial to
understanding the zinc finger motif.

The protein of interest, the zinc finger domain of NEMO (Nuclear factor-kappa B
Essential MOdulator) has three cysteines and a single histidine coordinating the zinc
ion, and is significant in the canonical NF-κB signaling pathway. The crystal structure
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has a ββα motif determined by NMR with label 2JVX in the Protein Data Bank2.
NEMO has been shown relevant to immune responses, oncogenesis, and apoptosis3,
and mutations of NEMO on the X chromosome have been linked to human diseases
such as incontinentia pigmenti4. Generally, the NF-κB signaling pathway has many
implications for many human diseases, and the regulation mechanisms of NEMO
are not well understood5,6,7. As such, this model system has biomedical interest, in
addition to being a small metal-binding protein system for our purposes.

Previous publications suggest convergence of nanosecond-scale simulations point
to statistically significant conformations8. While these simulations converge nicely,
the limited timescale may inhibit access to local minima aside from that directly ac-
cessible to the crystallographic structure. Folding, assembly, and diffusion processes,
for example, require longer timescales to probe protein behavior and subsequent novel
conformations may provide insight to a variety of protein mechanisms9,10. The data
here suggest that convergence can still be attained when extending to microseconds
and include a much larger sampling of conformation space.

The timescales sampled for even modest-sized protein and RNA/DNA structures
via conventional serial CPU simulations are insufficient to probe many biologically
significant processes11. For example, events such as folding and docking can take
micro and milliseconds to occur. Computing with GPUs, on the other hand, provides
reasonable access to longer timescales at least in the microsecond range. Even a
small 423-atom (including the bound zinc ion) 28-residue protein indicates that there
are significant conformational changes that appear in long simulations that are not
present in shorter simulations of equal sampling. While this would not be surprising
for a large protein complex, it is surprising for such a small system. Even a tiny
monomer like this zinc finger samples unique conformational space when simulations
are extended out to the microsecond range.

3.2 Methods

Computational improvements such as parallelization across the multiple GPU pro-
cessors that are contained within a single GPU core have recently made microsecond-
scale simulations more accessible. For comparison, the same protein was simulated
on a Ethernet, quad-core CPU system running at 2.4GHz (timing runs showed negli-
gible time savings with more processors) and a single GPU core with explicit TIP3P
waters12. Additional GPU speed up was provided by hydrogen mass repartitioning
requiring increased time steps to 4fs13.

All simulations were run at 300 K with the solvent ionized to 0.15 mol/L con-
centrations of Na+ and Cl− . The GPU system requires a cubic water box causing
the significant increase in the number of waters. Despite having nearly twice the
number of simulation atoms, the speed increase on the GPU is significant as shown
in Table 3.1. All GPU computations were performed on Metrocubo workstations
from Acellera on Titan GPUs; the 3µs simulations were performed on newer, faster
Metrocubo workstations. The CPU-based simulations were performed on the DEAC
cluster at Wake Forest University.
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Trajectory
Number

of
Atoms

Plat-
form

Save
Rates
(ps)

Wall
Time
(d)

Speed
( ns/day )

Number
of Sims

CPU ( 15ns ) 6545 NAMD 1 3.8 3.95 20
CPU ( 30ns ) 6545 NAMD 1 7.22 4.15 10
GPU ( 1µs ) 11479 ACEMD 10 5.71 175 5
GPU ( 3µs ) 11479 ACEMD 10 13.4 224 5

Table 3.1: All simulations were run at 300K with the solvent ionized to 0.15 mol/L
concentrations of Na+ and Cl-. The GPU system requires a cubic water box causing
the significant increase in the number of waters. Despite having nearly twice the
number of simulation atoms, the speed increase on the GPU is significant. All GPU
computations were performed on Metrocubo workstations from Acellera on Titan
GPUs; the 3µs simulations were performed on newer, faster Metrocubo workstations.
The CPU-based simulations were performed on the DEAC cluster at Wake Forest
University.

Raw sampling in each simulation space was different between the CPU and GPU
trajectories, but all simulations were trimmed so that sample size, not the sampling
rate, is consistent between all data. For the nanosecond simulations, this means
steps of 500ps for the 15 and 30ns simulations, 4ns for the 1µs simulation, and
12ns for the 3µs simulation. All simulations assumed rigid bonds to hydrogen atoms
employing the CHARMM 22 force field with a patch to deprotonate the cysteines
that coordinate the bound zinc ion14. The CPU NAMD simulations used Langevin
damping for pressure and temperature control using NAMD defaults. The GPU
ACEMD simulations used Langevin damping for temperature control and Berendsen
pressure with default parameters. Long-range electrostatics was calculated using a
particle mesh Ewald implementation15.

3.3 Results

Although nanosecond-scale simulations have shown great success in studying the
conformational dynamics of proteins and protein complexes10,16, results of short
timescales can be incomplete as the sampling may not address rare conformations
that are simply inaccessible on the nanoscale. Findings presented here support that
longer timescale simulations likely sample more of the available free energy landscape.
Namely, on longer timescales, NEMO is not as rigid when compared to shorter simula-
tions, suggesting that there are indeed regions about the global minima, and perhaps
other excited wells, that are being sampled. Many shorter simulations give different
results than a single or a few longer simulations. Short simulations readily give de-
tails about the main behavior of the protein, whereas long simulations additionally
include more excited states. These less common but stable conformations available in
microseconds could be a mechanism significant to biological function such as molec-
ular recognition17.
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We hypothesize that the rarer fluctuations offered in microseconds could be asso-
ciated with binding events and that the conformational states available are regulated
by the presence of zinc. The activation and deactivation of binding capacity of the
zinc-binding domain may vary in the presence and absence of zinc, respectively. These
rare fluctuations could allow for binding of zinc or protein-protein interactions, with
ubiquitin, for example Cordier et al. (2009).

3.3.1 RMSF Indicates greater Flexibility in Longer Time
Simulations

The change in protein backbone fluctuations (Figure 3.1) is consistent with the idea
that microsecond simulations sample a greater region of conformational space evi-
denced by the larger RMS fluctuation. The standard error for the various trajectories
is shown, indicating that these are not likely to be chance events.

The most significant difference between the timescales occurs between residues 6
and 16, with the most pronounced area from 6 to 10. Residues 6 and 9 are zinc-
binding cysteines on beta sheets separated by a turn. While the bound zinc may be
accentuating these larger fluctuations as the binding site alpha carbons have higher
fluctuations on average, it is clear that, in general, the protein fluctuations are larger
in the long simulations. The RMS fluctuations of the simulations compared to one
another show that, despite having the same initial conformation, the longer timescale
simulations show greater fluctuations overall.

3.3.2 Clustering Analysis Distinguishes Short Timescale from
Long Timescales

Clustering results vary across the four different timescales. A quality threshold im-
plementation of clustering built-in to visual molecular dynamics (VMDs) measure
command18 was used to complete the clustering analysis. An RMSD cut-off distance
of 3.2 Å ring was chosen by examining all samples, both together and separately,
to find where there was most often the fewest number of unclustered structures for
alpha carbons, for example, the point that maximized the clustering of the struc-
tures. Structures are clustered based on alpha-carbon RMS distance as compared to
the crystal structure, and limited to 50 clusters, with the 51st cluster containing all
single-member clusters.

Clustering all of the trajectories concatenated (Figure 3.2) shows that the long
timescales probe a configuration space not evident in the nanosecond regime. All
100,000 frames are included in the clustering analysis of the alpha carbons of NEMO,
highlighting changes of the protein backbone. The red vertical lines differentiate
timescales, each 25,000 frames, and the green vertical lines differentiate individual
trajectories. The trajectories are ordered by ascending simulation length. The effec-
tive step size of each frame varies for the sampled data. Namely, the 15 and 30ns
simulations have a clustering step size of 500 ps, the 1µs simulations 4ns, and the
3µs simulations 12ns. This clustering shows that there are low-order, novel clus-
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Figure 3.1: The RMSF in angstroms of the alpha carbons of NEMO. The nanosec-
ond duration data show less fluctuations at all CA than the microsecond simulations.
Large fluctuations show significant deviation near the beta sheet zinc-binding cys-
teines. The standard error of each simulation is shown and general agreement is
shown between the two time regimes.
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Figure 3.2: Clustering of all timescales sampling 25,000 frames of each duration.
A cut-off of 3.2Å ring; applied to RMSD clustering with 50 clusters and the 51st
representing unclustered populations. Red vertical lines differentiate timescales and
green lines differentiate individual trajectories. Few unclustered structures appear in
the short simulations, with many in the longer simulations. Unique, stable structures,
clusters 2 and 3, appear only in the long-timescale simulations as well.

ters only appearing in longer simulations. The last 1µs simulation and the last 3µs
simulation are responsible for the second most populated cluster.

These structures, despite only occurring in two of the simulations, are respon-
sible for 5% of the cluster populations. Similarly, the third cluster occurs in these
two simulations and an additional 3µs simulation and represents 3.4% of the popu-
lations. The lowest order state (first cluster) constitutes 79.4% of the total frames.
Long timescale simulations dominate higher order cluster populations with 83% of
structures in clusters 4 and higher. Unique conformations are sampled more often
in microsecond-length simulations according to the clustering analysis as shown in
Figure 3.2. It is clear that if dominant conformations are of primary interest, shorter
simulations are adequate19. In fact, they are preferred as the appropriate region of
phase space will be well covered with fewer computer resources. Figure 3.3a high-
lights the structural changes that occur, with the primary representative of the three
lowest order cluster structures that constitute 87.8% of all of the frames. The sepa-
ration of secondary structure that results from the extension of the turn between the
beta sheet and alpha helix is only seen in the microsecond regime. Figure 3.3b shows
primary representatives of clusters 20 and 27, also only seen in the microsecond sim-
ulations that show destabilization of the alpha helix. This loss of secondary structure
is a prime example of novel insight of conformational changes evidenced only with a
larger simulation space. It is reasonable to hypothesize that significant conformational
changes like the one shown here are more likely in long MD simulations.

The relative populations of the individual trajectories overlaid on that of all the
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Figure 3.3: Cluster structures of NEMO including the alpha helix, two beta sheets,
and bound zinc ion. The high-order proteins show the destabilization of the alpha
helix and displacement of the zinc ion from the dominant cluster. (a) Clusters 1
(blue), 2 (red), and 3 (silver) show the dominant clusters comparing all timescales.
Clusters 2 and 3 only appear in microsecond simulations. (b) Clusters 1 (blue), 20
(orange), and 27 (ice blue) compare changes to the secondary structure of higher
order, long-timescale conformations.

trajectories in Figure 3.4 indicate that the shortest simulations have clusters domi-
nated by the lowest order cluster, but the microsecond simulations have a more diverse
cluster representation.

Markov Convergence Shows Ergodic Simulations

A Markov chain of the cluster data from Figure 3.2 provides addition information
for analysis, where the Markov chain analysis assumes that each transition is only
dependent on the current state, and independent of any previous state. In this case, we
found that the nanosecond data all fit in nine clusters, where microsecond simulations
required all 51 clusters. Using the rate matrix determined from the Markov chain,
we ascertain the number of steps required for convergence of each cluster to the
distribution of the clusters for each timescale. We expect that if the system is ergodic,
we will obtain the equilibrium cluster distribution regardless of the initial cluster state
over long time periods. An initial pure-state cluster distribution is applied to the rate
matrix iteratively to determine time to convergence to the equilibrium distribution.
All pure states converge to the equilibrium distribution for all four timescales (Figure
3.5) albeit on different timescales.

3.3.3 Correlations Differentiated by Timescales

Correlations plots (Figure 3.6) show clear differences in correlation between the differ-
ent durations, most notably between the nanosecond and microsecond simulations in
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Figure 3.4: Relative cluster populations comparing clustering results of each tra-
jectory clustered separately to that of all trajectories combined. The nanosecond
simulations are both dominated by the lowest order cluster, where the microsecond
clusters show a more diverse clustering population, and all clustering straddles the
timescales.

that the nearly identical correlation between the beta sheets of the nanosecond regime
changes in the microsecond scale. There are long-range correlations between the al-
pha helix and turn in the 1µs that are not present in the 3µs simulations. Clearly,
the 15 and 30ns simulations are very similar visually and quantitatively, with a cor-
relation coefficient of R = 0.981, whereas the differences between the microsecond
simulations are much more drastic. To emphasize the differences, comparisons of all
matrices are shown with the same scaling in Figure 3.7. Consistent with the clus-
tering data, short-timescale simulations sufficiently probe dominant aspects of the
correlation. The difference in the correlation matrices between all timescales further
supports the difference in nanosecond and microsecond simulations. Correlation coef-
ficients are displayed in the top corner of each plot. There is significant disagreement
between the two microsecond duration trajectories, particularly in the alpha-helical
region. They have a modest correlation coefficient of R = 0.584.

3.3.4 Correlations of Clusters Isolate Interesting Conforma-
tions

After concatenating all of the trajectories together and performing clustering analy-
sis, as in Figure 3.2, we isolated the clusters and examined the correlation of each of
the five most populated clusters separately (Figure 3.8). The correlation of the low-
est order cluster is similar to that of the nanosecond simulations, with a correlation
coefficient of R = 0.984 and R = 0.976 for the 15 and 30ns simulations, respec-
tively, which is expected if the nanosecond-scale simulations predominately sample
a single state on the free energy landscape. To this end, primary conformations are
most effectively studied with nanosecond-timescale simulations. The second-order
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Figure 3.5: Pure-state convergence of the equilibrium distribution for each timescale
shows that all data converge to the equilibrium distribution showing that each set
is ergodic. The (a) 15, (b) 30, (c) 1000, and (d) 3000 ns simulations converge in
approximately 8, 9, 72, and 210 ns, respectively.
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Figure 3.6: Covariance plots of individual timescales [(a) 15, (b) 30, (c) 1000,
and (d) 3000 ns] show that the nanosecond simulations are nearly identical, where
the microsecond simulations show significant differences. There is a notable alpha
helixbeta sheet, long-range interactions in the 1µs data that are not present in the
3µs simulations. The 3µs simulation also shows very strong correlation from the
alpha helix to the N-terminus.
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Figure 3.7: Subtracted covariances of different timescales along with correspond-
ing correlation coefficients. The nanosecond simulations have the highest correlation,
while the 3µs simulations have the lowest correlations, and highlight correlation with
the alpha helix region and the tail, and anti-correlation between two zinc-binding
residues, a histidine (22) and a cysteine (9). (a) Comparing the two nanosecond
timescales, shows very high correlation and little deviation. (b) The next longest
interval difference shows differences in the secondary structures, mostly in the beta
sheets. (c) Very similar to the other nanosecond comparison, the 1000–15 ns com-
parison also shows differences in the correlation near the beta sheet and zinc-binding
location. (d) Comparing the two microsecond simulation sets, there is change be-
tween the tail and the beta sheet, as well as changes with the long-range beta sheet
interactions. (e) The covariance between the 3000 and 30 ns simulations is the least
correlated at R = .503. (f) The largest difference in timescales shows little correlation,
and changes appear with the alpha-helix region as well as the tail regions.
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Figure 3.8: Covariance of the three most populated clusters across all timescales.
(a) The lowest order (first) cluster shows covariance highly correlated with the 15 and
30ns simulations (R = 0.985 and R = 0.976, respectively). (b) The second cluster
loses the long-range interactions across the beta sheets, and is most correlated with
the 3µs simulation (R = 0.856). (c) The third recovers the beta sheet interaction and
is most strongly correlated with the 15ns simulations (R = 0.945).

cluster appears only in the microsecond regime is structurally different showing min-
imal long-range correlation and the beta sheet correlation signature. Similarly, the
third-order cluster also only occurs in a subset of the long-time simulations, yet it has
interactions between the beta sheets once again. The microsecond-timescale simula-
tions are responsible for clusters 2 and 3. These structures are kinetic traps and the
protein stays in these configurations for the majority of the simulation after entering
this state. This suggests that these less-populated, rarer clusters are indeed different
conformational minima, which require longer scale simulations to reach.

3.4 Conclusion

Even longer simulations will afford larger fluctuations, and eventually folding pro-
cesses will be examined in atomic detail. However, there is a wealth of information
available in the microsecond scale. This time domain provides details regarding pri-
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mary behavior as well as ancillary behavior that we hypothesize supports biological
function. Additionally, the accelerated hardware capabilities allow ample simula-
tions for a good statistical basis. As such, we prefer microsecond simulations when
resources are available. Even a small 28-residue monomer shows significant conforma-
tional sampling in microsecond simulations. State sampling, as measured by cluster-
ing analysis, is very different between short and long simulations. Longer simulations
sample a larger conformational space exposing larger fluctuations, stable structural
configurations, and different covariance signatures. GPU parallelization makes long-
timescale MD simulations practicable to examine slower, yet biologically important,
processes.
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Chapter 4

Binding Site Configurations Probe
Structure and Dynamics of the
Zinc-finger NEMO

Zinc finger proteins are regulators of critical signaling pathways for various cellular
functions, including apoptosis and oncogenesis. Here, we investigate how binding site
protonation states and zinc coordination influence protein structure, dynamics and
ultimately function, as these pivotal regulatory proteins are increasingly important
for protein engineering and therapeutic discovery. To better understand the ther-
modynamics and dynamics the zinc finger of NEMO (NF-κB Essential Modulator),
as well as the role of zinc, we present results of 20µs of molecular dynamics tra-
jectories, 5µs for each of 4 active site configurations. Consistent with experimental
evidence, the zinc ion is essential for mechanical stabilization of the functional, folded
conformation. Hydrogen bond motifs are unique for deprotonated configurations yet
overlap in protonated cases. Correlated motions and principal component analysis
corroborate the similarity of the protonated configurations and highlight unique rela-
tionships of the zinc-bound configuration. We hypothesize a potential mechanism for
zinc binding from results of the thiol configurations. The deprotonated, zinc-bound
configuration alone predominantly maintains its tertiary structure throughout all 5
microseconds and alludes rare conformations potentially important for (im)proper
zinc-finger related protein-protein or protein-DNA interactions.

4.1 Introduction

The ubiquitous nature of the anti-apoptotic nuclear factor NF-κB signaling pathway
instigated a great deal of research in recent decades1. The conserved nature of DNA
damage response pathways, signals for NF-κB that originate from nuclear response
to genotoxic stress, for example, makes these signals of particular interest2. NF-
κB is activated via two different signaling pathways, canonical and non-canonical,
that ultimately result in the release of cytoplasmic, previously inactive dimers for
nuclear translocation and subsequent gene expression regulation. Furthermore, DNA
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damage response to various signals, including double strand breaks, requires nuclear
translocation of the protein kinase ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) and the Nu-
clear Factor-κB Essential Modulator (NEMO) upstream of NF-κB activation3. The
ATM-NEMO signaling pathway of NF-κB has been implicated in maintaining NF-κB
activation in various human malignancies making it an attractive therapeutic target.
To facilitate a better understanding of these signaling interactions, we investigate the
zinc-finger (ZF) domain of NEMO which is connected to various aspects of the NF-
κB pathway including SUMOylation3, ubiquitin-binding4, and potentially substrates
like inhibitor of IκBα5.

Broadly speaking, zinc-fingers are essential eukaryotic molecular machines that
regulate a variety of critical physiological processes. In addition to their aforemen-
tioned history, zinc-fingers are well known as DNA transcription regulators6 and as
such have been targeted for research of novel gene therapeutics and protein engi-
neering7,8,9,10. Additionally, these structurally and functionally diverse proteins are
involved in many other regulatory processes including immune responses, apopto-
sis, and oncogenesis. A review of the capabilities of this broad protein family was
published in 2016. Since then, additional functional roles have been identified and
have continued to be popular targets for drug discovery, drug delivery, and protein
engineering. To that end, we investigate how the protonation state of the chelating
cysteines and the presence of zinc influence the dynamics and conformations of a
common binding site motif, where 3 cysteines and 1 histidine coordinate a zinc ion.

The ZF discussed herein is a 28-residue domain of NEMO – a 48 kDa protein, also
known as the IKKγ subunit11. Through phosphorylation, NEMO dissociates from
the complex and enables activation of NF-κB – an anti-apoptotic protein12. NF-κB
counters drug cytotoxicity allowing cancer cells to survive and inhibiting the NF-κB
pathway is expected to improve treatment outcomes. However, complete inhibition
of a critical regulatory pathway such as NF-κB likely would have undesirable side
effects. A more focused pathway to target is one involving the zinc-finger of NEMO,
a domain that has been shown to signal in response to DNA damage specifically13.
Additionally, it has been shown that NEMO must enter the nucleus, release ATM,
and re-enter the cytoplasm to activate IKK14. The zinc-finger NEMO can potentially
be isolated for more targeted chemotherapeutic treatment.

The zinc-binding domain of NEMO is a 3.2kDa motif at the C-terminus of the
larger NEMO complex. The ββα-motif is common in zinc-fingers involved in tran-
scription regulation and, as such, is a secondary structure motif that is sought after
in protein engineering15. As a transcription factor, the alpha helix of the zinc-finger
sits into the major groove of DNA and recognizes particular base pair sequences. The
ZF domain of NEMO is a ubiquitin binding domain and critical to signaling path-
ways involving apoptosis, oncogenesis, and immune/inflammatory responses4. While
it is not directly a binding partner with NF-κB, the zinc-finger may also regulate
NEMO’s ability to promote scaffolding for signal induction of NF-κB16. This work
provides a foundation for understanding the effects of zinc and protonation on the
structure and dynamics of the ZF for additional studies on disease-related mutants
and zinc-finger-ubiquitin binding.

To effectively develop therapeutics associated with this target, we seek to better
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Zinc No Zinc
Thiolate
Cysteines

CYN-ZN CYN

Thiol
Cysteines

CYS-ZN CYS

Table 4.1: The four active site configurations and the abbreviations used to identify
them throughout manuscript. The protonated zinc bound case is in boldface as it
is a known functional configuration.4 The green backgrounds represent biologically
stable configurations and the red text denotes non-physiological configurations.

understand how the zinc-ion and cysteine protonation state coordinates structure and
dynamics17,18. Here we investigate the effect of perturbing protonation of binding
site cysteines in the presence and absence of zinc, in silico. Four configurations are
considered: i) the zinc ion bound/ii) unbound in the binding site; iii) as well as
protonated/iv) deprotonated cysteines that coordinate the zinc ion. We performed
5 independent 1µs molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for each of these binding
site configurations to probe the different conformations and dynamics available to
these binding site configurations – 20 simulations in total. The burgeoning field of
MD has recently impacted a variety of fields, including drug discovery19,20, homology
modeling21, and the protein-folding problem22, to highlight a few success stories.

Zinc-fingers are stabilized by the presence of a bound zinc ion6,23. The regula-
tory processes involving zinc-fingers are thought to be dependent on the bound zinc
offering conformational stability required for DNA, RNA, or ubiquitin recognition.
Of the configurations studied here, the two most biologically significant cases are the
functional deprotonated/zinc bound protein (CYN-ZN) and the protonated/no-zinc
configuration (CYS.) They have been highlighted in green in Table 1. The deproto-
nated cysteines are labeled CYN, short for CYsteine Negative (CHARMM nomencla-
ture), and the protonated cases are CYS. An additional ZN tag is used to describe the
simulations with a zinc ion present. In the zinc-bound protonated case (CYS-ZN),
the zinc usually stays bound to the histidine residue, but due to the protonation state
of the cysteines, cannot bind to them properly. The two cases of CYS-ZN and CYN
are likely to be transient, short-lived intermediates and were simulated to parse out
the effects of zinc-(un)binding and (de)protonation separately. The binding site of
the zinc is comprised of residues 6(CYS), 9(CYS), 22(HIS), and 26(CYS). The bind-
ing site residues and the secondary structure ββα-motif is shown in Figure 4.1 along
with the primary structure. This structural motif is critical for proper function, and
heavily dependent on the state of the zinc ion and cysteine protonation.
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Figure 4.1: Primary and secondary structures of NEMO ZF. The zinc ion is coor-
dinated in a CCHC binding site (highlighted by bonds colored by atom type), within
a -motif (cartoon representation, colored by secondary structure). The surrounding
shadow indicates the van der Waals surface of the protein.
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4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Simulation Methods

Leveraging recent advances in computational capabilities offered by GPU paralleliza-
tion, we performed microsecond simulations on a solvated, ionized protein system of
∼ 11, 500 atoms at an average rate of 220( ns

day
). Access to these longer timescales is

important to probe events and conformations that occur only on longer timescales and
are otherwise inaccessible to shorter simulations20. Probing these longer timescales
provides insight into additional conformational and dynamical information that might
be important for biologically significant events, including recognition and binding of
DNA and proteins, for example.

The starting structure was obtained via NMR and can be found in the RCSB with
the PDB ID: 2JVX24. Simulations were run with ACEMD25 on Kepler GPU devices
(GeForce 780) with explicit TIP3P waters26. The system was first neutralized and
then solvated to 0.15mol/L NaCl. The CHARMM 27 force field27,28 was employed
for each trajectory with a patch for the two cases involving deprotonating the 3 zinc-
bound cysteines29,30. The zinc ion was modeled as a monatomic, spherical particle
coordinated via non-bonded interactions with no additional constraints. The CYN
patch coordinating a monatomic zinc ion successfully was demonstrated in previous
studies20,30. Langevin damping31 was used with a target temperature of 300K and
damping coefficient of 0.1, and a Berendsen pressure piston32 maintained approxi-
mately 1.01325 bar with a relaxation time of 400 fs in an NTP (constant number of
particles, temperature, and pressure) ensemble. All bonds to hydrogen atoms were
constrained with SHAKE33 and particle mesh Ewald approximated long-range elec-
trostatic calculations with a cutoff of 9Å and a switching distance of 7.5Å34. Hydrogen
mass repartitioning affords an increased calculation interval 4fs affording additional
speed-up on top of that offered by parallelization25,35. Each simulation was minimized
using conjugate gradient minimization for 5000 time steps. Subsequent equilibration
took 20ns, typically, as measured by the RMSD of each trajectory over time and this
was removed from each trajectory for analysis.

4.2.2 Analysis Methods

All analysis was performed after aligning each trajectory to eliminate translations
and rotations resulting from diffusion during the simulation. Trajectories were ma-
nipulated (concatenated, removed water/ions, and reduced in size) using Catdcd36

(command line tool distributed as part of VMD), and a wrapper around it, Catdcd
Interface37. Simulations, once combined, were realigned to ensure consistency. All
images were created in VMD36 and rendered with Tachyon38. Data presented is in
30 ps intervals between trajectory data points, unless otherwise specified.

Hydrogen bonds were analyzed as a binary count based on the geometrical coor-
dination between potential hydrogen bonding pairs using MD Analysis39. Namely, if
the donor and acceptor pair are within 4.2Å of one another and bond angle is greater
than 120◦, the hydrogen bond is considered present. This is approximately a hydro-
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gen bond of intermediate strength40. Motifs of hydrogen bonds were constructed by
compiling a matrix where each row is a frame and each column is a unique hydrogen
bond, with Boolean results - 0 if the hydrogen bond is absent, and 1 if it is present.

All clustering analysis was performed with a quality threshold clustering algo-
rithm41 based on the RMSD of each frame. Alpha carbon clustering results of all
trajectories combined (Figure 4.5a) were determined with a RMSD cutoff 3.7Å cutoff.
Each of the four configurations contain 40,665 frames, and only every 10th frame was
considered here to reduce calculation time, for 16,267 total analyzed frames (1200 ps
interval.)

Conversely, when clustering trajectories separately, a finer resolution of 300 ps
intervals was used when clustering conformations, so in both cases we cluster on
16,267 frames. Due to the conformational variability of separate configurations, we
clustered results of each separate configuration (CYN, CYN-ZN, CYS, CYS-ZN) with
a different RMSD cutoff, 5.0Å 2.2Å 5.0Å and 5.0Å respectively. Cutoff values were
determined by scanning cluster space over numerous cutoffs with low-resolution to
optimize the fewest number of unclustered results based on populations using 100
clusters. Subsequent Markov analysis42,43,44,45(Figure 4.5b,4.5c,4.5d,4.5e) employed
in-house scripts that turn the clustering data into a Markov chain for analysis46.
Images of structures from the most populated cluster of each configuration (Figure
4.6) were produced using a visual statistics package, where the shadows represent 1
standard deviation of RMSD for that cluster with the median structure colored by
secondary structure47.

Correlated motions are the normalized covariance matrix, also known as the
Pearson coefficients, and quantify how pairs of atoms move, together (perfect cor-
relation=1) or opposite (perfect anti-correlation=-1), throughout a trajectory48,49,50.
Subsequently, we performed Principal Component Analysis (PCA) by diagonalizing
the correlation matrix and find the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors, ef-
fectively ranking the component’s contribution to the entire dynamical ensemble and
reducing the number of important dimensions to consider. Dynamics that dominate
correlated motion are represented by those eigenvectors allowing us to reduce the
number of dimensions for analysis while maintaining the largest contributions to the
dynamics. Additionally, using the eigenvectors, we project out and histogram how
the biomolecule traverses the 2-dimensional cross-section, of the first two principal
components, for example. Then, to compare systems directly we project the non-
functional cases onto the wild type and determine how that trajectory traverses the
same two dimensions. Using the relative populations resulting from the particular
histogram, we construct a free energy surface to show how the particular landscapes
change for each perturbation along the principal component reaction coordinate, as
is commonly done50,51,52.

4.3 Results

Previous investigations of ββα-motif zinc-coordination sites17,53,54,55 and molecular
modeling of zinc fingers56,57 focus mainly on the transcription regulating CY S2HIS2
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binding configuration, with good reason58,59. Studies of CY S3HIS1 zinc fingers60

commonly involve tristetraprolein (TTP)61,62, which degrades AU-rich mRNA tran-
scripts, and is thought to be regulated by the NF-κB pathway62,63,64, yet does not
maintain a ββα-motif. The results of 20µs worth of MD simulations presented here
probe the structure and dynamics of this ββα-motif CY S3HIS1 zinc finger of NEMO.
By examining these four cases of protonation states and bound zinc, we found that
the zinc ion is indeed a stabilizing component consistent with other investigations of
zinc fingers6,17,23,53,65. While tetrahedral coordination is present at times in the prop-
erly protonated simulations 2 deprotonated Cysteines and the Histidine provide an
alternative triagonal coordination of the zinc66. This allows either CYS9 or CYS26,
to be more conformationally flexible than the other coordinating residues, with a
preference towards CYS26 as we’ll see in later analysis.

4.3.1 Zn binding Imparts Structural Rigidity to the depro-
tonated state

Analysis of the time-averaged atomic-fluctuations for each of the four protein-zinc
complexes considered reveals that Zn binding imparts structural rigidity to the C-
terminal regulatory domain of NEMO. Root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) for
the alpha carbons of each configuration for the Zn binding site are shown in Figure
4.2. The trajectory for each configuration was analyzed independently and per residue
RMSF values are presented together with standard errors in Figure 4.2. While the
terminal regions consisting of the 4 or 5 residues nearest to the C- and N-termini are
relatively more disordered in all cases, the mobility of the interior core of the protein,
which includes the Zn-binding motif, strongly depends on both the deprotonation of
CYS and the presence of Zn. The zinc-bound, deprotonated case (CYN-ZN) is signifi-
cantly more rigid, on average over this region than all of the alternative configurations
considered, demonstrating the mechanical importance of zinc binding. Intriguingly,
deprotonation alone, even without Zn binding, while imparting less rigidity than oc-
curs for the Zn-bound deprotonated state, is more rigid than the protonated state
either with or without Zn. Differences in rigidity between the protonated and depro-
tonated states are particularly pronounced for residues 10-13, those residues just after
the second zinc-binding cysteine (9) and including the second beta-sheet (12-13).

In contrast to the stabilizing effects of Zn in CYN-ZN relative to CYN, the RMSF
values for CYS and CYS-ZN are nearly identical, illustrating the critical nature of
CYS deprotonation for Zn-induced stabilization. CYN tracks closely with both pro-
tonated configurations along the alpha helix, but deviates in the beta-sheets. Namely,
the 6th residue, normally a zinc-coordinating residue on the first beta-sheet is lower by
more than 1Å and the tail fluctuates less than the CYS cases, although the standard
error for these 6 residues is large compared to the CYS configurations. The variation
across simulations shown by the large error bars of CYN, particularly in the first
12 residues, suggesting that the CYN case may exhibit the highest conformational
variability, which we analyze via clustering analysis below.

In the protonated configurations, the standard error overlaps in all but 6 of the
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Figure 4.2: The root mean square fluctuations for the 28 alpha carbons on the
zinc- finger NEMO. Colors depict alternative configurations of the Zn binding site.
The error bars represent the standard error over the 5 simulations. Yellow dotted
lines correspond to zinc-binding cysteines and the dotted blue line corresponds to the
zinc-binding histidine.

28 residues (6, 10, 11, 16, 17, 21) suggesting comparable magnitude of per residue
fluctuations of the CYS and CYS-ZN configurations across all trajectories. Residue
6 is the nominally zinc-binding cysteine. Residues 10 and 11 are two polar residues,
Glutamine and Tyrosine, respectively, and are all spatially near the bound zinc.
The 16th and 17th residues are a non-polar Methionine and an acidic Aspartate,
respectively. Lastly, the 21st residue is an Isoleucine proximal to the zinc-binding
Histidine. Throughout the simulations of CYS-ZN the zinc is never coordinated by the
cysteines, but is often coordinated by solely the histidine. Upon dissociation from the
histidine, the zinc traverses the protein exterior before occasionally dissociating from
the complex entirely. This behavior can be seen in the shadows of figure 4.6d. The
similarity of the protonated configurations clearly results from the lack of coordination
of zinc in the normal binding pocket, leaving a CYS configuration.

4.3.2 Hydrogen Bond Motifs are Unique in the Presence of
Zinc

Hydrogen bond analysis indicates whether the stability of the overall protein struc-
ture is dominated by the zinc coordination or if secondary structure, once folded, is
maintained by hydrogen bonds of the motif. Figure 4.3 highlights the hydrogen bond
distribution across the four binding site configurations and details of the distributions
are available in Table 4.2. The CYN-ZN normal distribution is centered about largest
mean of 12.06 hydrogen bonds present, on average throughout the trajectory. The
CYN-ZN case has the narrowest distribution with a standard deviation of σ = 2.48,
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Configuration Unique Bonds Mean Std. Dev.
CYN 1305 11.57 3.04
CYN-ZN 657 12.06 2.48
CYS 1403 10.55 2.75
CYS-ZN 1350 10.57 2.62

Table 4.2: Number of unique hydrogen bonds, the mean number of them and stan-
dard deviation of the data per configuration.

Figure 4.3: Hydrogen Bond Distributions – The normal distributions of hydrogen
bond counts of the 4 binding site configurations with a 3.2Å cutoff distance and
120◦ cutoff angle for Polar atoms (N,O,S,F). The hydrogen bond analysis for each
configuration is done for each of the more than 160, 000 frames from the equilibrated
trajectories. The mean is largest and standard deviation smallest on the biologically
functional, CYN-ZN case.

and the CYN is the largest with σ = 3.04. The two protonated cases are again very
comparable, with a mean difference of only δµ = 0.02 and a difference in deviation
of σ = 0.13. The mechanism that stabilizes the CYN-ZN over the other configura-
tions is partially the stability offered by the hydrogen bonds, but statistically these
distributions are very similar. Figure 4.4 shows all hydrogen bonds that occurred
more than 20% of the 5 microseconds for each configuration. The hydrogen bonds
are projected onto the representative conformation of the dominant cluster of each
configuration. The hydrogen bonds in red (cylinders) occur most often, and those in
blue the least (≈20%). Analysis of a neural network clustering analysis is available
in the Supplementary material.

4.3.3 Clustering Across Configurations Highlights CYN-ZN
Stability

Clustering analysis of all 1µs trajectories for all four structures concatenated together
in Figure 4.5a provides insight into structural diversity across the 4 configurations.
This comparison is useful to identify conformational overlap as well as differences
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Figure 4.4: Hydrogen bonds of the four zinc-finger binding site configurations rep-
resented by cylinders in a) CYN, b) CYNZN, c) CYS, and d) CYSZN. The color of
the cylinders vary by occupancy, where blue represents bonds that were present in
19% of the simulation, white represents bonds that were present in 52% of the time,
and red represents bonds present 86% of the time, with gradient coloring in between
as shown in the centrally located color bar. The conformations are representative
structures from clustering analysis (Figure 4.6).
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among the conformations. As we will see, this clustering analysis compared with
principal component analysis provides detailed mechanistic insights from which to
generate novel hypotheses.

Direct comparison of the binding site configurations was done with alpha carbons
to highlight variations of the backbone motions. From left to right, the configurations
are ordered CYN-CYNZN-CYS-CYSZN and are separated by dashed red lines in
figure 4.5a. Clearly, the biologically functional, zinc-bound case dominates the highest
occupied state, and has the fewest number of single member clusters (lumped together
as cluster 101.) Additionally, CYN-ZN shows occupancy in only 5 clusters outside
of the ground state and the unclustered structures, indicating its conformational
stability. Conversely, the CYS cases sample most of the available cluster states,
with the CYS sampling 75 states and the CYS-ZN sampling 77 states (aside from
the unclustered states.) Only 5 of those states across the two simulations are not
sampled in both cases indicating the conformational similarity when the system is
protonated, regardless of the presence of zinc. CYN is less conformationally diverse
than the CYS cases, as it samples 62 unique RMSD-based clusters. The 32nd cluster
is unique to only the CYN-ZN case.

Dominant structures of each trajectory clustered on its own is shown in figure
4.6. The shadows represent structures within 1 standard deviation RMSD from the
cluster center, showing the variability even within the same cluster. The shadows
simultaneously highlight the conformational diversity of the CYN, CYS, and CYS-
ZN and the confomational similarity of the CYN-ZN configuration. Additionally, we
see that in the CYN-ZN configuration (figure 4.6b) residue CYS26 does not always
stay coordinated with the zinc-ion, switching from a tetrahedral to a triagonal zinc-
binding motif (not shown.) The most populated cluster for each case had 30.7%
, 60.2%, 20.2%, and 22.9% of the total population for CYN, CYN-ZN, CYS, and
CYS-ZN respectively.

The CYN-ZN conformation space in Figure 4.5a is poorly sampled because of
the immensity of conformational space spanned by the other three configurations
compared to CYN-ZN at 300K. Clustering of just that configuration with tighter
constraints allows us to zoom into the conformations associated with biological func-
tion and by isolating a single configuration we can examine the sequence conforma-
tional states as a Markov chain, an ordered list of the cluster progression throughout
the trajectory. The Markov analysis performed here assumes that the likelihood of
transitioning to the next state is dependent only on the current state, and not any
previous or future state. The corresponding rate matrix shows how likely transitions
are from one particular cluster representation to another. In this regard, we can
gather information about the conformational pathways to get from conformation A
to conformation B, for example. In Figure 4.5(b-e) we present the CYN-ZN alpha
carbon clustering, with a 2.2Å cutoff for 100 clusters with conformations from every
300 picoseconds of the data.

In figure 4.5c, the distributions indicate that 60% of the conformations belong to
the first cluster, or lowest order ensemble of conformations. Eighty percent of the
conformations are captured in the first five clusters and 90% in the first 12 clusters.
The 89th cluster contains all the singletons that did not fit into any other cluster.
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The time series cluster data shows how the five trajectories, separated by the dashed
red lines, sample the conformation space in time (Figure 4.5b), which is effectively
a Markov chain. The fifth trajectory shows a distinct, stable conformation that is
absent in the other trajectories, and occupies the second cluster, 9.7% of the total
state sampling, c. f. Figure 4.15. Consequently, figure 4.5d, the rate matrix heat
map, which shows how likely a state is to transition from state A to B, for example,
indicates this second cluster as a kinetic trap.

Additionally, states 1, 14, 15, 27, 40, 41, and 47 appear as kinetic traps, states
which are most likely to transition back to the same state, as indicated by the darker
red colors along the diagonal. Figure 4.5e shows the transition pathways based entirely
on the rate matrix transitions for each state. Convergence occurs at about 120 time
steps, or 36ns. It is important to note that since the higher order clusters are less
frequently sampled, we did not include specific discussion of these clusters and their
transition rates. However, such transition rates need to be included to determine that
propagation of the transition matrix converges.

4.3.4 Correlated Motions Isolate Dynamical Differences of
Configurations

We evaluated the motions of the 422 atoms that overlap in the four configurations
to identify atoms that move together, and atoms that move opposite one another,
throughout the simulations, the results of which are shown in Figure 4.7. The co-
variance matrix is determined by taking the dot product of the instantaneous atom
positions minus the mean for each atom pair, then summing over all the frames, and
normalizing in time. The subsequent correlation is determined from the covariance by
normalizing in space, such that the self-correlation is 1, as shown along the diagonal
of each correlation plot.

Again, we see unique characteristics between CYN-ZN and the other structures,
and the two CYS cases are almost identical. All four cases maintain the helical
structure from atoms 250-350. The two CYS structures maintain strong correlation
with its own beta-sheet atoms, and strong anti-correlation with the other beta-sheet.
The CYN case is also anti-correlated between the two β-strands, in addition to the N-
terminus and the second β-strand. This large-scale anti-correlation is not present in
the functional zinc-bound case, which has much more localized regions of long-range
anti-correlation and a more distinctly correlated alpha helix region.

The CYS and CYS-ZN cases are strongly correlated with one another with r =
0.98 over the ensemble average for each structure. This strong correlation signature
of CYS/CYS-ZN is clear in spite of the lack of beta-sheet secondary structure, as
seen in Figure 4.4, and is hypothesized here as a mechanical action to facilitate zinc
coordination and binding. Also, the CYN case is comparable to the two protonated
cases with both greater than 0.9 as shown in Table 3. Each of the functional zinc-
bound cases have correlation less than r = 0.65 compared to the non-functional
cases, clearly indicating a change in the dynamics of the zinc-finger associated with
the functional state. Additional analysis comparing the correlated motions across
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Figure 4.5: RMSD-based Clustering – Quality Threshold clustering based on root
mean square deviations of alpha carbons, a) Clustering time series for all 4 configu-
rations combined with a 3.7Å cutoff for 100 clusters. Green lines separate individual
trajectories, while red lines separate active-site configurations (CYN-CYNZN-CYS-
CYSZN) b) Clustering time series of only the CYN-ZN configuration with a 2.2Å
cutoff filling 89 clusters (all singletons are lumped in the 90th cluster). c) The equi-
librium distribution of the CYN-ZN cluster data, showing 80% of the conformations
represented by the first 5 clusters. d) Markov rate matrix from the Markov chain of
the cluster time series (b). The rate matrix shows 8 kinetic traps (red boxes along the
diagonal) including the stable conformation that appears only in the 5th trajectory.
e) The transition pathways of the Markov model converge to the ground state.
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Figure 4.6: Structures from Configuration Specific Clustering – Quality threshold
RMSD clustering of the 4 binding site configurations clearly shows the structural sta-
bility offered by the coordinated zinc ion. Shadows represent 1 standard deviation of
the cluster with the median structure in color. Biologically important configurations
are highlighted with the green background. a) The thiolate configuration without
zinc (CYN) is dominated by an open conformation at least partially caused by the
electrostatic repulsion of the thiolate groups with an RMSD cutoff of 5.0Å . b) Thi-
olate cysteines with properly coordinated zinc (CYN-ZN) are very stable with small
fluctuations from the mean structure, RMSD cutoff 2.2Å . c) The Thiol cysteines
in the absence of zinc (CYS) rotated to show more of the structure and d) in the
presence of zinc (CYS-ZN) show loss of beta sheets and formation of a pi-helix (red)
near the C-terminus, with an RMSD cutoff 5.0Å for each.
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Correlated
Correlations

R-Value

CYN-CYNZN 0.651
CYN-CYS 0.925
CYN-CYSZN 0.919
CYNZN-CYS 0.535
CYNZN-CYSZN 0.553
CYS-CYSZN 0.982

Table 4.3: The linear correlation comparison between the four binding site configu-
ration correlation matrices.

binding site configurations is available in the supplementary material.

4.3.5 Principal Component Analysis Elucidates Unique En-
ergetic Wells in Zinc-Bound, Cysteine-Deprotonated
Configuration

PCA is useful to highlight dominant dynamic motions and reduce the number of
degrees of freedom in an otherwise highly dimensional (3N) system. Figure 4.8 shows
the all-atom principal component analysis for the first two components projected onto
the wild type, zinc-bound case. In the CYN-ZN case we see 4 distinct wells. However,
in the projections available in the supplemental material (figures 4.4(a-c)), we see a
much larger, single well. This signature is a clear indication that these non-functional
cases have unfolding behavior, and the dynamical correlation is Gaussian along these
first two components. PC1, PC2, and PC3 constitute 30.0%, 11.5%, and 10.0% of the
dynamics in the 1266-dimensional space respectively. So using just three dimensions,
we can describe over 50% of the variance of the system.

The basin that appears around (-100,0) the PC1 plots of the CYN-ZN case appears
only in the fifth simulation of that run. Recalling the clustering analysis of Figure 4.5
we see that the first excited state is a cluster that only appears in this simulation as
well. The representative structure for the clustering analysis of the first excited state
compared to that of the isolated well of the principal component analysis is shown in
Figure 4.8.

4.4 Discussion

The stability offered by the bound zinc is clearly represented here and we will see that
the other analysis techniques offer support that the zinc-bound case is the most stable
and regularly structured of the 4 configurations. The hydrogen bond network of sec-
ondary structure elements of the deprotonated, zinc-bound case (CYN-ZN) indicates
the overall tertiary structure of NEMO maintains in a CY S2HIS2-like fold67. It is the
zinc coordination of the binding site that contributes to stable secondary structure
hydrogen bond motifs and tightly clustered conformations. Our simulations exposed
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Figure 4.7: All Atom Correlated Motions of the 4 active-site configurations. Cor-
relations indicate how atoms more together or opposite in a pair-wise fashion, with 1
being perfect correlation (e.g. self-correlation along the diagonal) and -1 representing
perfect anti-correlation. The thiol binding configurations are 98% correlated with
one another and have a large neighbor correlation in the turn-β-strand-turn region.
Pockets of correlated regions appear near the zinc-binding cysteines in CYN, and
CYN-ZN shows a strong alpha helix signature.
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Figure 4.8: Principal Component Analysis 2D histograms of zinc-bound deproto-
nated trajectories onto the same configurations basis vectors, comparing the first
component, accounting for 33.6% of the variance, with the second, third, fourth and
fifth (11%, 7.7%, 5.3%, and 4.7%). In all four cases PC1 is split into two main wells
with a transient region separating them, and PC2 (a) has an additional minimum
from the main well.
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a rare but stable conformation of CYN-ZN that deviates from the common ββα-motif
that may be of functional significance. This novel conformation is characterized by
an extension of the turn between the α-helix and the β-strand, a rearrangement of
the β-strands relative to the α-helix, and slight displacement of the zinc as shown in
supplemental figure 4.15. Electrostatic coordination of the zinc does not require all
3 cysteines. Cysteines 9 and 26 show hydrogen bond coordination with neighboring
residues consistent with conformations with triagonal zinc coordination.

4.4.1 CYN

The deprotonated, zinc-absent case (CYN) loses parts of the secondary structure
(largely in the beta-sheets) but has a more regular hydrogen bond motif than the
protonated counterpart. CYN maintains alpha-helical hydrogen bonds particularly
in the domain opposite the zinc binding site. These fluctuations are the result of
the electrostatic repulsion of the negatively charged cysteine residues that is not
compensated for by the presence of a zinc ion, as in the CYN-ZN case and show an
isolated hydrogen bond motif landscape that allows it to be well identified; it was
incorrectly classified only 1.9% of the time. Detailed analysis of the hydrogen bonds
indicates that most of the hydrogen bonding occurs within the secondary structure
as expected, where the protonated cysteine configurations have transient hydrogen
bond motifs with mostly α-helical contributions.

4.4.2 CYNZN

The zinc-bound deprotonated configuration (CYN-ZN), with small RMS fluctuations
and more localized correlation signatures, has conformational consistency necessary
for binding selectivity. Formation of hydrogen bonds helps maintain structural sta-
bility throughout the microsecond simulations, as seen in Figure 4. These tighter
conformations are important for binding selectivity and overall function of NEMO
regarding ubiquitin binding.

Results of the clustering analysis and principal component analysis indicate that
there is something unique about the fifth simulation of the WT, zinc-bound configu-
ration (see figure 5 of the supplemental material.) The sampled configuration appears
to be stable once achieved but does not readily adopt that conformation. Additional
investigation of this feature, and the corresponding structure and dynamics is under-
way.

4.4.3 CYS and CYSZN

The protonated zinc-less case (CYS) has large RMS fluctuations (about 9 Å ) of
residues 10-13 that are prohibitive in the formation of β-sheet hydrogen bonds neigh-
boring the potential zinc-binding cysteine in the 9th residue. These large fluctuations
are strongly anti-correlated with the N-terminal region and strongly correlated with
nearby neighbors. Interestingly, the switch between these relatively large correlated
and anti-correlated regions of the CYS cases is along the two zinc-binding cysteines,
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residues 6 and 9. This strong correlation signature of CYS/CYS-ZN is clear in spite
of the lack of beta-sheet secondary structure and is hypothesized here as a mechanical
action to facilitate zinc coordination and binding. Additionally, these configurations
both form π-helices in their dominant conformations (red regions in Figure 6) between
the zinc binding Histidine (22) and the last zinc-binding Cysteine (26). This π-helix
serves to further expose the binding site to facilitate zinc-coordination. The broad
sampling of phase space and general conformational instability suggests an intrin-
sic disorder of these protonated zinc-fingers despite having strongly (anti-)correlated
regions. As such, protein-protein interactions with these configurations occur with
lower specificity than the deprotonated, zinc-bound counterpart, although they may
still be of functional importance68,69,70. The CYSZN configuration is similar to CYS
in all the analysis because of the lack of zinc-coordination; once the ZN leaves the
binding site the two configurations are identical.

We hypothesize that the transition between the two biologically long-lived cases,
CYNZN and CYS, preferentially exchanges via CYSZN. That is, once in the vicinity of
the CYS configuration, zinc induces deprotonation of the cysteines by locally changing
the pKa to provide the electrostatically favorable thiolate configuraitons. Docking the
stable configurations of CYN-ZN to ubiquitin is a logical next step in understanding
the nature of the SUMOylation or polyubiquitination and subsequent nuclear translo-
cation of the IKK/NF-κB signaling pathway and is currently in progress. Combining
those results with the investigation presented here provide a foundation from which
to identify therapeutic targets to disrupt NF-κB activation and promote chemother-
apeutic success.

4.5 Conclusion

Through detailed analysis of the four configurations of zinc coordination and cysteine
protonation, we have been able to identify the dominant contributing factors to the
functional state and hypothesized potential mechanisms to enter into that functional,
zinc-bound deprotonated cysteine (CYNZN) case. The zinc ion mechanically stabi-
lizes the tertiary structure of the ββα-motif and protonated cysteines in the binding
site largely disrupt this stability. The protonated states (CYS and CYSZN) are in-
trinsically disordered while occupying the same conformational and dynamical space,
and their flexibility and correlation indicate a possible mechanism for binding a zinc
ion. The deprotonated case without zinc has strong electrostatic repulsion at the
binding site preventing a tight fold, but hydrogen bonds offer stability to the tertiary
structure, although it is rarely sampled due to the large energetic barriers. CYNZN
encountered stable, but rare conformational events that show promise in identifying
disease related modes of competitive binding currently under further investigation.
Building upon this information to form a more comprehensive model of the mecha-
nisms of NEMOs zinc-finger will aid drug design regarding NF-κB inhibition.
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4.6 Supporting Information

Histograms and their corresponding distribution fit of hydrogen bond counts for each
of the four binding site configurations is available in Supplementary Figures 4.9 and
the corresponding neural network analysis in 4.10. Supplementary Figure 4.11 con-
tains the differences between the four correlation matrices again highlighting the
similarity of both protonated cases. The histograms of the 3 configurations projected
onto the principal components of CYNZN are available in Supplementary Figures
4.12, 4.13, and 4.14. Figure 4.15 highlights the rare-conformation discussed through-
out the manuscript.
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Figure 4.9: Histograms of hydrogen bond count distributions of the 4 different con-
figurations throughout each simulation. Fits were performed using the distribution-
fitting tool in Matlab R©.
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Figure 4.10: Hydrogen Bond pattern recognition results combine the training, test-
ing, and validation of the pattern recognition toolbox in Matlab as shown via a
confusion matrix (a) and ROC curve (b). Pattern recognition readily identifies the
deprotonated cases with greater than 96% success, but has a more difficult time dif-
ferentiating the protonated cases because of the overlap of the hydrogen bond motifs.
The trajectory includes 162670 frames of all the configurations concatenated together.
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Figure 4.11: Subtracted correlations show differences between two correlation ma-
trices to identify regions of similarity and/or dissimilarity between two binding-site
configurations. The two protonated cases (CYS, CYS-ZN) are the most similar while
the deprotonated, zinc-bound case (CYN-ZN) is the most unique.
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Figure 4.12: PCA Projections CYN showing the projection of the CYN trajectories
onto the principal components of CYN-ZN. The wells are broadened in all 4 cases
compared to that of CYN-ZN itself, showing greater conformational sampling by the
CYN configurations.
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Figure 4.13: PCA Projections CYS showing the projection of CYS onto the prin-
cipal components of CYN-ZN. The wells are broader than that of CYN-ZN. The
distributions are largely uniform consistent with the loss of secondary structure and
stabilized fluctuations.
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Figure 4.14: PCA Projections CYS-ZN showing the projection of CYS-ZN onto
the principal components of CYN-ZN. Once again there is a broadening of the wells
compared with CYN-ZN. The distributions are largely uniform consistent with the
loss of secondary structure and stabilized fluctuations and the PCA results of CYS.
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Figure 4.15: The rare but stable conformation of the CYNZN configuration is
shown above. Appearing in only 1 of 5 simulations, the conformation dominates the
last trajectory. The kinetic trap occupies a unique portion of the PCA plots of the
first few WT components. Characterized by the extended turn and perpendicular
reorientation of the beta-sheets, this conformation shows unique features currently
under further investigation.
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Chapter 5

Disease-Related Variants of The
Zinc Finger NEMO show
Conformational and Dynamic
Variability

An important regulatory domain of NEMO is a ubiquitin binding zinc finger, with a
tetrahedral CY S3HIS1 zinc-coordinating binding site. Two isoforms of NEMO are
implicated in various disease states including ectodermal dysplasia and adult-onset
glaucoma. To discern structural and dynamical differences between these disease
states, we present results of 48µs of molecular dynamics simulations for three zinc
finger systems each in two states, with and without zinc-bound and correspondingly
appropriate cysteine thiol/thiolate configurations. The wild-type protein maintains
the most rigid and conformationally stable zinc-bound configuration compared with
the diseased counterparts. The glaucoma-related protein has persistent loss of sec-
ondary structure except within the dominant conformation. Conformational overlap
between wild-type and glaucoma isoforms indicate a competitive binding mechanism
may be substantial in the malfunctioning configuration, while the alpha-helical dis-
ruption of the ectodermal dysplasia suggests a loss of binding selectivity is responsible
for aberrant function.

5.1 Introduction

Found in most animal cell types, Nuclear Factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of ac-
tivated B cells (NF-κB) is an anti-apoptotic protein complex that controls DNA
transcription. Its anti-apoptotic nature, found over-expressed in cancer, has made
it a target to potentiate chemotherapy1,2. One critical regulatory protein of NF-κB,
NF-κB Essential Modulator (NEMO), controls activation through various signaling
pathways3,4,5,6. In particular, the zinc finger of NEMO has been identified as essential
for NF-κB activation under certain stress conditions (UV radiation and topoisomerase
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inhibitors) but is dispensable for rapid, strong inducers of NF-κB such including Tu-
mor Necrosis Factor-α (TNF-α) and lipopolysaccharide (LPS)3. As a means to probe
the mechanisms of NF-κB activation via NEMO’s zinc finger, we examine microsecond
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations of wild type NEMO and two known malfunc-
tioning variants. This zinc finger belong to the CY S3HIS1 class of zinc finger with
three zinc-binding cysteines and 1 histidine that nominally adopt a ββα secondary
structure motif, as seen in Figure 5.1, which compares the primary, secondary, and
tertiary structures of the data available in the RSCB Protein Data Bank7. Note that
all three variants have an alpha helix, and two of the three (2JVX and 2JVY) have
a well-defined β-sheet.

Computational modeling of biopolymers, particularly via all-atom molecular dy-
namics (MD), is emerging as an efficient way to approach structure-based drug dis-
covery8,9,10,11,12. MD provides a wealth of information about a system’s structural,
dynamical and kinematic behavior, in an inexpensive, quick and controlled manner
affording sufficient detail for identification of impaired mechanisms. Adept identifica-
tion of such mechanisms with atomic detail will improve target identification and op-
timize subsequent drug development.13,9,14 Here, we apply MD to three different zinc
finger proteins, probing their conformational and dynamical differences to ascertain
relationships from proteins associated with normal functions along with ectodermal
dysplasia and adult-onset glaucoma.

In order to understand how these diseases might manifest from malfunctioning zinc
fingers, we investigate two isoform zinc fingers associated with known disease states
to compare with a properly functional wild type (WT) version (PDB ID: 2JVX,
Figure 5.1a) via simulation. The WT protein is the zinc-finger domain of NF-κB
Essential Modulator (NEMO), a known ubiquitin binder15. NEMO critically regulates
important nuclear translocation processes upstream of activation of the anti-apoptotic
NF-κB protein16.

The isoform most similar in sequence and structure to the wild type (PDB ID:
2JVY, Figure 5.1b), is associated with anhidrotic ectodermal dysplasia (ED), an
uncommon ailment that causes hair, nails, and skin to stiffen17. A single point
mutation between WT and 2JVY results in proteins that are 96% sequence identical.
In this case, the last zinc-binding cysteine (residue 26) is mutated into a phenylalanine,
breaking the α-helix and disrupting tetrahedral zinc coordination - leaving only a
triagonal coordinating binding pocket. Hypomorphic genetic mutations have shown
that this disease results from disruption of the NF-κB signaling pathway making the
zinc-binding region of particular interest18. Primary structures of the three different
zinc fingers are compared in Figure 5.1d.

The zinc finger domain of optineurin (PDB ID: 2LO4, Figure 5.1c), a NEMO
homolog, is a retinal protein linked to adult onset glaucoma (AOG) also thought to
mediate apoptosis via the TNF-α signaling pathway, inflammation and vasoconstric-
tion19,20 Both the AOG mutant and the WT protein adopt comparable alpha-helical
secondary structure in x-ray crystal structures and conformations throughout simu-
lation. The two proteins are only 57% sequence identical. The conserved residues are
predominantly the zinc-binding residues and the α-helix while most discrepancies are
in the β-sheets as shown in Figure 5.1.
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(a) 2JVX
(b) 2JVY (c) 2LO4

(d) Primary Sequences

Figure 5.1: Crystal structures of the three proteins a) 2JVX (WT), b) 2JVY (ED),
c) 2LO4 (AOG). Structures are colored by secondary structure with alpha helices
in purple, beta-sheets in yellow, while turns are cyan and unstructured regions are
white. d) Sequences of each protein, with a)-c) ordered from top to bottom. Color
coding differentiates residues that are: common to all three proteins (black), common
between 2JVX and 2JVY only (gold), exclusive to 2LO4 (blue), zinc-binding (green),
and the helix breaking phenylalanine of 2JVY (red).
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Protein Atoms Binding Site Sequence Identity
2JVX (WT) 423/425 CCHC 100%
2JVY (ED) 433/434 CCH 96%
2LO4 (AOG) 433/435 CCHC 57%

Table 5.1: Summary of the 3 zinc fingers in this study, 2JVX (WT), 2JVY (ED),
and 2LO4 (AOG), comparing the number of atoms for the CYNZN/CYS cases, the
binding site residues and the sequence identity relative to WT.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Simulation Methods

Using all atom MD we probe the structure and dynamics of the aforementioned zinc
fingers. All simulations were run using ACEMD21 on Acelleras MetroCubo GPU
workstations with either GeForce GTX 680 or GeForce GTX 780 NVIDIA GPUs.
Systems were solvated and ionized to a concentration of 0.15mol/L NaCl and mini-
mized using ACEMDs built-in conjugant gradient algorithm. Simulations were then
run using periodic boundary conditions and a Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) approxi-
mation for long-range electrostatics, using the default parameters22. The simulations
used different [box sizes](grid sizes) for simulations due to relaxed limitations requir-
ing cubic water boxes, with 2JVX-[50× 50× 50](52× 52× 52), 2JVY[48.6× 41.2×
33.9](52× 44× 38), 2LO4[41.3× 48.0× 38.1](44× 52× 42). A Langevin thermostat23

and Berendsen barostat24 were used to maintain the temperature to T=300K with a
damping coefficient of γ = 0.1 and pressure to P=1.01325 bar with a relaxation time
of 400fs, respectively. In addition to the speedup offered by parallelization, we also
used a hydrogen mass-repartitioning scheme in ACEMD to double the time-step for
each calculation, from 2 to 4 fs25,21,26. All bonds to hydrogen atoms were constrained
using SHAKE27.

There are two primary forms of the CY S3HIS1 binding site motif that occur under
physiological conditions. The first is the zinc-bound configuration with the zinc ion
coordinated by thiolate cysteines and the histidine. Proper cysteine deprotonation
(referred to throughout as CYN) required a patch28,29 of the traditional cysteine
CHARMM 27 parameters30. The zinc ion in the CYNZN configurations was modeled
as a monoatomic spherical particle coordinated with non-bonded interactions and
no additional constraints as is standard in the CHARMM forcefields. In the second
case, the zinc is absent and those same cysteines are instead thiols (CYS). Previous
studies have shown that while the CYN, zinc-bound case is structurally stable at
physiological ion concentrations; the CYS counterpart is intrinsically disordered31.
Each MD trajectory ran for 1µs, with 8 separate runs for each of the three disease
states (2JVX (WT), 2JVY (ED), and 2LO4 (AOG)) and each biological configuration
(CYS and CYNZN), for a total of 48µs of data (totaling ∼ 348 GB of raw trajectory
data).
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5.2.2 Analysis Methods

Prior to earnest analysis, we post-process the trajectories by removing the water
and sodium and chlorine ions using an interface for VMDs Catdcd 5.0 plugin32,33,
and aligning the conformations to remove rotations and translations introduced by
diffusion with VMD’s built-in MultiSeq structure align feature34.

After alignment, preliminary RMSD indicates the equilibration phase of the pro-
teins, estimated here to be approximately the first 17ns (See supplemental Figure 5.9).
Trajectories combining different isoforms used an alpha carbon only basis set. Any
combination of trajectories were realigned to ensure consistency. Data is presented
in 80ps intervals unless otherwise specified.

Root Mean Square Fluctuations (RMSF) are spatial variations averaged over time
with respect to the mean structure. Error bars in Figure 5.2 are the standard error
across separate trajectories while the data point is the RMSF of all trajectories com-
bined. Calculations employed the measure command built-in to VMD32.

Hydrogen bonds were treated as a binary consideration, where the bond is present
if certain geometrical criteria are met, and absent if not35,36. Namely, we consider
intermediate strength hydrogen bonds37, such that if the donor and acceptor pair are
within d = 3.2Å of one another and bond angle greater that θ = 120◦, the hydrogen
bond is ON. Particular bonds highlighted here are those that occur in more than
20% of the time in trajectories for that particular mutant configuration. Defining the
hydrogen bond generally in terms of the parameters (d,θ), we have

Bond =

{
1 x ≤ d ∧ ] ≤ θ

0 x > d ∨ ] > θ
(5.1)

where x is the donor-acceptor distance and ] is the angle between the donor-hydrogen-
acceptor triplet.

Alpha carbon clustering employed a Quality Threshold algorithm (QT) based on
RMSD between frames via the VMD plugin38. In QT clustering, the maximum di-
ameter of a cluster along with the maximum number of clusters are required input
parameters. The algorithm scans through the trajectory determining all RMSD val-
ues between frames and the largest set of frames within the cluster diameter are
placed into the first cluster and then removed. With those frames removed, the pro-
cess is repeated until all frames are clustered or the maximum number of clusters
is reached, which ever comes first. All clustering data presented had the following
parameters: 100 maximum clusters, 3.5Å RMSD distance cutoff for calculation, and
refined trajectories of 160 ps

step
.

Correlated motions are the normalized covariance matrix, and quantify how any
pair of atoms move, together or opposite, throughout a trajectory. Correlations were
calculated using internally developed Matlab code available in Appendix A. The equa-
tion for calculating covariance is shown in Equation (5.1)

C̃ij =
N∑
α=1

(~rαi − 〈~ri〉) ·
(
~rαj − 〈~rj〉

)
N

(5.2)
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Where N is the number of frames, r is the xyz vector for atom i or j at frame α. The
correlation matrix, Equation 5.2 is just the normalized covariance such that all all
values will be between -1 and 1, namely

Cij =
C̃ij√
C̃iiC̃jj

(5.3)

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was then performed on alpha carbon atoms
by diagonalizing the correlation matrix and determining the corresponding eigenvalues
and eigenvectors, ranking each component’s contribution to the dynamical ensemble,
effectively reducing the number of dimensions to analyze while maintaining the largest
contributions to the dynamics. Using the eigenvectors as the complete orthonormal
basis set we project out and display as a histogram how a trajectory traverses a par-
ticular 2D cross-section of the principal component (PC) space. Mutant trajectories
are similarly projected using the wild type principle component eigenvectors of alpha
carbon atoms so we can directly compare how these isoforms traverse the wild type
PC space. To do this, the xyz coordinates for the system in question were projected
onto the basis set by

Pk = ~R~vk (5.4)

Where k denotes a particular principal component, ~R is the vector components of
each alpha carbon throughout the trajectory in question and ~vk is the kth eigenvector
and Pk is the the resulting projection. Using relative populations from each particular
histogram, we construct a free energy surface to show how the particular landscapes
change for each mutant along the PC reaction coordinate described by Equation 5.5.

G = −kBT ln

(
P

Pmax

)
(5.5)

Here, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, P is the density
matrix resulting from the PC projections, and Pmax is the maximum non-zero bin set
to zero energy.

5.2.3 Visualization Methods

All images were rendered using VMD32 with using Tachyon or NVIDIA’s R© Gelato R© 39.
Composite clustering images of representative structures and 1 standard deviation
from that center we generated using a python and VMD-based visual statistics pack-
age available on FigShare40,41.

5.3 Results

All three zinc fingers have been identified as ubiquitin binding domains15,42,43, yet the
protein-protein interface is unresolved44. Here we show that the ED mutation indeed
disrupts the tetrahedral coordination of the ZF, but other hypomorphic phenotypes
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: RMSF of Cα of the WT (2JVX), ED (2JVY), and AOG (2LO4) proteins
for both binding site configurations - a) CYNZN and b) CYS. Above the RMSF plots
are the corresponding proteins colored by their RMSF value, with blue indicating a
low RMSF and red indicating a large RMSF. The error bars for each data point are
based on the standard error from the 8 separate trajectories.

of ED have been shown to result from different mutations, for example a D15V
mutation. The aspartic acid is conserved in the ubiquitin binders evaluated here. The
results herein suggest potential structural and dynamical mechanisms responsible for
a change in affinity of ZF ubiquitin binding.

5.3.1 The Smallest Fluctuations Belong to the WT Zinc-
bound Configuration

RMSF plots of alpha carbon atoms for all 6 configurations are shown in Figure 5.2.
The functional, zinc-bound case (CYNZN), Figure 5.2a, shows the wild type protein
to have the smallest fluctuations from the mean, particularly for residues 11-25 where
the two mutants are on average nearly 2Å larger than that of the wild type. The
zinc binding histidine of 2LO4 shows reduced fluctuations compared to that of 2JVY.
The phenylalanine of 2JVY has 2Å larger fluctuations than the others, a trend that
persists to the C-terminus. Thiol configurations without zinc (CYS) were generally
more similar and larger for each alpha carbon than the three variants of the CYNZN
configuration. The N-termini ends of CYS fluctuate the most with the largest fluctu-
ations occurring in the wild type protein. The wild type also increases in fluctuations
between residues 10-14, the turn between the second beta-sheet and the alpha helix
in Figure 5.2b. The consistent loss of secondary structure and large fluctuations for
all configurations suggests similar intrinsic disorder for all CYS configurations.
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5.3.2 Hydrogen Bonds Support WT Secondary Structure

Hydrogen bond motifs of the 6 different configurations offer details about stabilizing
secondary structure interactions. The distribution of hydrogen bond counts for the
zinc-bound cases highlight again that the secondary structure of the wild-type protein
is the most stable with the largest number of bonds on average, 12.1. The zinc-bound
ED mutant has an average count of 11. Somewhat surprisingly, the zinc-bound AOG
mutant has the fewest number of hydrogen bonds of any configurations, including
those with protonated cysteines, with just 8.8 hydrogen bonds on average. The loss
of β-sheet secondary structure is a primary factor for the small number of optineurin
hydrogen bonds. While there are still a relatively large average number of hydrogen
bonds in the protonated (CYS) cases the motifs are transient, with the largest sets
of unique donor-acceptor pairs. The average hydrogen bond count for the WT, ED
mutant, and the AOG mutant are 10.2, 9.57, and 9.59 respectively, again showing
the similarity between the configurations sans zinc.

Investigation into particular donor-acceptor pairs that are most common through-
out the trajectories provides additional insight into the motifs present in each config-
uration. The zinc-bound wild type protein had 5 hydrogen bonds that were present
more than half of the time, while the others had at most 2 and the zinc-bound glau-
coma protein had no hydrogen bonds persist that much in the simulations. The single
hydrogen bond pair present in both active site configurations for the single point mu-
tation are between the same donor-acceptor pair - an amino group of the 20th residue
glutamine donates to the carboxyl group of the 16th residue, methionine. This inter-
action supports the portion of the α-helix opposite the zinc coordinating residues and
is present in just over half of the two ectordermal dysplasia mutant configurations.
This same pair occurs 80% in the wild type zinc-bound case, and in a similar fashion
51% of the time between a glutamine and isoleucine in the zinc-less optineurin config-
uration. Another hydrogen bond pair that occurs in multiple mutant configurations
has the amino group of the 24 residue, methionine (between the zinc-bind histidine
and cystine), donating to the carboxyl of the 19th residue, leucine. This pair occurs
in the zinc-less (apo) case for both 2JVX (72%) and 2LO4 (65%), and is consistent
with an increase in helical radius toward the N-terminus.

Additional wild type zinc-bound hydrogen bonds include the zinc binding cysteine
donating an amino group to a tyrosine carboxyl (60%) and an amino group from
an alanine to a carboxyl phenylalanine (69%), comprising the beta sheet secondary
structure. The other two involve the 19th leucine donating to an asparagine (59%)
and accepting from a valine (84%), coordinating the α-helix opposite the C-terminus.

5.3.3 Atomic Fluctuations of Secondary Structure Correlate
Differently in Each Configuration

Correlated motions quantifies how much two atoms move together or opposite one
another; a value of 1 indicates perfect correlation in the same direction, whereas -1 in-
dicates perfect anti-correlation. Comparing the correlated motions across the mutants
we are able to discern which mutated residues most largely influence correlations of
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Figure 5.3: Hydrogen bond networks of the 3 CYNZN configurations (a. 2JVX-
CYNZN, b. 2JVY-CYNZN, c. 2LO4-CYNZN, ). Edges of the network are directed
from donor to acceptor and the width indicates the occupancy - the wider the arrow
the more persistent the hydrogen bond. Node labels indicate the amino acid residue
and the residue index. Zinc binding nodes are highlighted in green, the 2JVY point-
mutation phenylalanine is red, α-helices are purple, β-sheets are yellow turns are light
blue, and remaining mutated 2LO4 residues are dark blue.
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Figure 5.4: Hydrogen bond networks of the 3 CYNZN configurations (a. 2JVX-
CYS, b. 2JVY-CYS, c. 2LO4-CYS, ). Edges of the network are directed from donor
to acceptor and the width indicates the occupancy - the wider the arrow the more
persistent the hydrogen bond. Node labels indicate the amino acid residue and the
residue index. Zinc binding nodes are highlighted in green, the 2JVY point-mutation
phenylalanine is red, α-helices are purple, β-sheets are yellow turns are light blue,
and remaining mutated 2LO4 residues are dark blue.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.5: Correlated motions of the 6 configurations. Each correlation has at
the bottom right a structure pertaining to the dominant conformation of clustering
results showing alpha carbons with pairwise correlations given by |Cij| ≥ 0.6, where
red cylinders represent correlation and blue cylinders represent anti-correlation. The
top row are the zinc-bound cases (CYNZN) and the bottom row are the protonated,
zinc-less cases (CYS). Columns from the left to right are, WT, ED mutant, AOG
mutant. That is, a) WT CYNZN, b) ED CYNZN, c) AOG CYNZN, d) WT CYS, e)
ED CYS, and f) AOG CYS.

the system. Here, Figure 5.5 shows all CYNZN cases have overall larger correlations
than the CYS counterparts, with only small isolated pockets of anti-correlation. Con-
versely, the CYS configurations have larger regions of anti-correlation that maintain
alpha helical signatures across the variants.

The zinc-bound wild type α-helix correlations are very strong and persists to
neighbors that are not hydrogen bonded. The two mutants do not show the strong
correlated alpha helix of the wild type. The mutated phenylalanine of 2JVY clearly
disrupts the later part of the normal wild type alpha-helical signature. Even though
the alpha-helical residues of the glaucoma mutant are identical to the wild type, the
correlated signature is missing. All three CYNZN configurations show correlated
pockets between CYS9 and HIS22, both zinc-binding residues.

Correlations of configurations without zinc all maintain the alpha helical signature
and have pockets of anti-correlation. The anti-correlation of the wild type is between
the two beta sheets including the N-terminus. This anti-correlation region is present
in the glaucoma mutant, however a more prominent region of anti-correlation occurs
between the two termini.
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Table 5.2: Correlation comparison between each set of correlation matrices

2JVX 2JVY 2LO4
(CYS) (ZN) (CYS) (ZN) (CYS)

(ZN) 0.734 0.939 0.810 0.816 0.758
2JVX

(CYS) 1 0.808 0.969 0.687 0.710
(ZN) 1 0.860 0.882 0.757

2JVY
(CYS) 1 0.767 0.847

2LO4 (ZN) 1 0.781

5.3.4 Wild Type is the Most Conformationally Stable Con-
figuration

Meaningful partitioning of conformational ensembles provides insight regarding spe-
cific geometries, the regularity of those geometries and transitions thereof for a partic-
ular system of interest. To do this, we cluster data on an attribute of the trajectory,
in this case using RMSD. Figure 5.6 shows the RMSD based clustering of the three
zinc-bound configurations throughout all 24 1-µs trajectories. The WT is the most
stable; it samples the fewest number of states and conformations are dominated by
the first 3 clusters, with over 3/4 of its conformations in cluster 1. Comparatively, the
ectodermal dysplasia (2JVY) and glaucoma (2LO4) mutants have 25.8% and 13.8%
in the first cluster, respectively. Cluster 2 is the most populated state for the glau-
coma mutant at 27.7%, and shows a zinc-displaced conformation with considerable
overlap with the wild-type.

Overall, the first 3 clusters account for 61% of all mutant and wild-type confor-
mations with 1% of the frames unclustered. Figure 5.6b highlights the result that
after clusters 1-3 the remaining clusters are dominated by mutant conformations
with little overlap between any of the mutant or WT configurations. The ED mu-
tation (CYS26PHE) shares more conformational overlap with WT (21/24) than the
glaucoma mutations (18/24). The phenylalanine disrupts the alpha helix where the
otherwise zinc coordinating cysteine would stabilize the structure and this difference
dominates the conformational deviations between 2JVX and 2JVY. In general, both
mutants show more conformational disparity than the wild-type properly functional
zinc finger.

5.3.5 Principal Components Isolate Isoforms

The first three principal components of the wild type, zinc-bound basis set account
for 67.7% of the overall variance in protein correlation. The free energy diagrams in
Figure 5.8 show histograms of the corresponding trajectory projected on the first and
second or first and third components in principal component space. Wild type, zinc-
bound case (Figure 5.8a) shows a highly populated region of the free energy surface,
with outlying regions split along the 1st component. The single point mutation
trajectory projected onto the wild type basis set for both components 1-2 and 1-
3 show large, shallow surfaces. The circular shape of these surfaces indicate the
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Clustering results show conformational overlap among the disease re-
lated mutants and the wild type zinc finger comparing the zinc-bound configurations.
a) A cluster time series plot of cluster versus frame effectively displays the Markov
chain. b) The equilibrium distribution of the clusters for the first 20 clusters. With
100 maximum clusters 3.5Å RMSD cutoff, the first 3 clusters include 61% of all
zinc-bound conformations.

sampling of the ED mutant (2JVY) trajectory is distributed throughout a large area
of the PC space. Conversely, the free energy surfaces of the AOG mutant (2LO4)
show smaller overall areas, and for PC 1-2 shows two main wells, this time split by
the second PC instead of the first. Additionally, the Normal mode projections of
these components are shown in Supplemental Figure 5.14–if you view this document
in Adobe Reader, the projections will appear animated.

5.4 Discussion

In previous work, we proposed that the correlation signature, combined with the
large fluctuations and loss of secondary structure was coordinated as a mechanism of
zinc detection and binding31. We see here that the CYS configurations of all three
zinc-fingers exhibit similar characteristics with larger contrast in the zinc-bound con-
figurations. Zinc-bound configurations show pockets of long range correlation for WT
and both mutations, with WT showing the most pockets of long range correlation.
The α-helix region of WT shows a strong, long range correlation signature, particu-
larly near the C-terminus. While there are slight perturbations in the results 2JVY
from WT they are more pronounced for 2LO4 in both protonation states (thiol and
thiolate cysteines).

5.4.1 Ectodermal Dysplasia (2JVY) vs. Wild Type (2JVX)

The single point mutation of the zinc-binding cysteine has a significant effect on
the structure and dynamics of the protein. Increased fluctuations between residues
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(a) WT Cluster 1 (b) ED Cluster 1 (c) AOG Cluster 1

(d) WT Cluster 2 (e) ED Cluster 2 (f) AOG Cluster 2

Figure 5.7: Isolated clustering conformations of thiolate zinc-bound conformations
for the first a) 2JVX b) 2JVY c) 2LO4, and the second d) 2JVX e) 2JVY f) 2LO4
clusters showing one standard deviation of each cluster with its representative colored
by secondary structure.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.8: Principal Component Projections Histograms of the Zinc-Bound Config-
urations relative to the WT trajectories. Only showing are the zinc-bound configura-
tions (CYNZN) for a) WT-WT, [PC1 vs PC2] b) WT-WT [PC1 vs PC3], c) WT-ED
[PC1 vs PC2], d) WT-ED [PC1 vs PC3], e) WT-AOG [PC1 vs PC2] f) WT-AOG
[PC1 vs PC3].
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15-22 (atoms 203-329), as shown in Figure 5.2, show that the C-terminal mutation
disrupts the stability of the entire α-helix. However, the correlation in Figure 5.5
maintains the strong α-helical signature of the WT zinc bound case in this region
of the comparable ED (2JVY) mutant. Naturally, there is deviation in correlation
around the single-point mutation; the phenyalanine creates an anti-correlation pocket
that appears in ED between atoms Met24-MET16 (indexes 350-225) is correlated in
WT simulations. Along the first two principal components, a dominant well exists
for WT located near (-6,-3) and less populated wells occur near (-5,5) and (17,0) in
Figure 5.8a. In the ED mutant the dominant well is now located near (-5,6) and the
main well from the WT configuration is less populated, suggesting an inversion of
the first two most populated states from WT to ED in Figure 5.8b. Additionally, the
basin for ED is shallower and larger than that of WT offering the mutation greater
access to the PC space along the first two components.

Hydrogen bond analysis evinced candidates responsible for the change in the
RMSF and correlation figures in the alpha helical region between WT and ED. In
particular, GLU25 is donates to the zinc-binding histidine

Clustering analysis of these simulation suites indicate that the tetrahedral coor-
dination morphs into a triagonal coordination altering the dominant conformations
between the two as shown 5.7. When clustering the two configurations separately,
using the same parameters as before (3.5Å RMSD cutoff for 100 clusters), shows a dis-
placed zinc by 4.9Å exposing more of the zinc than when coordinated as a tetrahedral
with all 3 cysteines.

Phenylalanine Mutation Reduces Binding Selectivity

The phenylalanine mutation clearly disrupts the structure and dynamics, particularly
near the C-terminus of the protein. The disruption to the alpha-helix caused by the
mutation shortens the secondary structure element by a half-turn in the most popu-
lated clusters in Figure 5.7. Additionally, the displacement of the zinc ion between the
dominant configurations resulting from the transition from the tetrahedral coordina-
tion to triagonal coordination is likely to disrupt binding selectivity. While the details
of the NEMO-Ubiquitin protein-protein interface are not well understood15,44,45, we
hypothesize that the disruption to conformations and correlations of the zinc bound
ED mutation result in decreased ubiquitin binding selectivity.

5.4.2 Adult Onset Glaucoma (2LO4) vs. Wild Type (2JVX)

Alteration of the β-sheet region of the zinc fingers disrupts the secondary structure
motifs compared to the wild type configuration as shown in the hydrogen bond and
clustering results. This disruption of secondary structure leads to a much larger
sampling of conformational space. When present, the zinc maintains a modicum of
structure with the tetrahedral coordination throughout the trajectories, but the loss
of alpha helix and beta sheets leaves loop-like structure along the second beta sheet
to the alpha helix pinched by the zinc. If it does stay in a stable conformation it
is more likely to do so in a conformation consistent with cluster 2 (see Figure 5.6).
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Interestingly, on rare occasion the WT protein samples this conformation, a kinetic
trap, and does not readily return to the dominant conformation.

Conformational Overlap Motivates Competitive Binding Hypothesis

In addition to extracting unique structures, clustering analysis highlights the confor-
mational overlap between the disease-related mutants and the wild type in Figure
5.7. The second cluster of combined clustering, shown in Figure 5.2b, is the most
populated AOG conformation (27.7% of AOG conformations) and second most WT
conformation (16.3% of WT conformations). The conformation is characterized by
and extension of the second turn, between the β-sheet and the α-helix, and a per-
pendicular reorientation of the two β-sheets. When looking at the RMSD clustering
of each mutant separately, Figure 5.7, we see that cluster 2 of the WT is very similar
to that of cluster 1 of the AOG mutant. The median of each are compared in the
supplemental Figure 5.13. The second cluster of the WT is a rare conformational
kinetic trap as indicated by Markov analysis of the clustering results (supplemental
Figures 5.10-5.12) and conformations are 80% likely to stay in that cluster after en-
tering. The average RMSD of these two clusters combined is 2.8Å , smaller than the
cluster cutoff used in the QT analysis. This conformational overlap indicates that
the two proteins likely have competitive binding in cells where they are both present,
potentially leading to the AOG phenotype.

5.5 Conclusion

Detailed atomic motions revealed by MD highlight specific physical interactions of
proteins and provide insights to mechanisms of malfunction that are difficult to as-
certain experimentally. Here, we show the results of 16 µs of MD simulations for
3 different ββα-motif zinc fingers, one wild-type and two mutations associated with
disease states. Simulation results for each of the configurations highlight unique con-
formational and dynamics, that are likely to play a role in aberrant function.

In particular, the ED mutation showed clear deviation from the wild type struc-
ture and dynamics, particularly in the region of the CYS26PHE mutation as well as
shifting the zinc-coordination motif that will likely disrupt nominal ubiquitin bind-
ing. Specifically, the single point mutation in the ED protein will impose a decrease
in binding selectivity of the ubiquitin-binding domain of NEMO resulting in down
regulation of NF-κB activation. Restoration of normal function might involve dock-
ing a small ligand capable of strong interaction with the phenylalanine to make the
C-terminal domain more rigid.

The AOG mutation, on the other hand, has a consistent loss of the β-sheet sec-
ondary structure, while maintaining a strong α-helical structure. The most stable
AOG conformation overlaps with a rare WT kinetic trap conformation, highlighting
the possibility of competitive binding between these two proteins. In this case, it is
unclear whether the rare WT conformation binds with the Optineurin binding part-
ner, or vice-versa, particularly in light of the conformational diversity of the AOG
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mutation. Additional investigations are underway that combine docking trials with
MD the including dominant conformations discovered here.
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5.7 Supplemental Material

The supplemental material provides support for decisions made in the analysis of this
project as well as additional figures to support the conclusions. Included in the first
category is the RMSD plots for all trajectories of the study. The equilibration phase
was estimated from simulation relaxation time characterized by the leveling out of
the RMSD curve of 5.9. Included in the second category are Markov results based
on QT clustering of each configuration (WT, ED, AOG) in Figure 5.10-5.12 and the
conformational overlap of the WT and AOG clustering results, Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.9: RMSD of all 48 trajectories. Most trajectories reach equilibrium by
17ns. The first 17ns of each trajectory was removed prior to detailed analysis.
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(a) Cluster versus Time
(b) Distribution of the Cluster Ensem-
bles

(c) Markov Rate Matrix shows the tran-
sitions from one cluster to another

(d) Transition Pathways of the Markov
Model

Figure 5.10: Markov analysis of the WT protein (2JVX) for QT clustering on alpha
carbons with a maximum of 100 possible clusters and a 3.5ÅRMSD cutoff. For all
8 trajectories we have a) cluster versus time plot, b) the equilibrium distribution of
clusters, c) the subsequent Markov rate matrix from the cluster time series, and d)
the transition pathways.
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(a) Cluster versus Time
(b) Distribution of the Cluster Ensem-
bles

(c) Markov Rate Matrix shows the tran-
sitions from one cluster to another

(d) Transition Pathways of the Markov
Model

Figure 5.11: Markov analysis of the ED protein (2JVY) for QT clustering on alpha
carbons with a maximum of 100 possible clusters and a 3.5ÅRMSD cutoff. For all
8 trajectories we have a) cluster versus time plot, b) the equilibrium distribution of
clusters, c) the subsequent Markov rate matrix from the cluster time series, and d)
the transition pathways.
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(a) Cluster versus Time
(b) Distribution of the Cluster Ensem-
bles

(c) Markov Rate Matrix shows the tran-
sitions from one cluster to another

(d) Transition Pathways of the Markov
Model

Figure 5.12: Markov analysis of the AOG protein (2LO4) for QT clustering on
alpha carbons with a maximum of 100 possible clusters and a 3.5ÅRMSD cutoff. For
all 8 trajectories we have a) cluster versus time plot, b) the equilibrium distribution
of clusters, c) the subsequent Markov rate matrix from the cluster time series, and d)
the transition pathways.
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Figure 5.13: Median structures of the second most populated cluster of the WT
protein (black) and the most populated cluster of the AOG mutant (Tan). Clustering
for the structures were done independently with QT clustering with a cutoff of 3.5Å
.
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(a) 2JVX NM 1 (b) 2JVY NM 1 (c) 2LO4 NM 1

(d) 2JVX NM 2 (e) 2JVY NM 2 (f) 2LO4 NM 2

(g) 2JVX NM 2 (h) 2JVY NM 2 (i) 2LO4 NM 2

Figure 5.14: Normal modes of the first few components, projected for the three
mutant configurations.
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Chapter 6

Structure and Dynamics of
Wild-Type tRNAMET under Core
Mutations

The fidelity of protein synthesis is largely dominated by the accurate recognition
of transfer RNAs (tRNAs) by their cognate aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (AARSs).
Aminoacylation of each tRNA with its cognate amino acid is necessary to main-
tain the accuracy of genetic code input. Aminoacylated tRNAMet functions in both
initiation and elongation processes during protein synthesis. As a precursor to the
investigation of a MetRS:tRNAMet complex, we present Molecular Dynamics results
of single nucleotide substitutions in the core of tRNAMet (G15A, G18A, and G19A)
to probe structure/function relationships. The core of tRNAMet likely mediates ef-
fective communication between the tRNA anticodon and acceptor ends, contributing
acceptor stem rearrangement to fit into the enzyme active site. Simulations of E. coli
tRNAMet were run for one microsecond four times each. Molecular dynamics showed
changes in tRNA flexibility and long-range communication most prominently in the
G18A variant. Results indicate that overall tertiary structure of tRNAMet remains
unchanged with these variants, yet there are perturbations to the secondary struc-
ture. Network-based analysis of the hydrogen bond structure and correlated motion
indicates the secondary structure elements of the tRNA to be highly intraconnected,
but loosely interconnected. We have identified specific nucleotides, including U8 and
G23, that stabilize the mutated structures and are candidates for substitution in
future studies.

6.1 Introduction

tRNA is the adaptor molecule proposed originally by Francis Crick to connect nu-
cleic acid information with polypeptide output1. tRNAs are stable non-coding RNA
molecules approximately 76 nucleotides long that enable translation of an mRNA to
the corresponding polypeptide according to the genetic code2. They form a conserved
cloverleaf secondary structure (Figure 6.12, for example) and more importantly, the
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tRNA helices coaxially stack to form a distinct L-shape tertiary structure (Figure 6.1).
There are 20 canonical tRNA families that are recognized by their cognate aminoacyl-
tRNA synthetases (AARSs) for synthesis of aminoacyl-tRNA. Most AARSs recognize
one or more tRNA anticodon nucleotides (in addition to nucleotides in the acceptor
stem) as specificity determinants, and allostery likely occurs to properly position the
tRNA 3′-end in the enzyme catalytic site (Figure 6.1)1,3.

Methionyl-tRNA synthetase (MetRS) aminoacylates tRNAMet for efficient decod-
ing at both the translational start and within a message4,5. Aminoacylation of
tRNAMet occurs in two catalytic steps. First, MetRS binds ATP and methionine
in its active site to catalyze formation of the methionyl adenylate (Met-AMP) in-
termediate. In the second step the activated amino acid is transferred to the ribose
2′-hydroxyl group on the tRNA 3′-terminal adenosine in an esterification reaction6.
The anticodon stem of tRNAMet is thought to first interact with MetRS at its an-
ticodon binding domain, approximately 50 Å away from the enzyme’s active site7,6.
The acceptor stem of tRNAMet is presumed to undergo a conformational change to fit
into the MetRS active site, although capture of such a structure by x-ray crystallog-
raphy has proved elusive8,9. The transiently unwound 3′–end is likely short lived and
not thermodynamically stable, which makes structural characterization difficult9. A
105 decrease in kcat/KM occurs when Trp-461 is mutated to alanine, indicating that
the anticodon is a strong identity element for MetRS4. It is thought that tRNA signal
transfer occurs, at least in part, through core nucleotides for efficient aminoacylation
to take place, although little is known about the pathway through which this signaling
occurs10. Namely, it is unknown which particular nucleotides within tRNAMet are im-
portant for long-range communication between anticodon binding and catalytic sites,
although we propose that nucleotides in the tRNA core mediate this communication.
To examine this hypothesis, we made nucleotide substitutions to conserved D-loop
nucleotides that contribute to core stability but not Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding
in helical regions

Variants discussed herein are guanine to adenine single nucleotide substitutions
in the E. coli tRNAMet D-loop at conserved positions 15, 18, and 19 (Figure 6.1).
The E.coli tRNAMet G15:C48 base pair has reverse Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding,
known as a Levitt pair11. It is thought that the Levitt pair is stabilized by Mg2+

binding and interactions with surrounding base triples within the core6. The impor-
tance of the G15:C48 base pair in tRNAMet long-range communication has not yet
been characterized. The GG motif in the D-loop is evolutionarily conserved, and is
found at position 18 and 19 in E. coli tRNAMet, c.f. Supplemental Figure 6.11. The
G18:C55 base pair is also known to be important in tertiary folding and stability, and
may contribute to intramolecular signal transfer.

Here we used molecular dynamics to model E. coli tRNAMet in silico with single
nucleotide substitutions in the core. Molecular dynamics analyses were used to iden-
tify changes in structure and flexibility of tRNAMet as a result of these substitutions.
We found that the tRNA core variants display changes in long-range communication
and flexibility while maintaining the overall tertiary structure. We also determined
changes in hydrogen bonding within E. coli tRNAMet and identified nucleotides that
are important hubs for communication within the tRNA core. Network analysis of
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Figure 6.1: Tertiary structure of E.coli tRNAMet The structure was built from
the A. aeolicus tRNAMet structure (PDB 2CSX) and the E. coli tRNACys structure
(PDB 1U0B). Colors correspond to secondary structure elements as given in Table 1.
Mutated residues G15 (red), G18 (green), and G19 (blue) are highlighted for clarity.

hydrogen bonds highlights structurally critical bases, while network analysis of cor-
relation matrices exposes dynamically important relationships between them.

6.2 Methods

Simulation Setup and Execution

The E.coli tRNAMet structure was built using the Aquifex aeolicus tRNAMet crystal
structure (PDB 2CSX) solved at a 2.7 Å resolution2. The E. coli sequence was sub-
stituted for the A. aeolicus sequence using multi-scale modeling tools for structural
biology (MMTSB)12. The three nucleotides missing from the 3′-end of 2CSX were
modeled into the A. aeolicus crystal structure using an E.coli tRNACys structure
(PDB 1U0B). A. aeolicus geometries and coordinates were used to build the starting
E.coli tRNAMet structure shown in Figure 6.1. CHARMM36 force field parameters13

with the NAMD software package14 were used to energy minimize the starting struc-
ture to eliminate steric clashes and optimize the starting reference structure.

Each energy-minimized structure was set in a water box with dimensions (87 ×
78× 73), and a particle mesh Ewald approximation was used for long-range electro-
statics with a grid size of (88×78×74)15. One microsecond all-atom simulations were
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Structural
Element

Residues

AS 1-7, 67-77
D-loop 10-26

AC 28-43
TψC - loop 50-66

Variable loop 44-49

Table 6.1: tRNA secondary structures and corresponding colors.

performed in quadruplicate on graphical processing units (GPUs) after an additional
minimization using ACEMDs parallelized MD package16. All production simulations
were carried out under NPT conditions17. The Berendsen barostat had a target pres-
sure of 1.01325bar and the Langevin thermostat had a target temperature of 298K
with a damping coefficient of γ = 0.118,19. Using a hydrogen mass-repartitioning
scheme, allowing for 4 fs time steps, systems of this size readily access the microsec-
ond regime16. All simulations employed a TIP3P water model20 and after charge
neutralization, ionization conditions of 150 mM NaCl.

Analysis Methods

After simulations completed, we removed the water and ions and strided out frames
using a GUI interface to CatDCD21,22. The trajectory was aligned to remove trans-
lation and rotation that results from diffusion. Once the trajectory files were of
manageable size and aligned, we calculated Root Mean Square Fluctuations (RMSF)
of the trajectories for all 4 µs of each configuration (c.f. 6.2). The RMSF of atom i
is quantified as

RMSFi =

√√√√ 1

T

T∑
tj=1

(~ri (tj)− ~r′i)
2 (6.1)

where ~ri(tj) is the instantaneous position vector, ~r′i is the mean position of atom i,
and T is the total number of frames. RMSFs for the tRNA are based on the positions
of the C1′ atoms.

Conformational clustering was performed using the Quality Threshold (QT) algo-
rithm of VMD23, which is based on RMSD measurements and requires input param-
eters of maximum cluster diameter and maximum number of clusters. The algorithm
compares RMSD values between all frames, finds the largest grouping of frames, la-
bels that cluster 1, removes those frames from the search space and iterates until all
frames are clustered, or the maximum number of clusters is reached. To optimize the
parameters used, heavily strided trajectories (for quick analysis on a subset of the
whole sample) were subjected to the clustering algorithm with various choices for the
maximum cluster diameter, in order to minimize the number of unclustered frames
with a total of 100 possible clusters. Clustering was performed on each configuration
independently, as well as on the backbone structure of all simulations concatenated.
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Clustering images were rendered in Tachyon with the median structure represented
in color and the shadows depicted based on statistical analysis (1σ) of the cluster
distribution24,25,26.

Hydrogen bond analysis employed tools available in MDAnalysis27. Considering
only polar atoms, bonds are considered present if the donor and acceptor pair are
within 3.2Å from one another and the angle between the donor-hydrogen-acceptor
triplet is greater than 120◦, approximating a bond of intermediate strength28. Subse-
quent analysis was used to determine the percentage occupancy for each bond (per-
sisting for more than 50% of the simulation), and that data was exported to Cytoscape
for network analysis29.

Correlated motions elucidate coupled pairwise motion between atoms via a nor-
malized covariance matrix. Completely correlated motions (Cij = 1) occur when one
atom moves exactly in accordance with another (self-correlations are always 1) and
anti-correlated motions (Cij = −1) occur when two atoms move in different direc-
tions from one another. As with the RMSF analysis, tRNA correlations are based on
the C1′ coordinates throughout the trajectory. Here we use the Pearson Correlation,
described by

C̃ij =
N∑
α=1

(~rαi − 〈~ri〉) ·
(
~rαj − 〈~rj〉

)
N

(6.2)

Cij =
C̃ij√
C̃iiC̃jj

(6.3)

Where ~rαi (~rαj ) is the position vector of atom i (j) at time α. The covariance
between two atoms, Cij, is normalized by the number of frames, N after finding the
scalar product of atom differences from their average value. The correlation is then
normalized by diagonal elements of the covariance matrix (c.f. Equation 6.3) such
that values range from −1 to 1.

Network analysis of tRNA-protein complexes has been useful in understanding al-
losteric signal pathways30,31. The network communities analyzed here were developed
from the correlation and hydrogen bond results. Hydrogen bond networks were based
on donor-acceptor pairs present more than 50% of the simulation and, similarly, the
correlation networks were based on moderate correlations (Cij ≥ 0.5.) Network dia-
grams were generated and rendered using Cytoscape, where the correlation networks
employed the edge-weighted, spring-embedded layout based on edge betweenness (hy-
drogen bond layouts were manually generated). Betweenness centrality quantifies the
ability to control the flow of information by analyzing evenly weighted geodesics and
determining the node’s importance to the largest number of shortest paths32. If we
consider a node pk, the probability bij(pk) of it being in a randomly selected geodesic
of the network (a random path between nodes pi and pj, for example) is given by

bij (pk) =
gij (pk)

gij
(6.4)
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where gij (gij(pk))is the number of geodesics linking pi and pj (that contain pk)
and N is the number of nodes in the network. The normalized betweenness centrality
is then the sum of all bij(pk) where i 6= k 6= j.

B (pk) =

∑N
i<j bij (pk)

N
(6.5)

Similarly, closeness centrality quantifies the centrality measure by considering the
average length of the shortest paths between a node and every other node in the
network33, given by

Cj =
N − 1∑N−1
i dij

(6.6)

where dij is the shortest path distance between nodes i and j.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Construction of tRNA variants in silico

The acceptor stem of tRNAMet is thought to undergo a conformational change to fit
into the active site of MetRS for amino acid transfer. To date, there is no avail-
able co-crystal structure of MetRS:tRNAMet that depicts this catalytic conformation.
The tRNA portion of the A. aeolicus MetRS-tRNAMet co-crystal structure (2CSX)
is disordered at the tRNA acceptor stem and the atom positions are unresolved34.
However, the CysRS:tRNACys co-crystal structure (1UOB) does show an acceptor
stem conformation likely similar to that of tRNAMet 34.

To approximate the acceptor stem positions, the tRNACys CCA end was modeled
onto the 3′ end of the A. aeolicus tRNAMet. The sequence of the tRNA was then
modified to represent the E. coli tRNAMet sequence (see Supplemental Figure 6.12
for detailed nucleotide substitutions.) tRNAMet of both organisms is 77 nucleotides in
length and the two share 69% sequence identity with most differences in the anticodon
stem. Nucleotides in the D-loop and in the TψC-loop are conserved and known to
form hydrogen bonds in the core35,6.

6.3.2 G18A Variant Shows Largest Core Fluctuations

RMSF data is the mean square fluctuation at each C1′ atom from a time-averaged
structure throughout a trajectory and is the primary measure of biomolecule flexi-
bility. A increase in flexibility was expected in the tRNA loops and at the acceptor
stem compared to helical regions based on previous molecular dynamics studies of
yeast tRNAMet and E. coli tRNAPhe 36,37. This was also observed for the wild-type
tRNAMet (Figure 6.2).

In Figure 6.2, the G18A variant shows the largest deviation from the wild-type
signature, particularly in the D-loop and the TψC-loop. RMSF of the G18A variant
increases to over 10 Å in the D-loop at the point of the substitution, whereas all
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Figure 6.2: Root Mean Square Fluctuations of tRNAMet Major secondary
structure elements are labeled across the top and colored according to the cloverleaf
structure to the right. The wild-type signature is shown in black, G15A in red, G18A
in green, and G19A in blue.

other RMSFs decrease to less than 5 Å at the 18th nucleotide. Compared to the
other tRNAs previously studied, an increase to 10 Å is a significant increase36,37.
From residues 17-20, the G18A substitution directly affects the local environment,
where the other two variants more closely resemble that of the wild-type tRNA. In
the anticodon region, all four configurations have a peak centered about the CAU
anticodon, although G19A exhibits less anticodon fluctuation. In the TψC-loop, all
four variants display increased fluctuations at the 58th residue, yet the magnitude of
the G18A increase is double that of wild-type.

6.3.3 Conformational Clustering Highlights Stability of G19A

In order to determine whether the tRNA variants access an overlapping set of con-
formations, we employed QT clustering to identify the most conformationally similar
structures. By concatening all the trajectories together and clustering on a common
set of atoms, we are able to see the structural similarities and differences for the four
different variants. We determined the minimum cluster diameter by minimizing the
number of unclustered frames when scanning over the trajectories in 0.1 Å increments.

The clusters in Figure 6.3 represent the dominant conformations for backbone
atoms of all 16µs (4 variants times 4µs each) concatenated together as well as their
distribution within each of the first forty clusters, comprising 80.9% of the simulation
frames. For each structural image, with the exception of G18A, the median colored
structure is surrounded by a superposition of partly transparent conformations within
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1σ of the distribution. Because G18A (green) conformations are occur most frequently
in the first cluster, the median structure of which belongs to the G19A simulations,
the colored conformation is the first confrmation in cluster 1 of the G18A simulations.

The G19A variant dominates the most populated cluster contributing 67.5% of the
frames to the first cluster and encompassing 19.1% of of the total (16µs) trajectory
space. The anticodon of cluster 1 has a large shaded region indicating the positional
variability of that region. The wild-type configuration contributes the fewest frames
to the dominant cluster, and is distributed primarily across clusters 5, 6, 7 and 9.
It maintains the helical portion of the acceptor stem and a distinct D-loop (on the
left of the cluster conformations), and there is a small loop just after the anticodon
base sequence. Additionally, the wild-type TψC-loop shows a distinct conformation
compared to each of the three variants at the top left of the black cluster (Figure
6.3). The G15A variant is most populated in cluster 3 and reveals a clear distortion
near U8 in the inside fold of the L-shaped structure.

Specific domains show general clustering trends across all tRNAs analyzed. Not
only is the tertiary structure maintained in all simulations, the single-stranded ac-
ceptor stem bases 75-77 are highly flexible, as are the anticodon regions (Figure 6.2).

Additionally, we clustered each 4µs tRNA trajectory set independently. Shown
in supplemental Figure 6.14, the wild-type tRNA conformation samples the first four
clusters often, with only 18% in the first cluster, but 58% of conformations in the first
four clusters (supplemental figure 6.14e). The dominant G19A conformation persists
in 51% of the simulations, making it the most stable of the individually clustered
configurations. Outside of the first ten clusters, no conformation has more than
2% of the frames in a single cluster, indicating the high diversity of conformational
sampling for the tRNA variants.

6.3.4 Hydrogen Bond Networks Highlight Important Sec-
ondary Structure Domains

Hydrogen bonds within Watson-Crick and wobble pairs define the tRNA cloverleaf
secondary structure. The hydrogen bonds most persistent throughout simulations
provide insight into which particular bonds are most important in stabilizing the
canonical structure. We identified hydrogen bonds as those with donor-acceptor pair
distance less than 3.2 Å with donor-hydrogen-acceptor angles greater than 120◦ and
persisting during 50% of the trajectory (Figure 6.4). Cylinders representing a partic-
ular hydrogen bond pair are color-coded by occupancy percentage. We constructed
hydrogen bond network diagrams from those results to aid in visualizing the bond
connectivity (Figure 6.5). Multiple edges between nodes indicates that there are
multiple donor-acceptor pair combinations between those two residues. This could
include the same donor atom coordinating with two different acceptors (bifurcated
hydrogen bond), or two completely different donor-acceptor pairs. In addition to
phosphate related hydrogen bonds (identifiable by bonds with consecutive nucleotide
indices) we can readily identify bonds that support the cloverleaf structure commonly
shown in 2D representations. Within the TψC-loop and the D-loop, the core variants
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Figure 6.3: Quality threshold clustering The combined combined clustering
uses a distance cutoff of 4.3 Å . The structures of the largest population and its
distribution are highlighted (coloring consistent with Figure 6.2). The G19A variant
provides the largest contribution to the most populated cluster at 67%. The G18A
variant is also the most highly represented in the first cluster, with the G15A in the
3rd cluster, and the wild-type in the 5th.

clearly disrupt the hydrogen bonds near the point of substitution. Namely, the G18A
variant no longer forms hydrogen bonds with U56 as a result of the G18A substitution,
whereas it exists in the other 3 configurations (additional hydrogen bond networks
are available in supplementary). Similarly, there were no persistent hydrogen bonds
with G15A for its single nucleotide substitution either. Only in the wild-type con-
figuration were there hydrogen bonds with the G19 nucleotide, suggesting that it is
more susceptible to small perturbations than the G18 nucleotide, for example.

There are longer-range effects as well. The D-loop substitutions alter base pair
hydrogen bonding in the AS. Specifically, the G15A variant has no hydrogen bonds
in the AC in more than half of the simulations, while the G19A variant has more AC
hydrogen bonds than wild-type (Figure 6.15).

While, each configuration has a unique network of bonds, there is overlap be-
tween them (Figure 6.5). In the wild-type configuration, the largest group consists
of 11 nodes. In particular, residue G23 connects this large group together with back-
bone hydrogen bonds. The G23-A24 bond appears in each configuration as a single
donor-acceptor pair that connects two different groups ultimately forming the largest
network in both the union and intersection depictions of Figure 6.5. In addition to
the backbone bonds, there are two additional bonds of potential importance with
G23, that with C13 and G47 as they may affect stacking interactions in the core.
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Figure 6.4: Persistent hydrogen bonds in tRNAMet variants Panels clockwise
from top left show wild-type, G15A, G19A, and G18A hydrogen bonds, respectively.
Each shows hydrogen bonds that persist more that 50% of each trajectory as cylinders
connecting donor and acceptor atoms. They are color coded according to the centrally
located scale. Colors of secondary structure are consistent with Figure 6.3 with G15A-
red, G18A-green, and G19A-blue, and WT-black.
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(a) Union hydrogen bond network (b) Intersection hydrogen bond network

Figure 6.5: Hydrogen bond network of tRNAMet variants a) The hydrogen
bond union network showing hydrogen bonds if they appear in more than 50 % of the
simulations. b) The intersection of hydrogen bond networks, that is, only the bonds
(edges) and residues (nodes) that appear in all simulations. Each directed edge (from
donor to acceptor) represents a bond present more than 50 % of the simulation.
The edges are weighted by percent occupancy where thicker lines represent more
persistent bonds. Node shape indicates the particular nucleotides, where diamonds
represent Adenine, circles Cytosine, triangles Guanine, and arrows are Uracil. Nodes
are colored as from Table 1 or their variant color for G15, G18 and G19.
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6.3.5 Correlation Networks Show Long and Short-Range Re-
lationships

Correlated motion analysis highlights the nucleotides (and atoms therein) that have
common movements capable of propagating an allosteric signal. Correlated motions
of the wild-type tRNAMet show distinct signatures, including long-range correlations
connecting different parts of the tRNA.

First, looking at the short range wild-type tRNAMet correlations (Figure 6.6), it
is clear that the D-loop and TψC-loop are each well coordinated with themselves as
shown in the boxed regions of Figure 6.6, consistent with the hydrogen bond results in
Figure 6.4. These strong signals in the core domains are consistent in all the substitu-
tion, but weakest under the G18A variant - which causes the largest perturbations to
the wild-type correlation signal. There is a correlation signal that propagates perpen-
dicularly from the backbone signature in the anticodon, most notably in wild-type,
but is apparent in all configurations. An anti-correlation between the anticodon and
the D-loop is present in all configurations, with the most significant perturbations
again occurring in the G18A variant.

Moving toward longer-range correlations, the Variable region (black) shows long-
range correlations across the AS, D-loop, and AC, highlighted by a box in G15A of
Figure 6.6. An additional region of long-range anti-correlation appears in all configu-
rations between the acceptor stem and the D-loop that most clearly shows up in the
results of Figure 6.7.

The most drastic change in correlation signatures is apparent on comparing the
G18A variant and wild-type between the D-loop and the TψC-loop. In the wild-type
tRNAMet there exhibits a small highly correlated pocket (circled in Figure 6.6), yet
in the G18A substitution a large pocket of anti-correlated motion is surrounded by a
circle of correlated motion. This unique signature shows again that the G18A variant
deviates most from the wild-type and is the variant most capable of disrupting normal
regulatory function.

We applied a similar network analysis to the correlation as for the hydrogen bond
occupancy, as shown in Figure 6.8. Edges are represented in the red and blue cylinders
of Figure 6.7. To quantify the important components of the network we calculated the
betweenness and closeness centrality of the network nodes (bases), as shown in Figures
6.9 and 6.10 respectively. Betweenness is a network centrality measure based on the
shortest paths between each pairs of nodes where a larger betweenness means there
are more shortest paths through a particular node. Closeness, on the other hand,
uses shortest paths to determine how near each node is to all other nodes. Here, the
wild-type correlation network largely separates the secondary structural elements, but
groups G18 far from its own secondary structure with the TψC-loop (Figure 6.8). In
the wild-type configuration, G45 shows the largest betweenness centrality (0.3) by
more than double that of the other residues (Figure 6.9). U8 has the highest degree
(count node edges) for the wild-type configuration. A number of D-loop nodes have
high closeness values and are centrally located in the spring-embedded layout. G19
did not meet the criteria to appear on the wild-type correlation network while G18
and G15 did, but have relatively low betweenness and closeness values.
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Table 6.2: Network parameters of the four correlation networks. The number of
nodes is the count of residue pairs that exceed the correlation cutoff (Cij ≥ 0.5). The
network diameter is the largest of all the shortest path lengths within the network.
The average number of neighbors is the average connectivity of the nodes. and the
clustering coefficient is the ratio of edges compared to the total possible edges in an
undirected network.

WT G15A G18A G19A
Number of Nodes 66 69 73 68
Network Diameter 9 8 7 7
Avg. Neighbors 5.76 6.44 7.53 7.09
Clustering Coefficient 0.22 0.24 0.23 0.24

The G15A variant shows a clear perturbation from the wild-type network, while
still largely grouping like secondary structural elements together (Figure 6.8). The
degree of U8 increased to 22 and now has the highest betweenness and closeness values
and has neighbors from the acceptor stem, the D-loop, TψC-loop and the Variable
region (Figure 6.10). G47 and C62 have the next highest closeness, while the G18
residue has approximately average closeness and interacts exclusively with the TψC-
loop. Instead of having a core region with independent ‘arms’ like the wild-type,
the network topology of the G15A variant is decentralized into two loosely connected
main groups, one containing the D-loop and anticodon-loop, and another with the
TψC-loop and the acceptor stem.

On the other hand, the G18A network generally condenses down to a more intra-
connected topology where the other two variants (A15 and A19) play a more impor-
tant role (Figure 6.8). The betweenness for all nodes of G18A (c.f. Figure 6.9) drops
significantly as compared to wild-type and even G15A, while the closeness increases
on the whole. Again, U8 shows a high closeness and a relatively large degree, and
A22, G53 and G23 show increased closeness as a result of this nucleotide substitution
as shown in Figure 6.10. Similarly, the G19A network shows a more compact topol-
ogy compared to the wild-type, with decreased betweenness and increased closeness,
(Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10). In this configuration, G45 is the residue with the highest
closeness and degree. Again, U8 appears with high closeness and degree, indicating
its importance in all 4 configurations.

6.4 Discussion

To date, little is known about how long-range communication is facilitated in tRNAs.
Leveraging advances in simulation hardware and software, our simulations probe the
microsecond timescale, enabling larger phase space sampling and more meaningful
interpretation of the results. A total of 16 microseconds of MD simulations pro-
vides details about possible structure-function relationships of the E.coli tRNAMet

molecule. Ghosh and Vishveshwara 31 presented a thorough analysis of nanosecond
MD simulations of a MetRS:tRNAMet complex model and used correlation network
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Figure 6.6: All atom correlated motions of the WT tRNA and each variant
Clockwise from top left is wild-type, G15A, G18A, G19A. The G18A mutation shows
the most drastic changes, switching to an anti-correlation between the D-Loop and
the TψC-Loop highlighted by circles. Squares highlight regions of locally strong
correlation patterns.
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Figure 6.7: Correlation network of tRNAMet projected onto structures
Connections of the most strongly (anti)-correlated motions between C1′are shown
projected onto the structures. Positively correlated motions are colored red and neg-
atively correlated motions are blue. Atom pairs are connected only if the correlations
satisfy |Cij| ≥ 0.5.
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Figure 6.8: Correlation network diagrams Correlation networks show each node
color coded by tRNA secondary structure or variant consistent with previous figures.
Nodes are connected when the correlations satisfy Cij ≥ 0.5.
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Figure 6.9: Betweenness centrality of correlation networks The betweenness
of each network versus the number of neighbors for each node. In each betweenness
plot the points are colored by secondary structure and the size is given by the number
of hydrogen bonds corresponding to that node, where a larger diameter indicates more
hydrogen bonds. Select based are labeled by their corresponding data point.
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Figure 6.10: Closeness centrality of correlation networks The closeness cen-
trality of each network versus the number of neighbors for each node colored by sec-
ondary structural elements consistent with previous figures. In each closeness plot,
the size of the data point is given by the number of hydrogen bonds corresponding to
that node, where a larger diameter indicates more hydrogen bonds. Select bases are
labeled by their corresponding data point.
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analysis to predict allosteric regulation pathways for the protein and tRNA. Here
we apply similar correlation-based network analysis of the tRNA to examine it in
isolation and discern the dynamic consequences of base substitutions independent of
MetRS binding.

Comparisons of all atom MD simulations of G15A, G18A, and G19A tRNAMet

variants highlight how a single nucleotide substitution perturbs the structure and
dynamics from the wild-type behavior. Tertiary structure is maintained throughout
all simulations, yet there are distinct patterns of hydrogen bonds and correlation
distinguishing each configuration. Overall, the most significant deviation from wild-
type behavior occurs in the G18A variant, whereas G15A deviates the least. Hydrogen
bonds that persist in all four configurations indicate bonds essential to maintaining
the tertiary structure, while correlation analysis suggests that even though a single
base substitutions might not fully disrupt structure, there are combinations of two
substitutions likely will as suggested by the hydrogen bond and correlation network
analysis.

6.4.1 G18A Variant Deviates Most from Wild-Type Behav-
ior

The G18A variant consistently exhibits the largest deviation from wild-type tRNAMet.
The most distinct deviations appear in the D-loop and TψC-loop, for example, show-
ing increased fluctuations (Figure 6.3) and strongly anti-correlated regions in the core
(Figures 6.6 and 6.7). These signatures indicate that localized disruption is strongest
for the core G18A variant. While this base substitution disrupted the inner work-
ings of the RNA, the overall tertiary structure was relatively unchanged. A large
portion of this disparate behavior occurred in just one of the four G18A simulations
characterized by a rearrangement of the core, with separation of the D-loop from
the TψC-loop as shown in Supplemental Figure 6.16. This conformational change is
largely responsible for the deviations as seen in Figure 6.2, for example.

Previous studies indicate that nucleotides 13, 23, and 46 form an integral base
triple in tRNACys 38. Mutations at the tRNACys 13:23 base pair disrupts the 15:48
base pair and impairs aminoacylation39. Our hydrogen bonding network analysis
suggests that this base triple, especially nucleotide G23, is also important in tRNAMet

and would be a candidate for substitution in the future. G18 and G23 in tRNAMet

communicate with one another in this network and double substitutions may elucidate
more of the communication network within the tRNA core.

6.4.2 Core substitutions Disrupt Local but not Global Struc-
ture

The most highly sampled conformations maintain the canonical L-shaped tertiary
structure essential for aminoacylation and decoding functions of tRNA (Figure 6.3).
Even rarely sampled configurations (higher order cluster representatives and unclus-
tered structures) retain the overall tertiary structure but show variation in core,
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anticodon, and variable region orientations. While there are conformational alter-
ations, they primarily occur in the D-loop and TψC-loop, away from the functionally
essential anticodon and acceptor stem locations.

The largest apparent conformational rearrangement of the core occurs in one sim-
ulation of the G18A variant. The L-shaped tertiary structure remains intact, but
there is a large core rearrangement between D-loop and the TψC-loop (Supplemental
Figure 6.16).

6.4.3 Additional Substitutions Hypothesized to Disrupt Func-
tion

Through detailed hydrogen bond and correlation analysis we have been able to identify
candidates for further substitution. The role of the U8 base, while previously shown
to be a disease causing mutation in hmtRNAMet 40, is not clearly understood from
a mechanistic standpoint. Nucleotide bases U8 to A14 create a loop that facilitates
magnesium binding and which in the absence of Mg2+ shows a loss of structure that
inhibits proper protein biosynthesis40.

The MD simulations here highlight the importance of U8 both as a hydrogen
bond donor for A14 in all simulations and as a hub for allosteric communication
shown in the correlation and corresponding network analysis (Figures 6.8, 6.9 and
6.10). Additionally, with the exception of the G15A simulations, the U8 nucleotide
mediates the base triple with U8-A14-A21. The Weblogo in Figure 6.11 shows that
U8 is conserved across all species of tRNAMet.

Human mitochondrial tRNAMet is less intrinsically stable than E. coli tRNAMet,
which may indicate that although we see changes in flexibility upon single nucleotide
substitution in the core they may not be enough to disrupt function41. Human mito-
chondrial tRNAMet lacks the guanosine at positions 18 and 19 giving it a shorter D-
loop and fewer stacking interactions in the core. Despite these changes, the hmtRNAMet

is able to be aminoacylated by E. coli MetRS35. A single point mutation at U8 in
the human mitochondrial tRNA results in mitochondrial myopathy and significantly
decreased aminoacylation by mitochondrial MetRS40,42. Thus, while the wild-type
hmtRNAMet is functional, a single mutation pushes its tenuous structure toward a
dysfunctional threshold.

Taken together this indicates that although we see changes in flexibility, the single
nucleotide substitution in the core is likely not enough to disrupt the balance between
structure and function. The structural rearrangements in presence of the variant sug-
gest that alternate communication pathways are available through various other bases
including U8 and G23. The substitutions to G18 and G19, which normally interact
with the TψC-loop show a reduced network topology, in that there are an increasing
number of average neighbors and a decreasing network diameter, c.f. Table 6.2. A
variant with two substitutions including one core variant and another high central-
ity residue from the correlation network may well disrupt a functional biopolymer.
Motivated by the network topologies in Figure 6.8 we suggest double mutations for
further study. For example, one might mutate G15A in addition to G23 or U8. Sec-
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ond mutations for G18A might include U8 or G53. For G19A a second mutation of
G45 or U8 may potentially disrupt the capacity for essential allosteric regulation. The
essential and conserved nature of U8 in each network and in the WebLogo highlight
it’s importance for proper function. These proposed double mutations are highlighted
in Figure 6.8.

Another natural continuation of this work is to investigate the dynamics of a
variant with substitutions at the U8 and G23 positions and including Mg+ ions to the
simulations. Simulations of this nature will further elucidate the specific mechanistic
role of the U8 and G23 bases as well as that of Mg2+ in stabilizing the tertiary
structure of tRNAMet.

6.5 Conclusion

In this study, we present results of modeling E. coli tRNAMet via MD with nucleotide
substitutions at G15, G18, and G19. By configuring MD simulations with single
nucleotide substitutions at known conserved residues we discern conformational dy-
namics in atomic detail and hypothesize as to its functional impact. Overall, the
main tertiary structure of the structures is preserved in silico for the wild-type and
three mutated configurations. The data suggests that while there are local changes to
structure and dynamics within the vicinity of the substitution, the G15A and G19A
variants closely resemble overall dynamics of wild-type tRNAMet. As such, the con-
formational variability of tRNA may well allow it to remain functional despite small,
single-point perturbations in particular locations.

On the other hand, the G18A variant shows that the disruption caused by this
substitution has a larger impact on the long-range interactions of the polynucleotide.
The disconnection of the D-loop to the TψC-loop normally mediated by G18A alters
the mobility and the correlation compared to the wild-type and two other variants.
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6.7 Supplemental Material

The supplemental material contained herein provides additional support for the claims
of the main text, in particular, for the clustering data, hydrogen bond network data,
and correlation data. Additionally, we provide the Weblogo of conserved residues,
and details behind tRNA modeling.
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Figure 6.11: A comparison of tRNAMet sequences from 170 species show that gua-
nine at positions 15 and 19 are conserved throughout evolution. Position 18 is most
commonly a guanine, but is also found as a cytosine and uracil less frequently. Gaps
that occur (at position 22, for example) result from the alignment process. The
point mutations are denoted with asterisks and the suggested mutations are noted by
pluses.

Figure 6.12: Comparison of A. aquifex and E. coli sequences. 69% of the sequence
is identical. Nucleotides in red show changes in the sequence.
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Figure 6.13: Clustering as a function of frame for all configurations combined and
the relative cluster populations, separated by trajectory for quick identification of
how much each configuration contributes to a particular cluster.
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(a) WT (b) G15A (c) G18A (d) G19A

Figure 6.14: Quality threshold clustering of tRNAMet variants. QT clustering was
performed for each tRNA separately across 4 µs of simulation. The QT clustering
distribution is shown for the 10 most sampled clusters (lower panel). Shown above
the distribution plot is the conformation for each top cluster representative.
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Figure 6.15: Hydrogen bond networks of tRNAMet variants across 4 µs of simulation
a) WT, b) G15A, c) G18A, d) G19A.
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Figure 6.16: The final frame of one of the G18A simulations. There is a large
conformational shift relative to the dominant cluster (cluster 1) shown in Figure 6.3
involving the core regions, namely the D-loop and the TψC-loop. This conformation
is cluster 14 of Figure 6.3



Chapter 7

Work In Progress

This chapter summarizes additional projects that have not yet been published, includ-
ing various collaborations across the SCB disciplines and other various explorations.
While some of this chapter will almost certainly be augmented and published, other
portions will not. The first few sections describe collaborations made possible through
the SCB discussion group at periodic science presentations over food, beverages, and
friendly conversation. These discussions offered an opportunity to improve interdis-
ciplinary literacy and communication skills alongside networking and collaboration.
I found the SCB discussion group to be tremendously valuable during my time at
Wake Forest and a lot of fun to boot.

7.1 tRNA-MetRS in Complex

This effort is a collaboration with Lindsay Macnamara in the chemistry department
and a continuation of the work in Chapter 6. Here, we aim to compare experimental
data with simulation results for the tRNA-MetRS complex including the previously
discussed tRNA point mutations. For this project, I facilitated MD simulation setup,
execution, and analysis, and portions of the manuscript development.

In this project, we simulate tRNA and MetRS in complex to look more closely at
the aminoacylation process. There are two catalytic steps involved in aminoacylation
of tRNAMet. In the first step, MetRS binds ATP and methionine in the active site
before forming a methionyl adenylate (Met-AMP) intermediate. Then, the primed
amino acid is transferred to the tRNA 3′-terminal adenosine through esterification.1.

Here we ran 300ns simulations in quadruplicate of the bound tRNA-MetRS com-
plex including an adenylate in the active site, shown in Figure 7.1. We did this for the
WT along with the three tRNA variants, G15A, G18A, and G19A. We can compare
the results of these simulations to the unbound tRNA (WT and variants) highlighted
in Chapter 6, as well as additional simulations of MetRS in the absence of the tRNA.

Preliminary results show that, like the unbound tRNA, the G18A causes the
largest variation in the complex simulations for both the protein and RNA, as shown
in RMSF plots of Figure 7.2. There are increased fluctuations in the D-loop of G19A
as well. The overall largest change in fluctuations occurs at the 3′ end of the acceptor
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Figure 7.1: The complex structure including WT tRNA and the MetRS, with the
zinc knuckle and the bound adenylate).

stem for G18A. The protein, on the other hand, shows little variation in RMSF
between the variants and the WT, yet the largest changes in fluctuation occur in
the zinc-binding region. The zinc knuckle is attached to a proline-rich region that
offers the knuckle domain larger flexibility, most drastic in the G18A simulations. We
are currently investigating the effects of proline to alanine substitutions as well (see
below).

Correlated motions similarly highlight the G18A perturbation. Comparison of the
unbound tRNA structures is shown in Figure 7.3. It is interesting to note how the
long–range interactions between the D-loop and the TψC-loop are opposite in the
G18A mutation and WT.

Unfortunately, in portions of simulations the adenylate dissociates from the com-
plex and diffuses away. Efforts are underway to filter out the frames where this
happens to isolate the behavior of interest. Once this is complete, we will perform
clustering analysis to probe structural variations across the bound and unbound pro-
tein and tRNA and apply TICA or other techniques to obtain kinetic data for exper-
imental comparison.

7.2 Proline (β-linker) Mutations

In addition to the work in Chapter 6 and that on tRNA–MetRS in complex, a third
sub-project is underway involving the collaboration with Dr. Alexander’s group.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.2: RMSF of the protein and tRNA when simulated together in the complex
for wild type and the three variants.

(a) WT (b) G15A

(c) G18A (d) G19A

Figure 7.3: Correlation images are comparing the unbound and bound tRNAs. The
top half of the diagonal represents the unbound simulations and the bottom diagonal
respresents the bound simulations.
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Figure 7.4: RMSF of the proline variants for unbound MetRS.

This investigation involves mutating various β -linker residues and investigating those
effects in silico as compared to experiment.

A major functional domain of MetRS includes a zinc-binding region, in this case, a
zinc-knuckle. Zinc is coordinated at the end of a long beta-linker, proline rich region.2

This proline-rich region providing flexibility to the zinc knuckle, allowing that domain
to hinge. Interestingly, the zinc finger of NEMO is connected to the leucine zipper
domain through a similar type of proline-rich region.3 By mutating various proline
residues we are able to see the impact on the flexibility of the zinc knuckle regions.

To date, we have accumulated 300ns simulations in quadruplicate for each variant
both in complex with and without tRNA. All of the variants exchange a proline for
an alanine on 8 different residues: P130A, P137A, P146A, P151A, P167A, P173A,
P182A, and P195A.

Preliminary results of the unbound simulation show that no single point mutation
drastically perturbs the protein fluctuations as highlighted in Figure 7.4. While there
is much more work to be done yet, this work is supported by experimental data and
has potential.

7.3 Cysteines of SAMHD1

This work is part of a collaborative effort with Chris Mauney in the biochemistry
department working on SAMHD1 and is, at the moment, the most incomplete of the
projects herein. We are still in the process of setting up and running simulations and
determining parameters for a particular simulation set (SOH).

SAMHD1 is an essential immune response protein that fights against infections,
including HIV and Aicardi-Goutieres syndrome (AGS).4

The general hypothesis is that there are a few critical cysteines that regulate enzy-
matic behavior of SAMHD1.5 This regulation is, in part, controlled by a tetramerzi-
ation process6, which cannot happen in the presence of the disulfide bond between
critical cysteine residues.5 By running simulations of the critical cysteines in various
configurations (SH, S-, SOH, S=S) we hope to understand the distinct mechanisms
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Figure 7.5: A monomer of SAMHD1 (PDB ID: 4BZC). Three catalytically relevant
cysteines colored by atom name are shown in the bottom right, with one of them
deprotonated. The foreground ion in VDW representation is manganese and the
background ion is magnesium.

underlying tetramerization and enzymatic behavior.
Starting from the crystal structure 4BZC, highlighted in 7.57, we must model in

the unresolved amino acids. Initial simulations showed non-physical results because
of breaks in the peptide bonds (that fell under the radar on the first pass.) Efforts
are currently underway to parameterize the SOH intermediate via DFT for use in
MD simulations. Running MD with reliable SOH parameters will help evince inter-
mediate structural components. Once the missing residues are modeled in and SOH
parameters optimized, simulations will be rerun.

7.4 Extension of Zinc Finger Mutations

As a follow up to the disease-related mutant work and a means to get new graduate
students up and running with a project, I began simulations of additional NEMO mu-
tations. Additional mutations are implicated in the same disease discussed in Chapter
5, anhidrotic ectodermal dysplasia with immunodeficiency syndrome. Namely, a mu-
tation of D406V has been identified to reduce NF-κB activity.8 Additional mutations
are discussed by Ngadjeua et al. 8 and provide the motivations for the different vari-
ants.

Not only that, numerous experimental studies use a F395W mutation for fluores-
cence measurements9,8; MD simulations of this mutation will elucidate its impact in
perturbing NEMO’s normal function. While not included here, the mutations have
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(a) WT (b) D406V (c) F395V

Figure 7.6: Additional NEMO mutations relevant to ubiquitin binding.

been made and simulations are incipient. Because there is detailed experimental
results8 along with previous zinc finger mutation studies (c.f. Chapter 5), these sim-
ulations will provide an interesting comparison. The mutations are compared to the
wild type protein in Figure 7.6.

For these trials, we ran 8 separate 1µs simulations for CYNZN and will follow
those up with an equal number of simulations of CYS, using the same force field, wa-
ter model, hydrogen mass repartitioning, PME approximation, ionization, and NPT
conditions as the simulations of Chapter 5. Of course, the CYNZN configurations
require the cysteine patch to deprotonate the cysteines.10 Mutations were performed
the VMD modeling extesion, Mutate Residue tool from the original structure (PDB
ID: 2JVX).11 Overall, this project is in an early stage, with only some of the sim-
ulations complete and no analysis to date. The project is transitioning over to TJ
Colvin, a new graduate student in the Salsbury group.

7.4.1 NEMO-Ubiquitin Binding

The results by Ngadjeua et al. support previous work that the ZF is a functional
ubiquitin-binding domain,12,9 and there is likely more than 1 binding site with ubiq-
uitin as previously mentioned.8 Additionally, NEMO has a leucine zipper region that
is also a ubiquitin binding domain. There is a crystal structure of two di-ubiquitin
molecules bound with the leucine zipper as shown in Figure 7.7.

Preliminary docking trials were run on NEMO’s zinc finger and ubiquitin in Zdock,
software that scores protein-protein docking interactions. Subsequent simulations
showed that the top scoring predicted binding site was not always favored in the
CHARMM potential.13 The top binding configuration sometimes completely disso-
ciates and rebinds in another region. A minimally produced video depicting this
behavior is available online – https://youtu.be/3HOPITSejFk. After a few hundred
nanoseconds the zinc finger detaches from ubiquitin and reassembles in a nearby β-
sheet region. While these docked simulations have not been investigated thoroughly,
the initial reassembly results show potentially interesting behavior.

Following up the mutation study of Chapter 5 and these preliminary docking re-

https://youtu.be/3HOPITSejFk
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Figure 7.7: Ubiquiting binds NEMO.

Figure 7.8: The a) folded and b) unfolded conformations of the fast-folding villin
headpiece protein. Both images were rendered in VMD using the New Cartoon rep-
resentation colored by secondary structure.

sults with additional mutations, docking trials, and simulations will provide valuable
insights into the intricate interactions between zinc fingers and ubiquitin. These in-
vestigations will become increasingly attractive if ubiquitin continues to gain traction
as a therapeutic target.14,15

7.5 Villin Headpiece

Villin headpiece is a commonly studied model system that is mostly of interest
to the protein folding community.16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24 Because villin headpiece folds
very quickly (on the order of microseconds) it poses features pertinent to resolving
Levinthal’s paradox (c.f. Chapter 2).25 These fast folding proteins help scientists
determine the driving factors in protein folding. This work is a natural follow up
to my Master’s thesis focused on a transition state kinetic model of protein folding
incorporating villin headpiece experimental results.

When GPUs were not being used for other projects I ran simulations of villin
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headpiece to compare with the work done during my Masters thesis. After running
heating simulations to unfold the native structure, new simulations were run at phys-
iological temperatures to observe folding processes. Some of the single trajectories
were as long as 6µs. The folded structure and the heated simulation starting point
are shown in Figure 7.8

While all of the trajectories at least partially folded, none of them reached the
native folded state. Simulation of a denatured protein folding into its native state
without any assistance would provide useful for understanding folding kinetics via
Markov analysis. Unfortunately, these simulations didn’t quite attain the folded
state, but these simulations provide confidence that a simulation of longer duration
or more simulations with different initial conditions will fold. However, this data was
useful in evaluating clustering algorithms as discussed in Supplementary Chapter 9.
Also, because it is such a widely studied system, we thought it beneficial to share this
clean, many microsecond data set with the scientific community. The trajectories and
structures files freely available for download on figshare and has been downloaded a
whopping 8 times in 11 months.26
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Chapter 8

Not so Final Thoughts

8.1 Future Molecular Dynamics

The molecular world of living organisms is full of intense activity. Cells house a
vibrant network of interaction where complex combinations of fundamental elements
perform highly specific tasks vetted over countless evolutionary iterations. When
these fine-tuned components fail living organisms suffer. The more we unravel about
the specific mechanisms driving malfunction, the better suited we will be to treat
disease, cure illness, and extend meaningful life. Breakthroughs of such magnitude
will rely heavily on understanding and efficiently employing the technologies that
make them possible.

Recent advancements in hardware (namely GPUs) combined with software (mainly
parallelization) have provided access to increasingly longer timescales (as mentioned
in Chapters 1 and 3). Access to this additional time produces larger data-sets
and increases the demand for storage space, which is relatively inexpensive. A small
core of GPUs running parallel simulations could support an R & D efforts for target
identification and drug design if used efficiently.

Unfortunately, however, we are nearing the limits of computing power as tran-
sistors approach atomic scale. In this microscopic region, quantum effects dictate
the behavior of atomic interactions. Traditional transistors are unable to navigate
quantum weirdness and therefore have a limitation at small scales. Among the next
major technological revolutions will be the transition to quantum computing.

8.1.1 Future Computer

Ultimately, when quantum computing comes of age, access to longer time scales
and larger systems will provide incredible insights into functions of the diversity of
biopolymers. Quantum computing is a young, but exciting exciting prospect boasting
a variety of recent successes.1,2,3 Machines like D-wave are already doing practical
computing4, and it’s only a matter of time before larger quantities of reliable quantum
computers come online.

How this active area of research unfolds will be interesting to watch, particularly as
things accelerate as it approaches commercial viability. If these machines ultimately
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go the way of the PC and are distributed in billions of interconnected homes, there
will be another revolutionary era. The pace of discovery will likely continue to hasten,
access to information will be instantaneous, and much the same way the internet has
expedited and connected us, this next computing revolution will alter the ways in
which humans interact with machines and each other. While this is technological
advent currently exists only as an imagined future, time will ultimately decide the
fate of quantum computing. However, another very promising technology is already
widely dispersed and actively influencing our decisions.

8.1.2 Future Machine Learning

Machine learning is invading your home, car, and internet, and shows no signs of
slowing. Among the most highly funded start-up categories in recent years, ML is
proving to reshape our interactions with technology. With applications ranging from
targeted advertising to pharmaceutical discoveries, from self–driving cars to wearable
technology, businesses are buying into machine learning. And why shouldn’t they?
It has already proven itself in numerous industries, and Google R© has released open-
source machine learning development tools in TensorFlow.5

As machine learning takes shape, it will undoubtedly dispense into broader reach-
ing applications. One application of potential import is the application of machine
learning to computational drug discovery. For example,the combinatorial possibilities
of small molecules are estimated to be as high as 1060.6 This provides promise that
with sufficiently advanced tools to informatively search this incomprehensibly vast
space, we can redefine how we design effective therapeutics. Admittedly, most of the
small molecules will not be feasible for toxicity or other considerations, but there is
still a vast space to search through only 108 small molecules have been synthesized.
And that’s just for the possible number of drugs.

The complete picture would ultimately incorporate statistical distributions of con-
formations (MD), interactions between biopolymers (docking) and the possible free
energies of the assorted arrangements. The number of combinations here are in-
creasingly astronomical. Problems of such complexity are impossible by hand and
intractable by conventional computation. Inevitably, someone will train algorithms
to extract the most susceptible targets effectively, and use it in conjunction with a
drug design tool to design and screen appropriate pharmacorphores. And if brought
online successfully integrated based these approaches, the possibilities might as well
be limitless.

8.2 Synthesizing Synopsis

Molecular machines orchestrate our bodily function with fine-tuned precision and re-
dundant backups vetted by millennia of evolution. When these molecular machines
malfunction, biological systems begin to fail and emerge as diseases or cancer. Atomic
details afforded by MD provides insights not previously possible, and GPU accelera-
tion is taking simulations to ever more relevant timescales. Continuing technological
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advances will make way for a future where medicine will become increasingly person-
alized. As DNA sequencing becomes faster and cheaper, more of those insights will
be incorporated into medical decisions and doctor recommendations.

A video on YouTube published by Ph.D. Comics provides hints at this futuris-
tic idea of personalized medicine (https://youtu.be/N4NzEyo_HQo) It makes clear
how computers are capable of solving problems that are otherwise intractable. The
synthesis of machine learning and quantum computing offers near limitless potential.
Simply overlay a voice-command interface and, voilá, enter your favorite sci-fi novel
or Star Trek episode.

These advancements are timely. In recent years, discovering a novel therapeutic
from R & D to market, crossed over the billion dollar threshold and takes approxi-
mately 18 years to complete. With only a 20–year patent life-cycle, price markups
ultimately get passed onto those in need of medicine and taxpayers. Hopefully, these
changes to computing technology and modern advancements in algorithm integration
will disrupt the current cost-prohibitive, time-consuming pharmaceutical paradigm
currently in place. Upon completion of my degree, I seek to leverage these inexpen-
sive, fast, and reliable computational capabilities along with the skill gained during
my time at Wake Forest University and before, to synthesize and integrate software
and hardware to shift this pricey paradigm – fingers crossed.

In a reflection of my work at Wake Forest University, memories of the application
process triggered. In that application, I discussed an upbringing in the church and how
that influenced my thoughts and motivations at an early age. Ontological questions
pervaded my youth and they still engage me today. It is fascinating that the zinc
ingested over the past five years has facilitated this investigation of zinc. Countless
proteins have undergone their diverse and numerous functions repeatedly in support
of their own study. There is a sense in which empiricism acts as a conduit for the
universe to understand itself. This is, of course, not a new idea, as Niels Bohr said, “A
physicist is just an atom’s way of looking at itself.” This vessel of scientific rationale is
further extending the bandwidth of our understanding as technology and information
continue to grow (or shrink, as the case may be). Admittedly, the prior discussions of
the future are speculative, and I do not know how these technologies will ultimately
impact drug discovery and health care. I am, however, intrigued by their potential
and enthusiastic to pursue their prospects.

https://youtu.be/N4NzEyo_HQo
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Chapter 9

Uncovering large-scale
conformational change in molecular
dynamics without prior knowledge

As the length of molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories grows with increasing compu-
tational power, so does the importance of clustering methods for partitioning trajec-
tories into conformational bins. Of the methods available, the vast majority require
users to either have some a priori knowledge about the system to be clustered or to
tune clustering parameters through trial and error. Here we present non-parametric
uses of two modern clustering techniques suitable for first-pass investigation of an MD
trajectory. Being non-parametric, these methods require neither prior knowledge nor
parameter tuning. The first method, HDBSCAN, is fast – relative to other popular
clustering methods – and is able to group unstructured or intrinsically disordered
systems (such as Intrinsically Disordered Proteins – IDPs) into bins that represent
global conformational shifts. HDBSCAN is also useful for determining the overall
stability of a system – as it tends to group stable systems into one or two bins – and
identifying transition events between metastable states. The second method, iMWK-
Means with explicit rescaling followed by K-Means – while slower than HDBSCAN
– performs well with stable, structured systems such as folded proteins and is able
to identify higher resolution details such as changes in relative position of secondary
structural elements. Used in conjunction, these clustering methods allow a user to
discern quickly and without prior knowledge the stability of a simulated system and
identify both local and global conformational changes.

9.1 Introduction

Molecular Dynamics (MD) is an increasingly powerful1,2 and prolific3,4,5,6,7 tool gen-
erating enormous data sets over ever longer timescales8,9,4 and larger numbers of
atoms10,7. Especially useful for predicting dynamics and structures currently inac-
cessible to experimental techniques for systems on desired timescales too large for ab
initio methods, MD simulations simplify interactions among atoms to classical force
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laws and propagate equations of motion forward in time with numerical integration
techniques11. Each integration step – typically covering 1-4fs – generates a set of
coordinates for every atom in the system. Even simulations of short (nanosecond)
timescales for systems with a few hundred atoms result in data sets too large for
direct analysis by a human.

A typical way of dealing with such large data sets is to bin data into groups
based on some similarity metric12,13,14,15. For example, clustering methods take a set
of samples (frames in the MD context) each with some number of features (atomic
coordinates, dihedral angles, etc.) and assigns a label (cluster number) to each sam-
ple such that samples with the same label are similar while samples with different
labels are dissimilar. This vague notion of similar is usually determined – directly
or indirectly – by parameters specified by the user. Such a parameter might be
the desired number of clusters (e.g., K-Means16,17,18), the diameter of a cluster (e.g.,
Quality Threshold19) or how sharply peaked the Gaussian distributions within the
data are believed to be (e.g., Mean Shift20). Many such clustering methods exist21,22,
and some have been adapted to or specially created for MD23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33.
However, parameter selection for these algorithms requires some a priori knowledge
or trial and error from the user – a requirement that can be prohibitive when ini-
tially exploring a trajectory. offer aIn 2007 Shao et al. presented a critical review
of clustering algorithms applied to MD, discussing the bias introduced by parameter
selection33.

With this sort of first-pass exploration in mind, we demonstrate the usefulness of
two recently developed clustering techniques for analyzing MD trajectories. The first
method, Hierarchical Density-based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise
(HDBSCAN)34,35, has two parameters. The first parameter, minimum cluster size, is
intuitively set by answering the question ”What’s the smallest cluster I would care
about?” If the user has no answer to this question, then there is the obvious choice of
a minimum cluster size of 1. The second parameter, minimum samples, is less intu-
itive and defines what a neighborhood is in the sense of K-Nearest Neighbors36. The
algorithm’s authors recommend setting the minimum samples value equal to the min-
imum cluster size value34 – such that the minimum cluster size is also the minimum
neighborhood size in the algorithm’s initial density estimate – reducing this algo-
rithm to a single parameter. Therefore, the sensible default of 1 for minimum cluster
size makes this method an excellent exploratory, first-pass clustering algorithm. The
second method, Intelligent Minkowski-Weighted K-Means (iMWK-means) with ex-
plicit rescaling followed by K-Means37 (herein Amorim-Hennig after the two authors
proposing it), uses a parameter that conceptually reduces to a selection of distance
metric38,37. For MD trajectories we select the parameter analogous to a Euclidean
distance metric (see Methods). Having no other parameters beyond the distance
metric, this method is likewise excellent for first-pass, exploratory clustering.

As the name implies, HDBSCAN (abbreviated “HDB” in figure sub-captions) is
a density-based clustering algorithm that yields a hierarchical clustering. However,
rather than cutting the resulting dendrogram at one place, it selects clusters from mul-
tiple levels of the tree. Like other density-based clustering algorithms39, HDBSCAN
searches for regions of feature space with a high density of points separated by regions
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with low density. Rather than having the user specify a quantitative meaning for high
density, the HDBSCAN algorithm instead scans over various definitions of high den-
sity and keeps clusters from various values34,35. That is, HDBSCAN can find clusters
of varying densities and arbitrary shape, making it a flexible algorithm appropriate
for initial exploration of a trajectory. Additionally, HDBSCAN can label a sample
as “noise” (“-1” in all figures herein) if it does not fall into any cluster (or if it falls
into a cluster smaller than the minimum cluster size). In the present study, we apply
HDBSCAN exclusively to MD trajectories. However, it has been tested in a variety of
contexts of which we cite a few examples40,41,35,42,43,44. For example, HDBSCAN has
been used to improve querying databases for location based services40 and anomaly
detection in signal processing42. (For a more complete conceptual explanation and a
toy example of HDBSCAN, see methods.)

Amorim-Hennig (abbreviated “A-H” in figure sub-captions) is a variant of K-
Means that does not require specification of the number of clusters. Rather, it uses
a clustering method iK-Means45,38, which can be used to overestimate the number
of clusters in a data set45, to set a maximum number of clusters and then applies a
re-scaled variant37 of iMWK-Means46 which selects a number of clusters – less than or
equal to the maximum number – by optimizing some cluster validity index47,48 (i.e.,
scoring metric). In our examples below, we use the silhouette index, which quantifies
how similar a given member of a given cluster is to every other member of that clus-
ter49. De Amorim and Hennig 37 discuss various cluster validity indices that can be
used with this clustering algorithm. For a more complete comparison of cluster valid-
ity indices, see the extensive comparative study by Arbelaitz2013 Arbelaitz et al. 47

and the R package NbClust50. Amorim-Hennig clustering is iterative, using the re-
sult of clustering round i to assign feature weights that are used in round i+1. The
algorithm iterates until no change occurs between rounds. After the optimal feature
weights are determined, the weighted data is then passed to the standard, likewise
iterative, K-Means algorithm37. While K-Means is biased toward spherical Gaussian
clusters and the feature re-scaling is similarly biased when using the euclidean dis-
tance metric as we do here, the spherical clusters in the final rescaled data are not
necessarily spherical in the original data. Therefore, like HDBSCAN this method is
capable of returning clusters of varying shape and density. Additionally, Amorim-
Hennig addresses noise in data through its feature re-scaling – i.e., a noise point
would receive a low weight – whereas HDBSCAN labels the noise point as such. Like
HDBSCAN, Amorim-Hennig has been tested in a variety of contexts51,52,53,54,55,37.
For example, Amorim-Hennig has been applied to data mining for tumor subtype
discovery51 and investigating the topology of neural systems52. (For a more complete
conceptual explanation of Amorim-Hennig, see methods.)

In the present study, we test both clustering methods on all-atom MD trajectories
of both proteins and nucleic acids. Our first protein example is the MutSα complex56

– a DNA mismatch repair protein complex – in the presence of cisplatinated – cis-
diamminedichloroplatinum(II) – DNA. This complex is of particular interest due to
the chemotherapeutic nature of DNA treated with cisplatin57,58,59,60. This complex
has been the subject of molecular dynamics simulations with clustering analysis to
identify rare-conformations that might be involved in apoptotic pathways in order
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to identify possible new lead compounds for drug discovery61,62,63,64,62,65. Next, we
examine the NF-κB Essential Modulator (NEMO) zinc finger domain. It is a 28-
residue zinc-binding protein with a 3CYS1HIS active site and is a known ubiquitin
binder66. NEMO is a diverse signaling protein that contributes to cellular regula-
tion processes including apoptosis, oncogenesis, and inflammatory responses66,67,68.
We present clustering results of two biological configurations of NEMO: one with
protonated active-site cysteines (CYS) and zinc absent, the other with deprotonated
cysteines and a tetragonally coordinated zinc in the active site (CYNZN). Next, we
present a folding simulation of the fast-folding villin headpiece protein69. In the
course of exploring folding processes and the formation of secondary structures, the
clustering methods presented here offer a way to define the intermediate states and
reveal portions of the folding pathway. Such simplification of MD trajectories may
speed drug and chemotherapeutic development by identifying structural ensembles.

We conclude our protein examples with unliganded apo-thrombin in a solution
environment with sodium ions. Thrombin has been shown to induce tumor growth,
metastasis, angiogenesis,70 and even tumor invasion via interactions on cell surfaces71.
Additionally, thrombin is a central protease with allosteric regulation in the coagula-
tion cascade72,73,74,75. Its different activities as a procoagulant and anticoagulant are
thought to highly correlate to thrombin’s conformational states76,77,78,79. In particu-
lar, in presence of sodium, thrombin can adopt a procoagulant (the so-called “fast”
form) conformational state, which is structurally distinct from the anticoagulant (the
so-called “slow” form) one when sodium is absent80,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88. However, as the
protein is not rigid, our clustering results help illustrate the conformational ensembles
of the thrombin fast form.

We also include two nucleic acid examples: 1) a therapeutic 10mer of FdUMP
(5-fluoro-2-deoxyuridine-5-O-monophosphate) - also called F10 – in both stabilizing
and destabilizing solvent conditions. The fluoridated oligonucleotide F10 is cyto-
toxic89,90,91,92 and is demonstrably more efficacious as a therapeutic and better tol-
erated in vivo93,94,95,96 than the widely used 5-fluorouracil (5-FU)97,98. Finally, we
present clustering on a trajectory of thrombin-binding aptamer, a single stranded
DNA 15mer (herein “15-TBA”)99. The 15-TBA with guanine-enriched sequence can
fold into a G-quadruplex structure and recognize fibrinogen’s binding site on throm-
bin72,99.

9.2 Results and discussion

9.2.1 Proteins

MutSα

Clustering on protein alpha carbon atom coordinates with HDBSCAN on two con-
catenated trajectories (totaling 500ns) of MutSα in the presence of cisplatinated DNA
assigned each concatenated trajectory to its own cluster (Supporting Information Fig-
ure S1). This clustering result indicates that in both environments MutSα exhibits
a stable global structure – as is expected of a folded, functional protein. As will
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become apparent with additional examples, this assignment to one or two clusters by
HDBSCAN is typical for stable systems such as folded proteins – e.g., this MSH26
heterodimer of MutSα.

On the same concatenated trajectories of MutSα, Amorim-Hennig splits the first
of the two concatenated trajectories into two bins and assigns the second trajectory
to the same bin as the initial structure of both simulations (Figure 9.1). Visualizing
these clusters (see Methods), we see the differentiation between clusters 1 and 2 –
Figures 9.1c and 9.1d – is the loss of secondary structure as the beta sheet in the
bottom right of the figures is lost, along with the alpha helix in the lower left of each
panel. Though the nucleic acid’s atoms were not involved in clustering, we notice
that the loss of beta sheet is accompanied by a shift of the DNA toward the center
of the protein.

In this first example, we see the usefulness of HDBSCAN to quickly indicate the
stability of a system, which will become clearer by contrast with upcoming examples
of highly unstable, disordered systems (Figures 9.3, 9.6a and 9.7). Additionally, we see
that while HDBSCAN detects large-scale, global shifts in protein structure (Figures
9.3 and 9.7) Ammorim-Hennig detects local, small-scale shifts – such as changes in
relative position of nearby secondary structures (Figures 9.1, 9.2 and 9.5). In this
example (Figure 9.1) and all that follow, we visualize structures from the results of
whichever clustering method we found to be most meaningful and include structures
from the other technique in Supporting Information.

NEMO zinc finger

Clustering on alpha carbon coordinates of a zinc-bound protein of human NEMO zinc
finger with HDBSCAN yielded 22 clusters with only 2.1% of the 98,304 trajectory
frames labeled as noise (Figure 9.2a) and 75% of them placed into the most populated
cluster (Figure 9.2c). Here we see HDBSCAN’s utility in identifying a stable system.
Additionally, HDBSCAN has binned the trajectory frames into a manageable number
of distinct conformations. Comparing the top two clusters by population (Figures 9.2c
and 9.2d) reveals that HDBSCAN detected the N-terminus destabilization in the form
of partial destabilization of the alpha helix on the right of each panel. In cluster 1
(Figure 9.2c) we see more turns in the alpha helix than in cluster 11 (Figure 9.2d).

By comparison, on the non-zinc-bound structure of NEMO zinc finger, HDB-
SCAN yielded 976 clusters with 42.03% of the 125,000 trajectory frames labeled as
noise (Figure 9.3a). This high-number, high-noise clustering result suggests that the
zinc-less NEMO structure is intrinsically disordered, as there were no stable struc-
tural bin into which many frames could be placed. The highest population non-noise
cluster contains just 2.35% of the trajectory with the next highest population clus-
ter containing 1.25%. Visualization of the top four non-noise clusters by population
(Figures 9.3b-f) shows that HDBSCAN has captured intermediate stages of secondary
structure formation and destabilization. While 976 clusters is still excessive for anal-
ysis by a person, analyzing the highest population HDBSCAN clusters provides a
quick overview of what types of structures form in simulations of this disordered,
unstable protein. We again see HDBSCAN’s utility in identifying the stability of a
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(a) Amorim-Hennig time series
(b) A-H Cluster 0

(c) A-H Cluster 1 (d) A-H Cluster 2

Figure 9.1: By plotting the MutSα cluster time series (a), we see Amorim-Hennig
splits the first of the two concatenated trajectories into two bins and assigns the second
trajectory to the same bin as the initial structure of both simulations. Comparing
clusters 0 (b) and 1 (c), we see the overall protein close in on itself. From cluster 0 (b)
to 2 (d), we see a beta sheet in the upper left form and a loop near the bottom right
move away from the larger structure. We see another beta sheet near the bottom right
of the protein that appears in cluster 1 (c) but not in 0 (b) or 2 (d). The representative
(solid) structure in each panel is the frame closest to the average structure by RMSD.
The protein is colored by secondary structure in VMD’s100 NewCartoon drawing
method. Alpha helices are magenta, beta sheets are yellow, and pi-helices are dark
blue, loops are cyan. Nucleic acid is colored all light blue. Shadows are 50 evenly
sampled frames from the cluster.
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system, and here we see HDBSCAN’s ability to identify distinct structural ensembles
within an unstable system.

On the zinc-bound NEMO structure, Amorim-Hennig clustering yields two bins
with a distinct structural difference. The loop between the alpha helix and beta sheet
straightens and elongates (top of Figures 9.2e and 9.2f). Using the shadows – repre-
senting the width of the underlying distribution – to judge uncertainty in the clusters,
we see that frames within cluster 0 (Figure 9.2e) generally exhibit this loop straight-
ening. Amorim-Hennig has uncovered a distinct shift in secondary structure. Here we
see the utility of Amorim-Hennig to identify finer details (compared to HDBSCAN)
within a relatively stable system.

On the non-zinc-bound NEMO structure, Amorim-Hennig clustering once again
yields two bins. However, visualizing these two clusters (Supporting Information
Figure S2) reveals that the frames within each cluster have little structural similarity.
By comparison to its performance on a relatively stable system, zinc-bound NEMO,
we see that Amorim-Hennig provides meaningful clusters for a stable system but fails
to do so for an unstable one. Additionally, one might run a second pass of the most
populated clusters from HDBSCAN with the Amorim-Hennig algorithm for higher
resolution of the conformational fluctuations.

Villin headpiece

Amorim-Hennig clustering on alpha carbon atoms of 3 concatenated 6 µs trajectories
of villin headpiece yielded 9 clusters (Figure 9.4a). Calculating the average RGYR of
each cluster revealed that the Amorim-Hennig clusters were differentiated primarily
by the level of compactness of the clusters. Cluster 5, Figure 9.4d, is the most
compact with an RGYR of 12.48Å. Cluster 7 (Figure 9.4e) is the least compact with
an RGYR of 25.17Å. we also see additional searching for the final folded conformation
when comparing clusters 0, 5 and 8 (Figures 9.4c, 9.4d and 9.4f respectively).

HDBSCAN, 9.4b also recognized several stable structures. Visualizing the top 6
clusters by population revealed that HDBSCAN had found stable folding intermedi-
ates (Supporting Information Figure S3). In this example, both clustering methods
identified distinct conformations. However, on this system Amorim-Hennig was most
useful in identifying potential folding pathways – that is, the conformations of various
stages of folding as evaluated with RGYR.

Thrombin

Amorim-Hennig clustering on alpha carbon atoms of 5 concatenated trajectories
(10,000 frames each) of thrombin in the presence of sodium, a known binder to the
fast form of thrombin, yielded 6 clusters – mostly splitting across trajectories (Figure
9.5a). These clusters primarily represent various fluctuations of several functional
sites including the gamma loop, 60s loop and exosite II (Figure 9.5). The visualiza-
tion of the additional frames from each cluster as shadows shows that each of these
clusters is relatively tight, indicating that this system is highly stable. Additionally,
while HDBSCAN finds additional transient states, the HDBSCAN time series (Figure
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(a) HDB time series (b) A-H Timeseries

(c) HDB Cluster 1 (74.78%) (d) HDB Cluster 11 (11.38%)

(e) A-H Cluster 0 (71.23%) (f) A-H Cluster 1 (28.77%)

Figure 9.2: Clustering on alpha carbon coordinates of a zinc-bound protein of
human NEMO zinc finger with HDBSCAN yielded (a) 22 clusters with only 2.1%
of the 98,304 trajectory frames labeled as noise, and (c) 75% of them placed into
the most populated cluster and (d) 11% in the second highest population cluster.
Amorim-Hennig clustering yields (b) two bins with a distinct structural difference.
This clustering reveals the loop between the alpha helix and beta sheet straightens
and elongates – panels (e) and (f).
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(a) HDB time series (b) A-H time series

(c) HDB Cluster 932 (2.35%) (d) HDB Cluster 918 (1.25%)

(e) HDB Cluster 909 (1.15%) (f) HDB Cluster 813 (1.01%)

Figure 9.3: By plotting the zinc-unbound NEMO cluster time series (a), we see
HDBSCAN yielded 976 clusters with 42% of the trajectory frames labeled as noise
(-1), indicating a disordered system. Visualization of the top 4 non-noise clusters
by population shows that HDBSCAN has captured intermediate stages of secondary
structure formation and destabilization. The protein is colored by secondary structure
in VMD’s NewCartoon drawing method.
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(a) Amorim-Hennig time series (b) HDBSCAN time series

(c) A-H Cluster 0: 〈RGYR〉 12.48Å (d) A-H Cluster 5: 〈RGYR〉 11.93Å

(e) A-H Cluster 7: 〈RGYR〉 25.17Å (f) A-H Cluster 8: 〈RGYR〉 15.90Å

Figure 9.4: (a) Amorim-Hennig divided this folding simulation of villin headpiece
into 9 clusters (b) representing various states of foldedness (c-f). All visualized clus-
ters are from Amorim-Hennig clustering. Cluster 7 (e) is the most compact while
cluster 5 is the least (d). Comparing clusters 5 (d), 7 (e) and 8 (f), we see additional
searching for a final, folded conformation. HDBSCAN (b) also detected multiple sta-
ble structures, which upon visualization turned out to be stable folding intermediates
(Supporting Information Figure S3)
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9.5b) is dominated by stable structures, differentiated primarily by individual simula-
tions. Visualizations of representative structures of the most populated clusters from
HDBSCAN (Supporting Information Figure S4) show that the structural differences
between the dominant clusters mainly occur at the flexible gamma loop and the light
chain termini, likely due to the high variation in position from their mobility. This
suggests, for the globally stable thrombin, HDBSCAN mainly captures the large scale
conformational shifts, while the Amorim-Hennig clustering is able to pick out higher
resolution details.

9.2.2 Nucleic acids

F10

Clustering on heavy atom coordinates of F10 in 150mM NaCl with HDBSCAN yields
mostly noise (-1) and 126 clusters, the largest of which comprises 1.4% of the trajec-
tory frames (Figure 9.6a and Supporting Information Figure 5). This clustering out-
put from HDBSCAN implies that F10 is highly unstable in these solvent conditions,
as expected of a single strand of DNA in the presence of monovalent ions101,102,103,104.
On this same system, Amorim-Hennig places all frames into two bins with little
structural similarity within each bin (Supporting Information Figure 6). As seen
with non-zinc-bound NEMO (Figure 9.3) we once again find that Amorim-Hennig
performs poorly on unstable systems.

Clustering on heavy atom coordinates of F10 in another solvation condition,
150mM CaCl2, with HDBSCAN yields less than 1% noise (-1) and six clusters (Figure
9.6b and Supporting Information Figure 7). Both F10 trajectories are concatenated
from four simulations beginning respectively at frame 1, 1001 6001 and 10,001. For
F10 in the presence of calcium, HDBSCAN primarily split up the trajectories, in-
dicating that in each of the concatenated simulation F10 finds a different stable
conformation. This high level of stability is expected of a single strand of DNA in
the presence of divalent ions101,102,103,104.

Since HDBSCAN indicates F10 is stable in 150mM CaCl2, our examples above
suggest that Amorim-Hennig gives finer resolution, showing local, small-scale changes
in F10’s structure. Clustering on heavy atom coordinates of F10 in 150mM CaCl2
with Amorim-Hennig yields five clusters (Figure 9.6c). While this algorithm splits
the first and final two trajectories crisply, suggesting highly stable structures in those
trajectories (confirmed by visual inspection – Supporting Information Figure S3), the
second trajectory (frames 1001 to 6000) is primarily split into three clusters, indicating
more structural variation in this simulation relative to the other three. Visualizing
these three clusters shows three clearly distinct conformations (Figures 9.6d-f).

This example elucidates HDBSCAN’s utility in quickly identifying stable and un-
stable systems (Figure 9.6a compared to Figure 9.6b). We also see Amorim-Hennig’s
utility in providing details of structural changes within a relatively stable system
(Figure 9.6c).
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(a) Amorim-Hennig time series (b) HDBSCAN time series

(c) A-H Cluster 0 (d) A-H Cluster 1

(e) A-H Cluster 2 (f) A-H Cluster 3

Figure 9.5: Amorim-Hennig (a) identified stable states of the system across the 5
concatenated trajectories. These clusters (c-f) are differentiated primarily by modes
of the gamma loop, shown at the bottom of each panel; the so-called “60s loop”
shown in dark blue at the right of each panel; and exosite II shown at the top of
each panel. HDBSCAN (b) identified transient states among these stable states
(Supporting Information Figure S4).
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(a) F10 in NaCl HDBSCAN time series (b) F10 in CaCl2 HDB time series

(c) F10 in CaCl2 Amorim-Hennig time
series

(d) A-H Cluster 2

(e) A-H Cluster 4
(f) A-H Cluster 5

Figure 9.6: HDBSCAN identified stable(a) vs. unstable systems (b), and Amorim-
Hennig provided finer resolution on structural changes (c-f). Visual comparison of
the Amorim-Hennig clusters of the second of four trajectories (respectively beginning
at frame 1, 1001, 6001 and 10,001) confirms that the method uncovered distinct
conformations. The flouridated DNA strand is colored by residue number drawn
with VMD’s NewCartoon method.
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Thrombin Aptamer

Clustering on heavy atom coordinates of the refolding 15-TBA with HDBSCAN yields
27% noise and 199 clusters (Figure 9.7a) the largest of which (Figure 9.7c) comprises
16.90% of the frames. This clustering output from HDBSCAN implies that in the
refolding process, the aptamer is mostly unstable with occasional short-lived stable
states (Figures 9.7c-f).

Interestingly, the Amorin-Hennig clustering on the same data sets of three 8.5 µs
refolding simulations of the aptamer mainly outputs several long-lived clusters that
are distinct from the ones corresponding to each other trajectory. Clustering on heavy
atom coordinates of 15-TBA with Amorim-Hennig yields 7 clusters (Figure 9.7b and
Supporting Information Figure 10). Whereas the HDBSCAN clusters were fairly tight
(see shadows representing uncertainty in Figures 9.7c-f) the Amorim-Hennig clusters
are highly varied within each cluster. Here we once again see Amorim-Hennig per-
forming poorly on an unstable system. For such system, Amorim-Hennig favors a
small number of clusters, forming highly varied clusters with little structural simi-
larity. As seen here and in previous examples, HDBSCAN works well for deciding
the stability of a system and locating distinct conformations within an unstable sys-
tem. Amorim-Hennig works well for finding small structural changes within a stable
system.

9.2.3 Summary and additional systems

In the above examples, we used HDBSCAN to determine the stability of systems
(Figures 9.2a 9.3a, 9.4b, 9.5b, 9.6a, 9.6b and 9.6a). In the case of unstable and
highly disordered systems, we used HDBSCAN to pick out distinct conformations
despite a molecule’s relative disorder (Figures 9.3c-f and 9.7c-f). In the case of stable
systems, we used Amorim-Hennig to find the structural details – local variations
in secondary structure (Figures 9.1b-d, 9.2c-d, 9.4c-f, 9.5c-f). Additionally, Amorim-
Hennig identified distinct conformations for a nucleic acid in stabilizing salt conditions
despite the fact the nucleic acid had no clear secondary structure (Figure 9.6d-f).

Beyond these examples, we ran clustering trials on several more systems in the
course of investigating these two algorithms. We have summarized these additional
examples, along with the ones presented above in Table 9.1. Here we present the
system time and memory consumed by each clustering run along with a brief writ-
ten summary of the clustering results. Across these additional examples, the trend
of HDBSCAN being useful for 1) determining stability of a system and 2) picking
out distinct conformation ensembles from disordered systems continues. Similarly,
Amorim-Hennig continues to be useful for finding fluctuations of various secondary
structures within stable, ordered systems. Put simply, HDBSCAN is about the big
picture, and Amorim-Hennig is about the details.

We also notice a correlation between a biopolymer’s average Root Mean Square
Fluctuation (RMSF) and the method that seemed to give the most meaningful clus-
ters (as discussed above and in Table 9.1). For systems with an average RMSF less
than 2Å we consistently observed distinct conformational changes across Amorim-
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(a) HDB time series (b) A-H time series

(c) HDB Cluster 126
(16.90%)

(d) HDB Cluster 79
(4.58%)

(e) HDB Cluster 68
(1.87%)

(f) HDB Cluster 28
(1.83%)

Figure 9.7: HDBSCAN clustering output suggests that the unbound thrombin ap-
tamer is generally unstable but has some long-lived states. On this system, Amorim-
Hennig binned the system into what appear to be compactness-based bins (Supporting
Information Figure S4). Thrombin aptamer DNA strand is colored by residue number
drawn with VMD’s NewCartoon method. Visualized clusters are from HDBSCAN.
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Biopoylmer Atoms Frames
MutSα with
cisplatinated DNA

1829 5000

MutSα with
fluoridated DNA

1829 5000

MutSα with
mismatched DNA

1829 5000

NEMO-CYNZN 28 98304
NEMO-CYS 28 98304
SufC 246 1000
SufCD 671 701
Villin Headpiece 64 30605
F10 (CaCl2) 197 16000
F10 (NaCl) 197 16000
F10 (MgCl) 197 1000
Thrombin Aptamer 315 25770
Thrombin (KCl) 295 5000
Thrombin (NaCl) 295 50000

Table 9.1: The atom count and number of frames involved in the clustering trials.

Hennig clusters and gained little information beyond deciding the stability of the
system from HDBSCAN clusters (Supporting Information Figure S22). This quanti-
tative observation is consistent with our qualitative conclusion that Amorim-Hennig is
the better choice for stable systems. Similarly, we observed that HDBSCAN provided
more meaningful clusters for polymers with an average RMSF larger than 5Å (Sup-
porting Information Figure S22), which is likewise consistent with our conclusion that
HDBSCAN is best for more systems with higher structural variance. Systems with
average RMSFs between 2Å and 5Å had no clear pattern (Supporting Information
Figure S22).

Since Amorim-Hennig is a K-Means variant that optimizes a scoring metric, one
might wonder how searching over values of k with traditional K-Means clustering
and selecting the k with the highest, say, silhouette score might compare to Amorim-
Hennig using silhouette index as the value to optimize. We compared these two
methods (Supporting Information Figure S21) and found that Amorim-Hennig tends
toward more, tighter clusters than K-Means using a k that maximizes the silhouette
score.

9.3 Methods

9.3.1 Data generation and feature selection

With the exception the simulations of F10 in the presence of magnesium105, all of
the simulation data sets analyzed here are unpublished and generated in the course
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Biopoylmer Memory (kb)
Time

([hh]:mm:ss)
Result

MutSα in presence
of cisplatinated DNA

1049724 04:41 1 state per trajectory

MutSα in presence
of fluoridated DNA

3080308 27:40 1 state per trajectory

MutSα in presence
of mismatched DNA

446560 03:32 1 state per trajectory

NEMO-CYNZN 1017248 15:46 1 stable state 75%
of frames

NEMO-CYS 2380156 05:02:34
42% noise; 2.4%
most populated state

SufC ** 00:33
30% noise; 49%
most populated state

SufCD ** 00:12
18% noise; 44%
most populated state

Villin Headpiece 1570492 34:20
Stable segments with
periods of instability

F10 (CaCl2) 204536 04:15
1 dominant state
per trajectory

F10 (NaCl) 1049908 05:38
74% noise; 1.4%
most populated state

F10 (MgCl) ** 00:10
64% noise; 6.2%
most populated state

Thrombin Aptamer 1256036 14:14
27% noise; 17%
most populated state

Thrombin (KCl) 139136 01:08
29% noise; 14%
most populated state

Thrombin (NaCl) 1489776 53:12
1 or 2 dominant
states per trajectory

Table 9.2: Summary of all protein and nucleic acid systems investigated with HDB-
SCAN. Atom counts are the number actually used in clustering – heavy atoms for
nucleic acids and alpha carbons for proteins. On three systems (noted with “**”)
HDBSCAN clustering completed too quickly for the distributed computing environ-
ment to record the amount of memory consumed. Visualization of structures from
additional systems and brief analysis are in Supporting Information Figures 11-20.
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Biopoylmer Memory (kb)
Time

([hh]:mm:ss)
Result

MutSα with
cisplatinated DNA

16307300 33:28 3 stable states

MutSα with
fluoridated DNA

122362552 03:45:46 1 state per trajectory

MutSα with
mismatched DNA

16755112 55:12
3 stable,
1 transient state

NEMO-CYNZN 7027188 34:22 4 stable states

NEMO-CYS 64461880 120:00:00
2 frequently
switching states

SufC 2597720 04:37
4 stable,
3 transient states

SufCD 146248 02:05 2 stable states
Villin Headpiece 33896452 04:25:57 Stages of folding

F10 (CaCl2) 10567036 15:55
1 dominant state
per trajectiory

F10 (NaCl) 8715716 33:48
2 frequently
switching states

F10 (MgCl) 2608468 09:18
5 frequently
switching states

Thrombin Aptamer 18838956 01:42:49
Various levels
of compactness

Thrombin (KCl) 7904572 01:13:29
2 stable,
1 transient state(s)

Thrombin (NaCl) 27198820 23:32:15
Various loop
configurations

Table 9.3: Summary of all protein and nucleic acid systems investigated with
Amorim–Hennig. Atom counts are the number actually used in clustering – heavy
atoms for nucleic acids and alpha carbons for proteins. Visualization of structures
from additional systems and brief analysis are in Supporting Information Figures
11-20.
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of ongoing research projects by the authors. They are each from all-atom molecu-
lar dynamics simulations carried out by at least one of this study’s authors. These
simulations calculate atomic trajectories based on Newton’s laws of motion. For a re-
cent review of the utility of such molecular dynamics trajectories, see Godwin2015106.
The exact simulation parameters used for generating each data set are detailed in the
subsections below.

For all clustering performed here, we used only atomic Cartesian coordinates as
features. Some set of internal coordinate(s) for each system would be preferred, as
such a selection avoids the alignment issues that tend to plague analysis of MD tra-
jectories28,107,108. That is, it is difficult to separate out overall and internal motion
of biopolymers when using Cartesian coordinates28. However, the selection of an in-
ternal coordinate requires some prior knowledge about the system, or introduces bias
based on some assumption about the system. Therefore, we assume the philosophical
position of maximal ignorance and select Cartesian coordinates as features for testing
HDBSCAN and Amorim-Hennig as first-pass clustering techniques for MD data.

Beyond aligning trajectory frames to the initial structure of each respective sim-
ulation, we did not standardize data to a common scale. All features are on length
scale of the particular biopolymer in a given simulation. This similarity of scale is
assured by structural alignment via rigid body rotations and translations to minimize
the root mean square deviation of atomic positions among frames. Pre-processing
MD trajectories in this fashion is a common and expected practice106,109,110,3. Selec-
tion of an additional standardization method may introduce some bias. Therefore,
our guiding principle of assuming maximal ignorance reinforced our decision to not
further standardize the data sets.

Generation of MD data is inherently stochastic, as simulations begin with ran-
domly seeded initial velocities. Additionally, the equations governing the Langevin
heat baths that maintain the temperature of the systems are themselves stochastic.
Finally, these biopolymers undergo thermal fluctuations proportional to the ambient
temperature (here 300K). By the nature of MD trajectories, we expect small random
structural variations to create noise in our data – and any such data. Therefore, clus-
tering techniques that are able to address noise – either through feature re-scaling in
the case of Amorim-Hennig or labeling points as noise in HDBSCAN – fit the nature
of MD data well.

Another property of MD data is that it is often high dimensional – particularly
when using Cartesian coordinates for features, as we have here. The only form of
dimensionality reduction applied here was the typical – and, therefore, maximally
ignorant – usage of only alpha carbon atoms for proteins and only heavy atoms for
nucleic acids. The number of atoms used in each clustering trial (alpha carbons
for proteins and heavy atoms for nucleic acids) is listed in Table 9.1. Each atom
has 3 coordinates, making the number of input features for the smallest system 3 ×
28 = 84 in the case of NEMO. For the largest system, the number of features was
3×1829 = 5487 in the case of MutSα. We do, however, see the potential for PCA and
TICA111 as pre-processing steps to reduce the data to a few high variance components.
Such a dimensionality reduction would improve the time and memory taken up by
clustering calculations. We did not pursue these steps here, as we quickly realized
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that clustering with Amorim-Hennig and HDBSCAN on Cartesian coordinates was
giving us relatively fast yet interesting partitions that we considered (admittedly with
some arbitrariness) good-enough for a first pass exploratory clustering.

Common simulation parameters

We used simulation parameters appropriate to each system and recommended for the
simulation software used – ACEMD112. The parameters for each simulation vary due
to the nature of the projects from which they come. Rather than trying to standardize
the sampling rate, statistical ensemble, solvent conditions or any other parameters, we
have intentionally left them varied to demonstrate the usefulness of these clustering
techniques across many contexts. However, this choice means that there is not a single
methodology for all simulations. Therefore, we provide this “Common” subsection
that gives parameters common to all simulated systems and then one subsection for
each of our 4 protein and 2 nucleic acid examples.

All protein simulations (Figures 1-5) and the thrombin aptamer simulation (Figure
9.7) were run under the isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) in ACEMD112. Langevin
damping113 was used with a target temperature of 300 K and damping coefficient
of 0.1, and a Berendsen pressure piston114 maintained approximately 1.01325 Bar
with a relaxation time of 400fs. In all simulations, hydrogen mass repartitioning as
implemented in ACEMD allowed us to use 4fs time steps in our production runs.
During simulation, systems were held at 300K using a Langevin thermostat. For
VdW and electrostatic forces, we applied a 9Å cutoff and 7.5Å switching distance,
calculating long-range electrostatics with a smooth particle mesh Ewald (SPME)
summation method115,116

These simulations were run on Titan GPUs in Metrocubo workstations produced
by Acellera. All systems were solvated in explicit TIP3P water117, solvated using
VMD’s100 “Add Solvation Box” extension. The CHARMM27 forcefield used here is
based on the interaction energies of small model systems determined by both quantum
mechanics computations and direct experiment118,119,120.

MutSα

Initial coordinates for simulations of the MSH2/MSH6 protein come from RCSB
PDB ID 208E56. For cisplatinated, carboplatinated and fluoridated uracil-containing
DNA, we used additional parameters based on pre-existing cisplatin, carboplatin, and
FdU parameters121,64,122,123. We fitted cross-linked structures of these modified DNA
strands into the mismatched DNA binding pocket seen in RCSB PDB ID 208E56.
All MutSα systems were solvated in 150mM NaCl using VMD’s “Add Ions” plugin.
Each trajectory is concatenated from two simulations of 250ns each. Each MSH2/6
simulation was minimized using conjugate gradient minimization for 1000 time steps
followed by 250ps of thermal equilibration.
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NEMO zinc finger

Initial coordinates for the NEMO simulations are based on RCSB PDB ID 2JVX66.
Each NPT simulation was first minimized using conjugate gradient minimization for
5000 time steps. Subsequent equilibration took 20ns, typically, as measured by the
RMSD of each of the eight 1µs trajectories over time and this was removed from
each trajectory for analysis. All NEMO systems were solvated in 150mM NaCl using
VMD’s “Add Ions” extension.

Villin headpiece

Initial coordinates for simulations of villin headpiece are based on RCSB PDB IDs
2RJY69. Each villin headpiece folding simulation was minimized using conjugate
gradient minimization for 5000 time steps. All villin systems were neutralized and
solvated in 150mM NaCl using VMD’s “Add Ions” plugin. The trajectory presented
here is from three simulations of 6µs each concatenated together.

Thrombin

Initial coordinates for simulations of thrombin in the presence of sodium are based
on RCSB PBD ID 4DII99. 18 out of 295 missing residues in the protein were added
via the structural template-based atom fill-in tool Modeller in VMD, and the missing
hydrogen atoms were added by VMD using standard parameters. The system was
neutralized and solvated with 125mM NaCl. Each of these simulations was minimized
using conjugate gradient minimization for 1000 time steps. The trajectory analyzed
here is concatenated from 5 simulations of 1µs each.

F10

F10 structures in Figure 9.6 are output from MD simulations run under the canonical
ensemble. Each F10 simulation was minimized using conjugate gradient minimization
for 1000 time steps. For the examples above, F10 was simulated in 150mM NaCl or
150mM CaCl2. Prior to structural and kinetic analysis of all F10 simulations, we
concatenated data from four runs of each system (one 1µs and three 5µs), totaling
16µs in each trajectory used as input for the clustering algorithms. We then resampled
the data at a rate of 1 frame every 1ns for a final trajectory of 16000 frames. We used
a modified version of the CHARMM27 forcefield with additional parameters for FdU
based on experimental data and quantum mechanics computations done by Ghosh et
al.123 and validated in other studies122,124.

Thrombin aptamer

Three NPT MD simulations were run to investigate how a fully extended 15-TBA
refolds within about 8.5 µs. The initial extended aptamer structure was taken from
the unfolding simulation of the same aptamer in G-quadruplex from RCSB PBD ID
4DII99. The system in the refolding simulations was neutralized and solvated with
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125mM KCl. The trajectory analyzed in this work is concatenated from 3 simulations
of 8.5µs each. Each of these simulations was minimized using conjugate gradient
minimization for 1000 time steps

9.3.2 Clustering

HDBSCAN

Conceptually, HDBSCAN is a method of grouping neighborhoods. It finds places of
high density separated by sparse (noise) regions. To quickly estimate local densities,
HDBSCAN uses distance to the kth nearest neighbor. Imagine two points a and
b in a dataset such as the toy data in Figure 9.8a. Each of these points lies in a
neighborhood specified by a core point and the number of neighbors k. The distance
from the core point to the edge of the neighborhood is called the core distance. These
two points have core distances corek (a) and corek (b). For these two points we can
calculate the mutual reachability distance 125

dm (a, b) = max {corek (a) , corek (b) , d (a, b)}

where d (a, b) is the distance between a and b – Euclidean distance for this example
and all MD trajectories analyzed in this study.

Given the mutual reachability distance between all points, we can construct a
network that has each data point as a node with edges weighted by the mutual
reachability distance. We then want to begin removing edges in descending order
of their weight until we have a minimal set of edges. A minimal set of edges in
this case would be one in which removing any more edges would cause disconnected
components, such as removing any edge in Figure 9.8b. The graph constructed in such
a way is called a minimum spanning tree, and can be constructed programmatically
using Prim’s algorithm 126,127,128, as was done in Figure 9.8b.

We then construct a dendrogram from the minimum spanning tree by performing
a hierarhical clustering. Each edge in the minimum spanning tree – in ascending
order or distance – is used to merge the two points at its ends into a new cluster
(single-linkage clustering). Each merging is represented by two joining lines in the
dendrogram of Figure 9.8c. Traditional hierarchical clustering now calls for cutting
the tree at a certain distance (usually specified by the user). However, HDBSCAN
uses its minimum cluster size parameter to cut the tree at multiple points. Walking
from top to bottom of the tree, any split that causes a cluster size smaller than the
minimum is rejected, and the parent cluster is kept. The resulting dendrogram is a
condensed tree (Figure 9.8d), where the width of the remaining lines indicates the
number of points in the cluster. The lines change as distance (or inverse distance λ
in Figure 9.8d) changes to indicate the number of points that remain in that cluster
as a function of distance.

HDBSCAN extracts then the most significant clusters from this condensed tree.
HDBSCAN uses its own, novel cluster stability metric34 to select clusters from mul-
tiple levels of the dendrogram by maximizing cluster stability. Campello2013 , claim
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this algorithm finds the optimal solution for any data set and demonstrate its per-
formance across several data sets34. The circled regions on Figure 9.8d indicate the
final clusters chosen using this stability metric.

We used a Python130 implementation of HDBSCAN written by Leland McInnes
and available in his Github repository. i The examples in the documentation of
this repository were useful and closely followed in constructing our simple example
in Figure 9.8d. To automate the parsing of MD trajectory data into an appropriate
input format for HDBSCAN and the output of HDBSCAN into plots for quick com-
prehension, we used an in-house script that we have made available online for free ii

on figshare131. This code has as a dependency the HDBSCAN code from the Github
repository mentioned above. Our code sets the default minimum cluster size to 2
but allows the user to override this default. We used a minimum cluster size of 2 in
all of our MD data, as our simulation sampling rates were such that we considered
singleton states to be noise. Following the algorithm authors’ suggestion34,35, the
minimum samples is set equal to the minimum cluster size, meaning that the small-
est neighborhood is at least as large as the minimum cluster size. We maintain that
in the absence of prior knowledge setting the minimum cluster size to 1 effectively
makes this clustering method non-parametric and exceptionally useful for first-pass
investigation of an MD trajectory.

We have made the python code used to produce the example in Figure 9.8 available
online2. Furthermore, for those wishing to reproduce the analysis described here on
one of our MD data sets, we have made the trajectory and structure data for Villin
Headpiece used to produce Figure 9.4 available online iii

Amorim-Hennig

Being a K-means variant, Amorim-Hennig is conceptually somewhat simpler than
HDBSCAN. The Amorim-Hennig algorithm forms spherical Gaussian clusters in a
re-scaled feature space. First, the algorithm estimates a maximum number of K-
means clusters using iK-Means. Then a round of K-Means clustering is performed.
The distance of each data point in each cluster to that cluster’s center is calculated,
and the data is re-scaled based on these distances for another round of clustering.
The exact weights used in rescaling depends on the cluster validity index (scoring
metric) the user has chosen to optimize.

Here we use the silhouette index, which is a number on the interval [−1, 1] assigned
to each point. Scores generally fall between the extrema, but an understanding of
these special cases provides intuition into the silhouette index. A score of 1 for a
given point means that point is more similar to its own cluster than any other cluster
(i.e., an ideal clustering); 0 means the point falls exactly on the boundary between
two clusters; -1 means the point is more similar to a neighboring cluster than its own.

Intuitively, this feature rescaling based on the scoring metric means that in the
next round of clustering tightly packed points are likely to be clustered together once

ihttps://github.com/lmcinnes/hdbscan
iihttp://figshare.com/articles/HDBSCAN_and_Amorim-Hennig_for_MD/3398266
iiihttps://figshare.com/articles/Villin_Headpiece_Simulations/3983526

https://github.com/lmcinnes/hdbscan
http://figshare.com/articles/HDBSCAN_and_Amorim-Hennig_for_MD/3398266
https://figshare.com/articles/Villin_Headpiece_Simulations/3983526
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(a) Example data set (b) Minimum spanning tree

(c) Dendrogram (d) Condensed tree
(
λ = 1

distance

)
Figure 9.8: Using a toy two-dimensional data set generated with scikit-learn129

(a), we give a conceptual explanation of HDBSCAN’s clustering algorithm. Us-
ing mutual reachability distance as the distance metric, a minimum spanning tree
(b) is constructed. This tree solves an optimization problem such that removing
any edge would create disconnected components – set(s) of nodes not connected
to any other set(s). Based on the distances of connected points in the mini-
mum spanning tree, single-linkage hierarchical clustering is performed (c). Splits
in the dendrogram that create clusters smaller than the minimum cluster mem-
bership are rejected, and the final clusters (d) are determined using HDBSCAN’s
novel cluster stability metric34. In panel (d), λ is inverse distance. The example
here is based on a tutorial by the author of the Python HDBSCAN implementa-
tion – Leland McInnes – available at github.com/lmcinnes/hdbscan. Additionally,
we have made the python code for reproducing our specific example available at
figshare.com/articles/HDBSCAN and Amorim-Hennig for MD/3398266.
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again but less dense clusters may be split up and/or merged into nearby clusters. This
process is repeated until clusters no longer change between rounds of clustering. The
reweighted data set out of the final (converged) round of clustering is then clustered
once more with K-Means.

Starting by predicting a maximum number of clusters with iK-Means45,38, this
method applies a re-scaled variant37 of iMWK-Means46 to the data set, selecting a
number of clusters that optimizes a scoring metric47,48. One of the algorithm’s authors
has made a Matlab implementation available on his website iv. He has also made
available v a python implementation of the underlying algorithm, re-scaled iMWK-
Means46, on which this method expands. Using the code available on Sourceforge
and the algorithm described by DeAmorim2015a, we wrote a Python implementation
of Intelligent Minkowski-Weighted K-Means (iMWK-means) with explicit rescaling
followed by K-Means37 (which we have called Amorim-Hennig in this work). We
have made our Python implementation available for free on figshare131.

vi

Our code has as dependencies the modules in the Sourceforge repository mentioned
above.

In our examples and the python implementation we have made available, we use
the silhouette index as our scoring metric. This particular cluster validity index
quantifies how similar a given member of a given cluster is to every other member
of that cluster49. The authors’ Matlab implementation, mentioned above, provides
options for using additional scoring metrics. vii

For the reweighting of points after each clustering iteration, we set a default
Minkowski metric of 2 in our Python implementation. The Minkowski metric p is
defined by the distance equation for points a and b in an N-dimensional space:

d =

(
N∑
i=1

|ai − bi|p
) 1

p

where i denotes the ith coordinate for the given point. The most common values
for the Minkowski metric are p = 2, making d Euclidean distance; p = 1, making d
Manhattan distance; and p → ∞, making d the Chebyshev metric46. Some studies
– of which we cite a few examples46,132,133,134,135,136,137,138 – have probed the use of
various Minkowski metrics across various contexts. The choice of the default p = 2
comes from the intuitive simplicity of the Euclidean distance metric and experimental
work on various data sets by the algorithm’s authors38,37.

Common computational resources

All clustering trials were performed on the Wake Forest University DEAC Cluster,
a centrally managed distributed computing environment. These calculations were

ivhttp://homepages.herts.ac.uk/~comqra/
vhttp://sourceforge.net/projects/unsupervisedpy
vihttps://figshare.com/articles/HDBSCAN_and_Amorim-Hennig_for_MD/3398266
viihttp://homepages.herts.ac.uk/~comqra/

http://homepages.herts.ac.uk/~comqra/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/unsupervisedpy
https://figshare.com/articles/HDBSCAN_and_Amorim-Hennig_for_MD/3398266
http://homepages.herts.ac.uk/~comqra/
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allotted eight 2.4GHz cores and up to 120GB of RAM. The molecular dynamics sim-
ulations were run on Titan GPUs in Metrocubo workstations produced by Acellera.

Analysis and visualization

For parsing, analyzing and plotting clustering results, we used the Python packages
MDtraj139, a library for analysis of MD trajectories; Numpy arrays140 for in-memory
data storage and processing; and Scikit-Learn129, a machine learning library for the
final K-Means iteration of Amorim-Hennig and scoring clustering results with the
silhouette index. These packages are dependencies for our freely available viii Python
scripts.

Visualizing structures from each cluster required selecting a representative con-
formation for each cluster. Using NumPY arrays, we averaged the (3× atoms)-
dimensional position vectors (i.e., trajectory frames) of all alpha carbon atoms for
proteins and heavy atoms for nucleic acids. We then selected the frame whose posi-
tion vector has the smallest Euclidean distance from the mean vector. Next, to show
the variance within a given cluster, we selected 50 evenly-sampled frames from the
list of all frames within that cluster.

For the layered images (those with shadows), we separately visualized representa-
tive structures and additional conformers in VMD100, rendered them with Tachyon141

and combined the resulting graphics into the images shown here using Pillow, a fork
of the Python Image Library. This visualization method is based on previous work
by our research group, explained by Melvin2016142. The choice of 50 evenly-sampled
frames rather than, say, standard deviation142, comes from both algorithms’ ability
to form non-Gaussian clusters of arbitrary shape. The number of frames was selected
due to memory limitations when rendering the images. By trial and error, we selected
the number that we could render for all systems with the computational resources
available to us. Secondary structure visualization in VMD’s NewCartoon drawing
method is based on STRIDE143.

9.4 Conclusions

As the size of MD trajectories grows with the ever increasing computational power
available to researchers, automated methods for simplifying these data sets become
crucial analysis tools. The clustering algorithms applied here to MD trajectories
are excellent first-pass utilities for initial investigation of MD data. Additionally,
using the default parameters suggested by the respective algorithm authors effectively
makes these methods non-parametric. As such, having no parameters to tune through
trial and error further increases their utility for beginning analysis of a new MD
trajectory.

After investigating the systems detailed in Results and additional systems sum-
marized in Table 9.1, we find that HDBSCAN is ideal for initial investigation of a
trajectory. First and foremost, HDBSCAN is fast (Table 9.1). The time spent on

viiihttps://figshare.com/articles/HDBSCAN_and_Amorim-Hennig_for_MD/3398266

https://figshare.com/articles/HDBSCAN_and_Amorim-Hennig_for_MD/3398266
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clustering using HDBSCAN – a few seconds to a few hours – is negligible compared
to the time to generate a trajectory – a few days to a few weeks. Furthermore, the
output of HDBSCAN provides immediate insight into the stability of the system at
hand. High noise percentage and/or a high number of low population (≤ 1%) clusters
indicates an unstable system. Additionally, for unstable and/or disordered systems,
HDBSCAN performs well at picking out distinct conformation ensembles – if such
distinct ensembles exist. For stable systems, HDBSCAN detects large-scale, global
conformational changes – if such changes occur – or puts all frames into one cluster –
if such changes do not occur. These features make HDBSCAN an excellent first-pass
method.

We suspect that HDBSCAN’s superior performance on disordered systems is due
in part to its ability to discard noise points that might otherwise artificially cause
two clusters to merge, when in bulk the clusters are significantly different. Addi-
tionally, we intuit that the algorithm’s ability to detect large-scale changes in stable
systems comes from its capability to cut the hierarchical clustering dendogram at
multiple locations. Its cutting algorithm optimizes the stability of a cluster, find-
ing the clusters that would be least influenced by small variations. Translated to
structure-based clusters, this optimization would mean finding the big changes and
metastable conformations while ignoring small – local – structural shifts in the case
of stable protein. For a disordered system, this optimization would mean finding any
points of relative stability in conformation space. Given this propensity, we strongly
recommend HDBSCAN clustering for IDPs.

If HDBSCAN clustering indicates a system is stable (e.g., < 50 clusters or one
or more cluster with population > 10%), we find Amorim-Hennig clustering to be a
useful next step. For stable ordered systems such as folded proteins, Amorim-Hennig
tends to form clusters distinguished by small-scale changes in secondary structure.
For stable but disordered systems (i.e., systems without clear secondary structure that
nonetheless undergo infrequent conformational shifts), Amorim-Hennig finds distinct,
stable ensembles of conformations. Amorim-Hennig’s ability to find the details for a
stable system likely comes from its feature rescaling that emphasizes tight clusters.
For a stable structured protein, tight structural clusters would be differentiated by
small local changes.

These two complementary clustering methods provide a great deal of initial infor-
mation about systems. They are also useful for grouping trajectory frames without
prior knowledge to uncover conformational shifts, as seen in the examples above. In
the context of MD trajectories, HDBSCAN quickly indicates stability and detects
large-scale structural changes, providing big-picture information. Amorim-Hennig
provides more fine-grained details for stable systems. Used in conjunction, these
two clustering methods isolate diverse conformational ensembles in MD trajectories
without prior knowledge.

Additionally, we see as an important line of future investigation the combination
of these two clustering methods. Since Amorim-Hennig clustering seems to focus
on details, while HDBSCAN captures big-picture changes, replacing the final K-
Means step of Amorim-Hennig with HDBSCAN may prove fruitful. While we plan
to investigate a combination of Amorim-Hennig and HDBSCAN, we intend to do so
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as part of a larger study exploring many pre-processing options for clustering MD
trajectories for these and other clustering algorithms.
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Chapter 10

MSH26 Damage Response -
MutSα’s Multi-Domain Allosteric
Response to Three DNA Damage
Types Revealed by Machine
Learning

MutSα is a key component in the mismatch repair (MMR) pathway. This protein
is responsible for initiating the signaling pathways for DNA repair or cell death.
Herein we investigate this heterodimer’s post-recognition, post-binding response to
three types of DNA damage involving cytotoxic, anti-cancer agents – carboplatin,
cisplatin, and FdU. Through a combination of supervised and unsupervised machine
learning techniques along with more traditional structural and kinetic analysis applied
to all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) calculations, we predict that MutSα has a
distinct response to each of the three damage types. Via a binary classification tree
(a supervised machine learning technique), we identify key hydrogen bond motifs
unique to each type of damage and suggest residues for experimental mutation studies.
Through a combination of a recently developed clustering (unsupervised learning)
algorithm, RMSF calculations, PCA, and correlated motions we predict that each
type of damage causes MutSα to explore a specific region of conformation space.
Detailed analysis suggests a short range effect for carboplatin – primarily altering the
structures and kinetics of residues within 10 angstroms of the damaged DNA – and
distinct longer-range effects for cisplatin and FdU. In our simulations, we also observe
that a key phenylalanine residue – known to stack with a mismatched or unmatched
bases in MMR – stacks with the base complementary to the damaged base in 88.61%
of MD frames containing carboplatinated DNA. Similarly, this Phe71 stacks with the
base complementary to damage in 91.73% of frames with cisplatinated DNA. This
residue, however, stacks with the damaged base itself in 62.18% of trajectory frames
with FdU-substituted DNA and has no stacking interaction at all in 30.72% of these
frames. Each drug investigated here induces a unique perturbation in the MutSα
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complex, indicating the possibility of a distinct signaling event and specific repair or
death pathway (or set of pathways) for a given type of damage.

10.1 Introduction

In human cells, the most prevalent binding factor is the heterodimer MutSα, formed
by two MutS homologues (MSH) – MSH2 and MSH6. MutSα initiates the repair or
apoptotic pathway for mismatched and partner-less nucleic bases1,2,3,4,5,6,7. The com-
plex contains five functional domains: mismatch binding, connector, lever, clamp and
ATPase (Figure 10.1). Even though binding of damaged DNA occurs in one region, we
predict using all-atom microsecond timescale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
and machine learning techniques, that conformational changes and shifts in hydrogen
bonding motifs across the entire complex differentiate the heterodimer’s response to
carboplatinated, cisplatinated, and flouridated nucleic bases. These results are con-
sistent with several previous studies8,9,10,11,12,9,13,14 that have shown conformational
shifts across interfaces in response to cisplatinated and carboplatinated DNA damage,
using short-time (≤10ns) molecular dynamics with more conventional analysis. How-
ever, our present study provides more quantitative details from long-time molecular
dynamics (multiple runs of 250ns) as well as a study of the response to FdU, adding
additional insights from novel applications of machine learning techniques. From this
investigation, we provide insight into the mechanisms signaling repair or apoptosis
by MutSα.

Carboplatin16 (cis-diammine(cyclobutane-1,1-dicarboxylao)-platinum(II)) and cis-
platin17 (cis-diammminechloroplatinum(II)) are both platinum-based anticancer drugs
that form platinum-DNA adducts. The anticancer effect of these drugs is that the dis-
tortions resulting from such adducts result in cell death18,19. Cisplatin predominately
forms G-G crosslinks, whereas carboplatin predominately forms G-X-G crosslinks. In
addition to these two types of DNA damage, we also examine MutSα’s response to
DNA with one base replaced with 5-flouro-2′-deoxyuridine (FdU) – a type of DNA-
substitution damage – which is likewise cytotoxic20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33. For
brevity and simplicity we will herein refer to the simulated systems with these three
types of DNA damage as “Carbo,” “Cis,” and “FdU” respectively.

The mechanisms of recognition, response and signaling in the mismatch repair
(MMR) pathway are not well understood34,14,35; though, recent computational stud-
ies have made progress into the atomic-level details10,9,36,8. Here we continue this
progress using decision tree learning to identify as few as two key residue interactions
differentiating MutSα’s response to three types of damage. Additionally, we apply
a recently developed unsupervised clustering technique – iMWK-Means with explicit
rescaling followed by K-Means37 (herein Amorim-Hennig after the algorithm’s cre-
ators) – to identify conformational subtypes adopted by the MSH2-MSH6 complex
across simulated responses to the three types of damage. We have previously de-
tailed the particular effectiveness of this clustering techniques on MD simulations of
stable systems38 – such as a structured, functional protein. To bolster confidence in
the relatively novel application of these analysis techniques, we compare the specific
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Figure 10.1: The MutSα complex shown here is colored by domain classification.
The color coding for the domains is blue for the mismatch binding domain, green for
the connector domain, yellow for the leaver domain, orange for the clamp domain,
and red for the ATP-ase domain. The nucleic acid strands is colored purple with an
additional transparent surface around it for clarity, and the ADP molecules present
in the crystal structure15 are shown in a bonds representation.

hydrogen bonding motifs suggested by the decision tree models here to results of pre-
vious experimental results and theoretical work. We also point out overlap with and
differences from more traditional analysis techniques (see Methods and Discussion
sections).
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10.2 Materials and Methods

10.2.1 Force Field Parameters

The CHARMM27 force field39,40,41 was used for the entire complex. Due to the
relative novelty of the cisplatinated, carboplatinated and fluorinated uracil-containing
DNA, additional parameters based on pre-existing carboplatin, cisplatin, and FdU
parameters were used in topology generation and simulation42,13,26,20,8.

10.2.2 Structures

Simulations are based on the X-ray structure of the human MSH2/MSH6 protein
complex with heteroduplex DNA, RCSB PDB ID 208B15. The structure used in our
simulations has a truncated N-terminus. Residues that were excluded by truncating
the N-terminus are unstructured, and – while they do play a role in nuclear transport43

– they do not seem to have any other function. Thus, it is not expected that the
truncation of the N-terminus will affect the behavior of the protein complex in these
simulations. Hydrogen atoms were added using the hbuild facility of CHARMM44

since x-ray structures lack hydrogen atoms. In all of the systems, the MSH2 sub-
complex contains 855 residues, the MSH6 sub-complex contains 974 residues, the
DNA fragments contain 30 bases, and there are two ADP molecules bound to the
system.

The cisplatinated, carboplatinated, and matched fluorinated uracil DNA struc-
tures were built using the mismatched DNA structure15 as a template. In the cis-
platinated and carboplatinated DNA, the platinum atoms cross-links two adjacent
guanine bases. FdU is incorporated into the DNA as a non-canonical base, which
impedes replication in vivo 27,25,20. These cross-linked structures were fitted into the
binding pocket of the MutSα complex to maximize the structural overlap with the
mismatched DNA structure, followed by rotations and translations to minimize the
energy of the initial structure using the coordinate manipulation and energy mini-
mization features included in CHARMM39,40,41.

10.2.3 Solvation Conditions

All of these systems were then fully solvated in a cubic water box of size 138Å by 138Å
by 138Å with explicit TIP3P water using the VMD package45,46. After solvation, the
systems were ionized using the VMD autoionize package to 0.15 mol/L NaCl.

10.2.4 Simulation Configuration

Here, we used ACEMD46, a simulation program specifically designed for molecular
dynamics simulations taking place on GPUs. The molecular dynamics simulations
were performed on Acellera Metrocubo workstations with Titan GPUs. These GPUs
have 2688 cores operating at 837 MHz for a theoretical floating point speed of 1.5
Teraflops and allowed for 11.5 ns per day on a single GPU for simulations of MutSα.
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To begin our simulations, the water molecules in all systems were minimized for
100 cycles of conjugate gradient minimization, with a small harmonic force constant
on all protein atoms. This minimization ensures that the TIP3P water atoms were
distributed in a physical way, which prevented the introduction of perturbations due
to any initial un-physical configurations of water atoms such as steric clashes. All sys-
tems then underwent a small 250ps simulation in order to reach thermal equilibrium
using Berendsen pressure regulations with isotropic position scaling47,40. These simu-
lations used Berendsen pressure with ACEMD default parameters (target pressure of
1.01325 Bar relaxation time of 400fs) and Langevin damping (0.1/ps) for temperature
control46

Equilibration was performed by assigning atoms velocities from a Boltzman dis-
tribution for a given temperature every 1000 cycles in 25 K increments from an initial
temperature of 0 K to a final temperature of 300 K. Productions runs were performed
on all systems using 4 fs timesteps, which required hydrogen mass repartitioning, as
implemented in ACEMD46. To calculate VdW and electrostatic forces, we used a
cutoff distance of 9Å with a switching distance of 7.5Å. For longer range interactions,
we calculated electrostatics using a smooth particle mesh Ewald (SPME) summation
algorithm48,49. We ran two simulations of 250ns each system (i.e, 500ns per system),
saving data every 2500 time steps (10ps).

10.2.5 Processing and Analysis

To expedite memory and time-intensive analysis techniques, we resampled all tra-
jectories, keeping every tenth frame (i.e., 100ps per frame). We also removed water
and counter-ions prior to analysis. To focus on internal motions of the protein-DNA
complex, we aligned all frames in a given trajectory to the trajectory’s first frame
via in rigid body rotations and translations to minimize the RMSD of protein alpha
carbon positions. This alignment was carried out with the RMSD trajectory tool in
VMD45.

Hydrogen Bond Detection

We concatenated trajectories of common atoms from all six resulting simulations into
one trajectory file (15,000 frames comprising 1.5µs). In this concatenated trajec-
tory, we detected hydrogen bonds between polar atoms using the Python50 package
MDAnalysis51,52. As input parameters, we defined a hydrogen bond as having a max-
imum heavy atom to heavy atom distance of 3.2Å and a maximum heavy atom to
hydrogen to heavy atom angle of 120 degrees – an intermediate strength hydrogen
bond53. We focused on various subsets of the complex’s hydrogen bonds, as detailed
in the results section.

We parsed the output of the MDAnalysis hydrogen bond detection algorithm into a
Pandas DataFrame54 for easy conversion to a comma separated value file compatible
with Matlab and the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox therein. For those
wishing to reproduce our hydrogen bond detection and parsing, we have made our
processing scripts and the underlying data available for free online via figshare55.
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Decision Tree Learning

Using the output of the hydrogen bond detection and processing scripts55 and Mat-
lab’s Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox, we trained a binary classification tree
using the presence of residue-residue hydrogen bonds in each frame as input features
and the name of damage type associated with each frame as the responses. We have
used the same terminology as the Matlab documentation to describe this process so
that readers who investigate the Matlab decision tree manual pages and help files will
be able to easily match our usage to Matlab documentation.

The input features were in the form of a two-dimensional matrix with a row
representing a trajectory frame and a column representing a possible hydrogen bond
interaction. Each entry in the matrix was a 1 or 0 indicating the presence or absence of
the specific hydrogen bond in that particular trajectory frame. The input responses,
or known correct labels, were the name of the damage in the simulation from which
a given frame came. Specifically, each frame from simulations with cisplatinated
DNA was labeled “cis;” each frame from simulations with carboplatinated DNA was
labeled “carbo;” and each frame from simulations with FdU-substituted DNA was
labeled “FdU.”

The Matlab command “fitctree” outputs a binary classification decision tree with
branching nodes that show the binary – yes or no – presence of features that lead to
a specific response. In the case of our data sets, the decision tree differentiates the
three types of damage based on the presence or absence of certain hydrogen bonds
(see Results). This machine learning technique allowed us to determine which residue-
residue interactions distinguished MutSα’s response to the three types of simulated
damage.

In addition to supplying the most likely label at the terminus (leaf ) of each path
in the decision tree, Matlab estimates the probability of each type of damage for
any frame that follows this path. In this case, we used a uniform prior probability
in calculating estimated probability for each leaf (the default option in Matlab’s
“fitctree” function). Therefore, estimated probabilities reported here were calculated
by [the number of frames in a given system that follow a given path] divided by [the
total number of frames across all systems that follow that path].

For training these classification trees, we used all default parameters, specifying
only the features (hydrogen bond trajectories) and responses (damage types) as in-
puts. Matlab 2016a – used here – outputs an interactive decision tree plot that allows
users to explore various levels of pruning. Pruning reduces the depth of the decision
tree, collapsing data points in the removed level into the place in the next highest
level that creates the least amount of loss (classification error). Using the text-based
commands “prune” and “loss” in the Matlab Statistics and Machine Learning tool-
box, a user can calculate the percent of mislabeled frames given a certain pruning
level. We use these commands to simplify decision trees given various error tolerances
(see Results).

As an example of how to read the flow chart figures reporting the output of the
decision trees, Figure 10.2 indicates the damage type predicted by two-level decision
tree as the damage type with the highest estimated probability along with the proba-
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bility of other types of damage. That is, decision output from Matlab and pruned to
2 remaining levels would label a frame with both a Thr781-ADP and a Ala517-Cyt
hydrogen bond as “Cis.” Using these highest likelihood labels, Matlab would correctly
label 80% of the frames (20% loss or classification error). In the MD data, 94.7% of
frames with these two hydrogen bonds were in the Cis trajectories, 4.0% were in FdU
trajectories, and 1.3% were in Carbo trajectories. Residues (or bases) involved in the
interactions described in the flow chart are in VDW representation. The description
of the interaction is shown directly adjacent to residues involved so that the reader
may easily see the domain and specific location of the relevant residues.

Note that these trees were fitted on all data points (as opposed to training on one
subset and validating on another), as our goal in using this machine learning technique
was to uncover in a programmatic, reproducible manner which residue interactions
distinguished the types of damage in our simulation data. We then investigate the
error created by various levels of pruning (see Results) to find two or three key residues
that are key in differentiating the types of damage. For these particular analysis goals,
there would be no benefit to separate training and validation sets.

For those wishing to reproduce our analysis, we have scripted this analysis process
and made those scripts along with the underlying data available only for free online
via figshare55. For those interested in the theoretical details of decision tree learning,
there are many recent, excellent reviews and introductory chapters56,57,58,59.

Non-Parametric Clustering

Using a recently developed unsupervised learning techniques, which is made effec-
tively non-parametric by the the use of sensible defaults, we explored overlap and
dissimilarities of MutSα’s conformational response to the three types of damage sim-
ulated here. Amorim-Hennig37 clustering requires the user to select a distance metric
in the form of a Minkowski Weight60,37. Here we chose a Minkowski weight of 2,
corresponding to Euclidean distance. We have previously detailed the particular ef-
fectiveness of these clustering methods on MD data38 and have made Python scripts
for applying both methods to MD trajectories available for free online via figshare61.

Correlated Motion and PCA

Using Pearson Correlation, we calculated a correlated motion matrix of protein alpha
carbons for each system and for the concatenated trajectory of all simulations. By
diagonalizing the resulting matrices, we performed Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), which reduces the number of coordinates from 3× number of atoms to just a
few components capturing the majority of dynamic variance in the simulations (see
Results). By projecting the original trajectories onto the eigenvectors representing
the two highest-variance (largest eigenvalues) principal components, binning the the
projections with a two-dimensional histograms, and converting to free energy values
with

∆G = −kT ln
P

P0
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Figure 10.2: Based on the presence of two hydrogen bonds Thr781 on MSH6 to an
ADP molecule and Ala517 on MSH2 to Cyt4 on the damage DNA our decision tree,
fitted on hydrogen bonds between the protein and the bound nucleic acids (including
ADP), correctly labels the type of damage in 80% of MD frames (and mislabels the
other 20%). How to read all such figures: The flow chart shown here indicates
the damage type predicted by two-level decision tree as the damage type with the
highest estimated probability (see Methods) along with the probability of other types
of damage. That is, decision output from Matlab and pruned to 2 remaining levels
would label a frame with both a Thr781-ADP and a Ala517-Cyt hydrogen bond as
“Cis.” In the MD data, 94.7% of frames with these two hydrogen bonds were in the
Cis trajectories, 4.0% were in FdU trajectories, and 1.3% were in Carbo trajectories.
Residues (or bases) involved in the interactions described in the flow chart are in
VDW representation. The description of the interaction is shown directly adjacent to
residues involved so that the reader may easily see the domain and specific location
of the relevant residues.

(where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature (here 300K), P is the population
of a given bin and P0 is the population of the highest populated bin), we estimate a
free energy landscape for the protein’s dynamics.

To aid comparison across systems, we first calculated principal components for
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the concatenated trajectory of two simulations for each of three damage types (6
simulations) to create a common basis set. We then projected coordinates from each
system individually, producing a free energy landscape for each of the three damage
types in a common space.

RMSF

For additional validation of the the machine-learning-based classification (based on
hydrogen bonds) and clustering analysis (based on atomic coordinates) and to exam-
ine the changes in relative flexibility of each MutSα and DNA residues in response
to varying the type of DNA damage, we calculate the per residue Root Mean Square
Fluctuation (RMSF) of each backbone alpha carbon using

RMSF =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
tj=1

(~ri (tj)− ~ri′)2

where N is the total number of frames, tj is an instance in time, ~ri is the position of
atom i, and ~ri′ is the position of that atom in the average structure.

Coordinate Parsing and Distance Calculations

For RMSF analysis and non-parametric clustering we read atom positions into com-
puter memory and performed all necessary distance calculations using the MDTraj
Python package62. For PCA calculations, we read atomic coordinates into Matlab
2016a using MatDCD and produced free energy plots using in-house Matlab scripts,
which we have made avaialble online via figshare63.

10.2.6 Structure Visualization

We produced all structure images using VMD and Tachyon64. For figures indicating
conformational uncertainty using shadows, we individually rendered the representa-
tive (solid) structure and each frame in the shadows. We then combined the output
image files using Pillow, a fork of the Python Image Library. The images provide
both a representative conformation for cluster as solid with shadows showing the full
width of the distribution so as to avoid deceiving a viewer into thinking the cluster is
a single conformer. The representative structure in each visualization is that with the
smallest RMSD from the average of all structures in the cluster. Additional technical
details of this visualization style and the underlying statistical reasoning for produc-
ing them has been previously detailed65. Our scripts for producing such images are
available online via figshare66.
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10.3 Results

10.3.1 Hydrogen Bonds and Decision Trees

Fitting a decision tree to the binary hydrogen bond trajectory of interactions between
protein residues and nucleic bases (including adenine on the two ADP residues) from
the concatenated data of all systems yielded a decision tree with 37 levels of depth
that correctly labels the type of damage in 99.82% (i.e, 0.18% loss) of MD frames
(Supplementary Figure 1). Pruning by 12 levels yielded a tree with 1% loss (Supple-
memtary Figure 2), and pruning by 31 levels yielded 5% loss (Supplementary Figure
3). That is, using binary knowledge of the presence of at most 9 hydrogen bonds
we correctly label the damage type in 95% of MD frames. In fact, with knowledge
of just two sets of interacting residues, our decision tree – pruned to two levels of
depth – correctly labels the damage type in 80% of frames (Figure 10.2). These two
interactions that have the largest influence in differentiating the type of DNA damage
are (1) hydrogen bonding between Thr781 on MSH6 and an ADP molecule and (2)
Ala517 on MSH2 and Cyt4 on the damaged DNA.

For comparison, a similarly pruned decision tree fitted on only hydrogen bonds
between the protein and damaged nucleic acid double strand correctly labeled 74%
of frames (Supplementary Figure 4). A similarly pruned decision tree fitted on only
hydrogen bonds between the protein and the two ADP molecules correctly labeled
69% of frames (Supplementary Figure 5).

Fitting a decision tree on the binary hydrogen bond trajectory of interactions
between the two protein monomers (MSH2-MSH6) from the concatenated data of all
systems yielded a decision tree with 39 levels of depth that correctly labels the type of
damage in 99.91% (i.e, 0.09% loss) of MD frames (Supplementary Figure 6). Pruning
by 17 levels yielded a tree with 1% loss (Supplementary Figure 7), and pruning by 30
levels yielded 5% loss (Supplementary Figure 8). That is, using binary knowledge of
the presence of at most 4 hydrogen bonds we correctly label the damage type in 95%
of MD frames. In fact, with knowledge of just three sets of interacting residues, our
decision tree – pruned to two levels of depth – correctly labels the damage type in
82% of frames (Figure 10.3). The three interactions that have the largest influence in
differentiating the type of DNA damage are (1) hydrogen bonding between Thr858
on MSH6 and Phe826 on MSH2, (2) Asn390 on MSH6 and Gln718 on MSH2, and (3)
Glu7 on MSH6 and Arg382 on MSH2.

Fitting a decision tree on the binary hydrogen bond trajectory of interactions
between protein residues and any other residue (including another protein residue) or
base (damaged double strand or either ADP molecule) from the concatenated data
of all systems yielded a decision tree with 21 levels of depth that correctly labels
the type of damage in 99.96% (i.e, 0.04% loss) of MD frames (Supplementary Figure
9). Pruning by 10 levels yielded a tree with 1% loss (Supplementary Figure 10),
and pruning by 15 levels yielded 5% loss (Supplementary Figure 11). That is, using
binary knowledge of the presence of at most 3 hydrogen bonds we correctly label
the damage type in 95% of MD frames. In fact, with knowledge of just two sets
of interacting residues, our decision tree – pruned to two levels of depth – correctly
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Figure 10.3: Based on the presence of three hydrogen bonds Thr858 on MSH6
to Phe826 on MSH2, Asn390 on MSH6 to Gln718 on MSH2, and Glu7 on MSH6
to Arg382 on MSH2 our decision tree, fitted on hydrogen bonds between the two
protein monomers, correctly labels the type of damage in 82% of MD frames (and
mislabels the other 18%). For guidance on how to read this figure, see Methods and
the caption of Figure 10.2.

labels the damage type in 86% of frames (Figure 10.4). The three interactions that
have the largest influence in differentiating the type of DNA damage are (1) hydrogen
bonding between Thr858 on MSH6 and Phe826 on MSH2, (2) Asn390 on MSH6 and
Gln718 on MSH2, and (3) Glu7 on MSH6 and Arg382 on MSH2.

10.3.2 RMSF

Calculating the root mean square fluctuation of protein alpha carbons in each sim-
ulated system indicates that damage type correlates to to a change in mobility of
certain MutSα regions (Figure 10.5). While all three systems show a spike around
residue 1450 (Asn599 in the the clamp domain of MSH6), when MutSα is exposed
to carboplatinated DNA, this mobility expands to MSH6 residues between Ala579
and Lys670, which involves both the clamp the lever domains (Figure 10.5a and d).
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Figure 10.4: Based on the presence of two hydrogen bonds Thr858 on MSH6 to
Phe826 on MSH2 and Arg220 on MSH6 to ASP215 also on MSH6 our decision tree,
fitted on hydrogen bonds between any protein residues and any other residue or base
(including another protein residue), correctly labels the type of damage in 86% of
MD frames (and mislabels the other 14%). For guidance on how to read this figure,
see Methods and the caption of Figure 10.2.

Cisplatinated DNA evokes a similarly unique response, causing a spike in mobility
of MSH6 residues between Lys9 and Met49 in the mismatch binding domain (Figure
10.5b and d). In the Cis system, we also see a spike for MSH2 residues between
Lys235 and Leu270 (Figure 10.5b and d) in the connector domain. This spike is
larger for the FdU system (Figure 10.5c and d). As an additional response to FdU,
we also see stabilization of residues in the ATP-ase domain of MSH6.

10.3.3 PCA and Binding Site Structures

Using an aligned trajectory of coordinates concatenated from all simulations (6), we
created a common basis set for projecting coordinates of all systems into a two-
dimensional space. We use the two principal components that explain the highest
amount of variance (totaling 43%). Projecting both the concatenated trajectory of
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Figure 10.5: Comparison of RMSF (a-c) of protein alpha carbons reveals generally
similar regions of flexibility in each system. However, the Cis (b) and FdU systems
(c) have distinct peaks, indicating uniquely mobile regions. While the highlighted
region in the Carbo system (a) is roughly the same magnitude in value as the other
systems (b-c), there are more residues within the peaked region in the Carbo system
(a). This same region also has a slightly narrower but taller peak in the Cis system
(b). Additionally, we see stabilization in the ATP-ase domain of MSH6 in response
to FdU-substituted DNA (c-d). For reference, residues in the highlighted portions of
the plots are shown with matching colors on the crystal structure (d) with the nucleic
acid colored purple for emphasis. These regions are residues between (a) Ala579 and
Lys670 in the lever and clamp domains of MSH6 for the Carbo system, (b) residues
between Lys9 and Met49 in mismatch binding domain of MSH6, and (c) residues
between Lys235 and LEu270 in the connector domain of MSH2 and between Gln919
and Ala959 of the ATPase domain of MSH6 for the FdU system.

all simulations and separately the coordinates from each simulated system (Carbo,
Cis and FdU), we see that each system explores a distinct segment of the reduced-
dimension space (Figure 10.6).

The free energy surface created by projecting the concatenated trajectory of all
simulations (Figure 10.6a) is of course, fictitious, as no single system could visit all
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Figure 10.6: By projecting each system onto the common basis set formed by
decomposing the covariance matrix of the concatenated trajectory of all systems, we
see that each system enters a distinct region of the free energy map while having
a common well. The crystal structure (initial coordinates for each simulation) is
marked with black star in the first panel near coordinates (10, 50). Each color-
coded and labeled set of x’s is one structural cluster, based on residues near the
damaged DNA. The cluster numbers correspond to those in Figure 10.7. We plot
these additional points here to demonstrated how similarly binding site clustering
and a PCA histogram partition the trajectories. From this comparison, we see that
binding site motions are the primary cause of the various free energy wells in PCA1-2
space.

coordinates on the surface. That is, no system would be ergodic in the space used to
create that surface. However, by creating this landscape using coordinates from all
trajectories, we can see the kinetic overlap – or lack thereof, among the three systems.
For reference, we mark the coordinates of the crystal structure on the fictitious free
energy landscape – coordinates (10, 50) on Figure 10.6a.

By comparing the free energy landscape of the concatenated trajectory (Figure
10.6a) to the free energy landscape of the individual systems (Figure 10.6b-c), we
see that while there is a shared segment of the landscape near the coordinates of the
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crystal structure, each system does explore a unique portion of the space.
By plotting the coordinates of Amorim-Hennig heavy atom clusters of residues

with any atom within 10 angstroms of the DNA onto the (alpha-carbon-coordinate-
based) PCA1-2 space of each system (Figure 10.6b-c), we see that the binding site
clustering forms a partition similar to that of the distinct wells seen in the free energy
landscape. From this overlap of partitions we infer that the the motion of protein
residues near the damaged DNA is responsible for the various free energy wells the
system enters.

Visualizing the representative conformations of these binding site clusters and
along with the underlying structural distributions (Figure 10.7), we see that each sys-
tem’s binding site enters distinct conformations for large portions of their respective
trajectories. We also see that portions of these trajectories have significant structural
overlap across systems – in terms of the residues near the damaged DNA. Amorim-
Hennig clustering placed frames from the Carbo simulations in clusters 0 (45.86% of
Carbo frames), 2 (39.90%), 7 (10.50%), 9 (0.02%), and 10 (3.72%). Frames from Cis
simulations were placed in clusters 4 (40.36% of Cis frames), 6 (36.22%), 7 (16.18%),
and 10 (7.24%). Frames from the FdU simulations were placed in clusters 1 (36.40%
of FdU frames), 3 (16.08%), 5 (22.00%), 7 (0.70%), 8 (10.94%), and 9 (13.88%).

10.3.4 Correlated Motions

Correlated motion analysis reveals a distinct communication pattern associated with
each type of DNA damage (Figure 10.8). In response to carboplatinated DNA, we see
small regions of relatively strong correlation among residues of the lever, clamp and
ATP-ase domains (Figure 10.8a). These correlated regions broaden to more residues
and increase in relative strength in these domains in response to cisplatinated DNA
along with the emergence of strong correlations across monomers in the connector
and mismatch binding domains (Figure 10.8b). While these correlations across the
two monomers are greatly reduced in the FdU system, we see stronger correlations
in the connector domain of MSH2 in response to FdU substitution (Figure 10.8c).

10.3.5 Phe Stacking

Phe71 and Glu73 on MSH6 have been previously implicated in mismatch recognition
and repair8,67,68,36. Amorim-Hennig clustering on heavy atoms of these two residues
revealed that the phenylalanine residue assumes a conformation suited for stacking
with base complimentary to the damaged base predominantly in simulations of Carbo
and Cis systems. Such a Phe conformation for stacking occurs in in 88.74% of Carbo
frames, 91.46% of Cis frames, and 7.1% of FdU frames. A conformation suited for
stacking with the damaged base occurs in roughly 62.18% of FdU frames (Figure
10.9).
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Figure 10.7: Visualization of structural clusters of residues with any atoms within
10 angstroms of the bound nucleic acid reveals MutSα’s local response to various
types of DNA damage. The cluster numbers here correspond to the labels in Figure
10.6. Amorim-Hennig clustering placed frames from the Carbo simulations in clusters
0 (45.86% of Carbo frames), 2 (39.90%), 7 (10.50%), 9 (0.02%), and 10 (3.72%).
Frames from Cis simulations were placed in clusters 4 (40.36% of Cis frames), 6
(36.22%), 7 (16.18%), and 10 (7.24%). Frames from the FdU simulations were placed
in clusters 1 (36.40% of FdU frames), 3 (16.08%), 5 (22.00%), 7 (0.70%), 8 (10.94%),
and 9 (13.88%). By plotting frames from these clusters on the estimated free energy
landscape using the dominant principal components (Figure 10.6), we see that binding
site motions are the primary cause of the various free energy wells in PCA1-2 space.
The solid structure in each cluster visualization is the trajectory frame with the
smallest RMSD from the average of all structures in the cluster. Shadows are all
frames in the cluster, so that the reader may gauge the width of the distribution65.

10.4 Discussion

Across all the analysis techniques detailed above, we consistently see that each of
the three drugs – carboplatin, cisplatin and FdU – induces a distinct perturbation
in MutSα. Each drug altered the dimer’s hydrogen bond network in ways easily
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Figure 10.8: Analysis of correlated motions of common alpha carbons across all
three systems reveals the response of the protein’s long-range residue communication
network to the three types of DNA damage. The Carbo system (a) exhibits pockets
of strong correlation in the lever, clamp and ATP-ase domains. Correlation of these
regions involves more residues and is of greater intensity in the Cis system (b). In
this system, we also see correlations across monomers emerge in the connector and
mismatch binding domains, which is greatly reduced in the FdU system (c). However,
we see greater correlation in the connector domain in MSH2 (but not MSH6) in the
FdU system (c). For reference, the protein crystal structure colored by domain is
shown in panel (d) with the same colors as in Figure 10.1. These colors are also
used on the axes of panels (b) and (c) to indicate the domain that corresponds to the
residue number in panel (a).

distinguished by knowledge of a few key residue interactions. All three drugs altered
residue mobility across multiple domains in distinct ways. MutSα explored a different
part of its free energy landscape based on the type of damage in the bound DNA.
Patterns of long and short range correlated residue motion changed dramatically
across the various types of damage. Three types of nucleic acid interaction with
Phe71 on MSH6 emerged, two of which occur in Carbo and Cis systems with the
third occurring almost exclusively in the FdU system. In this section, we will first
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Figure 10.9: Amorim-Hennig clustering on heavy atoms of Phe71 and Glu73 on
MSH6, previously implicated in mismatch recognition and repair8,67,68,9,11, reveals the
local structural response of the protein to the three types of DNA damage. In cluster
0 through 3 (a-d), we see the aromatic ring on phenylalanine stacking with either the
damaged base (b) or the the complimentary base to the damaged base (a, c, and d).
Phe and Glu enter the conformation shown in panel (a) in 12.28% of Carbo frames,
46.90% of Cis frames and 1.72% of FdU frames; (b) in 11.12% of Carbo frames, 8.52%
of Cis frames, and 62.18% of FdU frames; (c) in 36.88% of Carbo frames, 43.98% of
Cis frames, and 5.38% of FdU frames; (d) in 39.58% of Carbo frames and 0.58%
of Cis frames; (e) in 0.14% of Carbo frames, 0.02% of Cis frames, and 30.72% of
FdU frames. In these visualizations, the damaged DNA structure is taken from the
cluster’s representative frame. Damaged bases and their complimentary bases are
shown as solid CPK representation with all other nucleic bases shown with shadow.
Platinum atoms in frames from Carbo and Cis systems are colored a dark gold. In
FdU systems, the fluorine atom is shown in VDW representation for emphasis. Phe71
and Glu73 are shown in solid bonds representation. Camera perspective is adjusted
in each panel to show Phe stacking (a-d) or lack thereof (e).

discuss the implications of these results for each drug followed by general insights
about the MSH26 complex gained in our investigation.
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10.4.1 Response to carboplatinated DNA

In this study, we saw multiple kinetic and structural factors distinguishing MutSα’s
response to carboplatinated DNA. The presence of hydrogen bonds between Thr781
on MSH6 and ADP, Thr858 on MSH6 and Phe826 on MSH2, and Glu7 on MSH6 and
Arg382 on MSH2 were key in distinguishing the Carbo system from the other types of
simulated damage (Figures 10.2, 10.3 and 10.4. In part, these results indicate a given
damage type induces a specific interaction between the protein ATP-ase domain and
nearby ADP molecules. The importance of ATP/ADP binding as a response to DNA
mismatch and damage has been experimentally demonstrated69,68,70,71,6,11,4,3,72, and
the force field parameters used in our simulations have been previously validated as
consistent with these experimental results36,8,13,8,10,73,14. In this present study, we add
– by way of binary classification trees - the insight of which particular residues in the
ATP-ase domain (and other domains) are most influential in distinguishing the type
of damage.

The decision tree methodology discussed in this work cannot by itself indicate a
causal link between these hydrogen bonds and response to damage. However, the fact
that Thr781 on MSH6, Thr858 on MSH6 and Phe826 on MSH2 so clearly separated
out the Carbo systems suggest that these residues would be good initial candidates
for future mutation studies, examining the change in repair and apoptosis signaling
when these residues are not present. From the decision tree fitted on our MD data,
we would expect mutations of these residues to confer resistance to carboplatin.

Calculation of alpha carbon RMSFs (Figure 10.5a) indicates that MutSα’s re-
sponse to carboplatinated damage involves mobilizing more protein residues near the
DNA than does its response to the other two types of damage. Correlated motion
analysis is consistent with the RMSF results, as we see more residues involved in the
highly correlated region of the MSH6 mismatch binding domain along with a circular
blip of highlighted correlated residues near coordinates (1500, 600) and (600, 1500)
in Figure 10.8, which are residues the clamp and lever domains of both monomers.
This cluster of highly correlated residues is larger and has greater intensity than in
the correlation matrices of the other two systems. From these results, we see that
carboplatinated DNA has a greater local effect on protein residues than the other two
systems in which we see more long range, allosteric effects.

Experimental work has shown that MutS attempts to bend DNA through motion
of the mismatch binding and clamp domains as part of the mismatch recognition
process74,1. Mobilization of these same residues in the simulated Carbo system shows
overlap between the response to carboplatinated DNA and mismatched DNA. This
overlap indicate that MutSα may sometimes enter a repair-signaling conformation in
response to carboplatin rather than a death-signaling conformation. The PCA free
energy landscapes in panels (a) and (b) of Figure 10.6 lend credence to this hypothesis.
The Carbo system has a shallow free energy well near the coordinates of the crystal
structure, which is known to be in a mismatch-repair-signaling conformation15. That
is, we see the Carbo system entering conformations similar to the known mismatch
response. This observation is consistent with previous computational studies that
showed a higher overlap of carboplatin-mismatch recognition conformations (55%)
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than of cisplatin-mismatch overlap (45%)36,10.
Additionally, PCA and Amorim-Hennig clustering (Figures 10.6b and 10.7) indi-

cate that while there is some structural and kinetic overlap with the Cis and FdU
systems, carboplatinated-DNA-bound MuSα enters a region of conformation space
and principal-component space distinct from those regions entered in the other two
systems. That is, carboplatinated DNA induces unique structures and kinetics. By
examining the overlap of the PCA free energy wells with clustering on binding site
residues, we see that the motion of binding site residues is primarily responsible for
the kinetic variance seen in PCA free energy landscape. Available experimental data
suggests that there are distinct differences in the protein complex’s response to carbo-
platin compared to cisplatin19,75,16,76,34. However, experimental atomic-level details of
kinetic differences are not yet available for comparison to the MD predictions reported
here.

More specifically, from clustering on heavy atoms of Phe71 and Glu73 on MSH6
we see both the Carbo and Cis systems distinguished from the FdU system by the
stacking of Phe71’s aromatic ring with the nucleic base complimentary to the dam-
aged base. Phe71 is in a stacking conformation in 88.74% of trajectory frames, in-
dicating that carboplatinated DNA is highly likely to induce this conformation. In
previous experimental and computational studies of MutSα’s response to mismatched
DNA, Phe71 was observed to stack with one of the mismatched bases8,67,68,36,11. In
the presence of carboplatinated DNA, we see Phe71 stacking primarily with a base
complimentary to the damage base.

10.4.2 Response to cisplatinated DNA

The binary classification trees describing the hydrogen bonding patterns in our sim-
ulations indicate that MutSα’s response to cisplatinated DNA is distinguished by
the presence of hydrogen bonds between Thr781 on MSH6 and ADP, and Ala517
on MSH2 and Cyt4 on the damaged DNA. The decision tree fitted on inter-subunit
interactions (Figure 10.3) between the two protein monomers indicates that the Cis
system is distinguished more by a lack of protein-protein interactions than by their
presence. That is, exposure to cisplatinated DNA disrupts the hydrogen bonds be-
tween the two protein monomers. This result is consistent with experimental work
showing that cisplatin either altered or removed most inter-subunit interactions8.
This previous study indicates that the loss or change of inter-subunit interaction in
the ATP-ase domain was particularly pronounced with cisplatinated DNA, consistent
with the decision pathway to Cis in Figure 10.3. Furthermore, mutation studies fo-
cusing on the ATPase domain have demonstrated it plays a key role in the damage
response and repair pathways11

While the Cis system was differentiated more by the absence of certain hydrogen
bonds than the presence, the protein residues Thr781 and Ala517 in these hydrogen
bond pairs would be our suggested candidates for an initial mutation study. Addition-
ally, in a previous computational study with simulations on a shorter – nanosecond
– timescale, the Thr781 residue was implicated in MutSα’s response to mismatched
and cisplatinated DNA9, indicating that this residue has a role to play across multiple
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timescales.
RMSF analysis indicates that exposure to cisplatinated DNA increases the mobil-

ity of residues in the mismatch binding domain. A previous mutation study supple-
mented by MD calculations suggested that structural response to cisplatinated DNA
is localized to the ATPase domain8. However, our calculations predict the most dra-
matic change in the mismatch binding domain, and in fact, Cis has the most instances
and highest valued cross-domain correlation of alpha carbon motion (Figure 10.8b).
This disagreement of results is likely due to the computational power available at the
time of the previous study, which produced 1.6ns of MD data. A decade later, we are
able to produce 300 fold more data, observing much longer timescale events. On a
1ns timescale, the allosteric effects of cisplatin may be localized to the ATP-ase do-
main; however, we predict on the 100ns timescale that these effects spread to multiple
domains.

Another experimental study shows structural changes across the connector and
lever domains in response to cisplatinated DNA11. Our prediction of increased corre-
lated motion in these and other domains in the Cis system is consistent with the exper-
imental results. Other experimental studies have indicated the MSH2 is not involved
in apoptotic signaling in response to cisplatinated DNA11,77. In fact, one mutation
study that removed the MSH2 ATP-ase domain entirely still observed MSH-induced
cell death in response to cisplatinated DNA77, lending confidence to our prediction of
MutSα response to cisplatin across other subunits in addition to the ATP-ase domain.

We also see that, similar to the Carbo system, the Cis system explores a portion
of the PCA-based free energy landscape near the crystal structure (Figure 10.6a-c).
These results are, again, consistent with previous calculations indicating 45% over-
lap between cisplatin-induced structures and mismatch-induced structures36,10. From
these free energy landscapes we also see some overlap of the Carbo and Cis systems
near the coordinates of the crystal structure. Therefore, we infer that similar to the
Carbo system, MutSα sometimes enters a repair-signaling conformation in response
to cisplatinated DNA. However, the PCA free energy landscapes and heavy-atom
clustering on protein residues near the damaged DNA indicate that both systems
enter unique conformations (Figures 10.6 and 10.7). The dominant free energy wells
corresponding to binding site clusters 2 and 0 (Figure 10.6b) in the Carbo system
are structurally and kinetically distinct (compare Figures 10.6 and 10.7) from the
dominant free energy wells of the Cis system – clusters 6 and 4, consistent with exper-
imental studies indicating distinct responses to carboplatin and cisplatin19,75,16,76,34.

The key phenylalanine residue enters a stacking conformation with the base com-
plementary to the cisplatin-containing base in 91.46% of trajectory frames with cis-
platinated DNA (Figure 10.9). Stacking of Phe71 with the strand opposite the dam-
aged base in response to cisplatinated DNA was predicted by a previous computa-
tional work8. Experimental mutation of this Phe residue to Ala indicated that the
Phe residue is not necessary for cisplatin-induced apoptosis8. Therefore, whatever
the in vivo role of Phe71 stacking with the complimentary base in response to cis-
platined DNA might be, it is clearly not critical for death signaling as suggested by
early simulation work8.
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10.4.3 Response to FdU-substituted DNA

The binary classification trees describing the hydrogen bonding patterns in our simu-
lations indicate that MutSα’s response to FdU-substituted DNA is distinguished by
the presence of hydrogen bonds between Thr858 on MSH6 and Phe826 on MSH2,
Gln718 and Asn390, and Arg220 and and ASP215 (Figures 10.2-10.4). We suggest
these residues as initial candidates for a future mutation study. Additionally, across all
three decision trees, FdU consistently had the highest likelihood, indicating that FdU
was the most cleanly separated and easily distinguished system in terms of hydrogen
bond motifs. This ease of differentiation makes intuitive sense, as FdU-substitution
is a distinctly different type of damage from the metal-DNA cross-linked adducts of
cisplatin and carboplatin.

Exposure to FdU-substituted DNA increases the mobility of residues in the con-
nector domain of MSH2 and decreases that of the ATP-ase domain of MSH6 (Figure
10.5c). The increased mobility of the connector domain is consistent with the lo-
calized increase in correlated motions (Figure 10.8c). We also see that the MSH2
connector domain has greater overall correlation with all domains relative to the
other two systems (Figure 10.8), further indicating the MSH2 connector residues
are key in MutSα’s response to FdU. This MSH2-focused, increased-mobilization re-
sponse to FdU but not carboplatin or cisplatin is consistent with experimental work
showing that MSH2 is not involved in the response to platinum DNA damage77.
Furthermore, the original work reporting the crystal structure for MutSα bound to
mismatched DNA indicates conformational shifts in the connector domain15 – similar
to the increased flexibility of the connector domain predicted by our MD calculations
– in response to FdU (Figure 10.5c-d). That is, the FdU-response of MutSα appears
to be repair-signaling. This inference is consistent with other experimental studies
showing MMR is able to repair fluorouracil-containing DNA78,79,23,80,30,81,82.

At first blush, this inductive conclusion seems at odds with the known cytotoxicity
of flouridated uracils20,21,24,27,31,22,25,28,26,30,23,32,33. However, there are two facets to
consider. First, the experimental studies showing that MMR pathways can repair
FdU-substituted DNA suggest cytotoxicity is caused by secondary events – such as
depletion of the thymine pool or futile cycling in thymineless conditions – leading
to apoptosis78,82,25,30,23,22,20,24,27,26. Additionally, our heavy-atom clustering of Phe71
and Glu73 indicates that Phe enters a stacking conformation similar to that observed
in MMR. We observe this mismatch-repair-like stacking with the damaged base – as
opposed to its complement8,67,68,36 – in roughly 2/3 of FdU frames with no stacking
in the remaining 1/3. From these calculations, we infer that FdU does not always
cause repair signaling, but may be inducing a death-signaling conformation roughly
1/3 of the time.

If FdU is inducing a repair-signaling conformation, our PCA free energy land-
scapes and binding site clustering results indicate it is distinct from the mismatch-
repair-signaling conformation in the crystal structure15 used here for initial coordi-
nates. The free energy landscapes show no exploration of the region near the PC1-2
coordinates of the crystal structure (Figure 10.6a and c). Therefore, we would predict
that if solved, a crystal structure of MutSα bound to FdU-substituted DNA would
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have significant structural differences from that of the structure bound to mismatched
DNA despite the fact that both systems are capable of signaling a repair pathway.

10.4.4 Conclusions

Across all three systems, we saw evidence of MutSα entering repair conformations
for some fraction of MD frames. These results do not necessarily mean that the
heterodimer would signal repair in response to all types of damage; instead, they may
indicate that the protein is searching for the appropriate conformation to respond
to the type of damage, and that search involves exploring repair conformations in
addition to death-signaling. From all analysis techniques, we see indications that
each system explores its own portion of conformation space (Figures 10.2-10.7 and
engages in unique kinetics (Figures 10.6 and 10.8), indicating distinct perturbations
induced by each type of damage.

Our MD calculations and binary decision tree fittings establish hydrogen bond
motifs as clear distinguishing characteristics of MutSα’s response to each type of
DNA damage. With knowledge of just 2 or 3 hydrogen bonds, these decision trees
can correctly label the damage type up to 86% of MD frames, further indicating that
each type of damage is inducing its own, unique response and likely signaling a unique
cellular response pathway (or set of pathways) in vivo.

We also see from Amorim-Hennig clustering that Phe stacking with bases on the
bound damaged DNA has some role to play in responding to each type of damage.
Though, that role is not ultimately critical to the signaling of the repair or death
pathways. We also find the similarity between the phenylalanine’s response to FdU
and its known response to mismatched DNA striking (Figure 10.9), especially given
that PCA indicates that FdU never explores the mismatch-repair-signaling portion
of PC1-2 space (Figure 10.6).

The predictions from MD calculations presented here are consistent with the avail-
able experimental data. However, through the ”computational microscope”83,84 of
MD, we both contribute atomic level details of known MutSα damage responses and
suggest areas of further investigation for future experimental studies on aspects of
damage response that have not been previously investigated. We also present novel
applications of decision tree learning and the recently developed Amorim-Hennig clus-
tering technique to MD data, hoping to inspire not only further research on MutSα’s
damage response but also wider usage of these machine learning techniques for sys-
tematically and reproducibly analyzing macromolecular data.
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Appendix A

MD Software Samples

A.1 VMD Software

Simulations require a significant amount of code to setup, execute, and analyze. For-
tunately, the nature of software is that, when properly designed, it can automate and
expedite a tremendous amount of work. Less fortunate is the disparity between the
many tools used to carry out the many steps throughout simulation and analysis.
These tools include VMD (TCL/TK), Python, Matlab, bash scripts, and LabVIEW,
for example. Conflating these tools is of potential value, particularly if combined
effectively for distributed parallel computing.

Much of the work done here is to develop an API to existing tools. For example,
the VMD repository largely calls functions that exist in VMD already, but with a
consistent calling structure. Similarly, our Matlab repository calls existing functions
or synthesizes various combinations for trajectory analysis better suited to matrices,
as VMD doesn’t do well with matrices. Some tools are available on figshare - https:
//figshare.com/authors/Ryan_Godwin/801587, while others are not. In favor of
releasing code that may have some bugs yet or spending limited time thoroughly
vetting it for publication, I have included some of the code here that supported
work in various chapters that may not be ready to be widely dispersed. The code
included here is not an exhaustive set of software generated to support the research
but demonstrates the utility of generating an API layer to MD analysis tools for batch
scripting or automation.

A.1.1 Catdcd GUI

The Catdcd GUI is a standalone, drag-and-drop interface currently built for Mac OS.1

Freely available on figshare (https://figshare.com/articles/Catdcd_Interface/
1613888), it provides a wrapper around the catdcd code in VMD with the full func-
tionality, and is useful for removing water and ions, combining trajectories, making
trajectories smaller, converting file types, and selecting out a common set of atoms.
This tool provides an interface to these options that allows the user not to have to
worry about the long command line calls needed to execute a particular task.
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A.1.2 MD Analysis

Generally, these scripts process completed simulations that have been manipulated
by catdcd to remove waters, select particular atoms, alongside combining or striding
out trajectories. Then, typically the first thing to do is align the result.

Align

For this, Align.tcl provides an interface to VMDs internal alignment algorithms. It is
important to note that this step should always be double-checked by visual inspection
(that is, watch the aligned trajectory) as some trajectories, particularly disordered or
those with very large conformational changes don’t converge for this algorithm.

1 #Alignment TCL S c r i p t
2 #September 2 , 2014
3 #Ryan Godwin
4 #Example c a l l to t c l a l ignment s c r i p t
5 #
6 #vmd F i l e . p s f F i l e . d c d −dispdev text −e TCLScr ipt . t c l −args −atomsel a l l

−ref frame 0 −o u t f i l e / Users /User/Document/ Al igned.dcd
7 #
8 #I n i t i a l i z e Procedure
9 # This procedure i s a b i t d i f f e r e n t . Namely, s i n c e the animate

command i s used to c r e a t e
10 # f i l e , i t has been moved in to the procdure l o o p . This seems l i k e the

s imp l e s t s o l u t i o n f o r now
11 # as i t does not a f f e c t the e x t e r n a l c a l l to the f i l e
12 #####
13 proc a l i gnTra j { atomsel refFrame nf opfp} {
14 #Set the p a r t i c u l a r s e l e c t i o n o f atoms f o r the r e f e r e n c e and

comparisons
15 s e t r e f [ a tomse l ec t top ” $atomsel ” frame $refFrame ]
16 s e t cmp [ atomse l ec t top ” $atomsel ” ]
17

18 #Set frame to index
19 s e t frame1 0
20 #Determine number o f frames f o r index ing
21

22 #Align the s t r u c t u r e
23 f o r { s e t i 0} { $ i <= [ expr $nf−1 ]} { i n c r i } {
24 animate dup frame $frame1 0
25 i n c r frame1
26 animate goto $frame1
27

28 #Set cur rent frame to be comparison s t r u c t u r e
29 $cmp frame $ i
30 #Compute bes t f i t a l ignment t rans fo rmat ion matrix
31 s e t transmat [ measure f i t $cmp $ r e f ]
32 # move comparison s t r u c t u r e
33 $cmp move $transmat
34 }
35 animate wr i t e dcd ” $opfp ” beg 0 end [ expr $nf−1 ] w a i t f o r a l l
36
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37 }
38

39 #I n i t i a l i z e Input Parameters
40 #s e t r equ i r ed package
41 package r e q u i r e cmdline
42

43 # Process the command l i n e
44 s e t parameters {
45 atomse l . a rg ”” ”Which atom s e l e c t i o n ?”
46 r e f f r a m e . a r g ”” ”Which Reference Frame?”
47 o u t f i l e . a r g ”” ”Which output f i l e ?”
48 }
49

50 #Set command l i n e input to arg v a r i a b l e
51 array s e t arg [ c m d l i n e : : g e t o p t i o n s argv $parameters ]
52

53 # Ver i fy r equ i r ed parameters
54 s e t requiredParameters { atomsel r e f f r ame o u t f i l e }
55 f o r each parameter $requiredParameters {
56 i f { $arg ( $parameter ) == ””} {
57 puts s t d e r r ” Miss ing r equ i r ed parameter : −$parameter”
58 e x i t 1
59 }
60 }
61

62 #Replace under score s in a tomse l e c t i on
63 regsub −al l { } $arg ( atomsel ) ” ” atomsel
64

65 s e t out [ open ” $arg ( o u t f i l e ) ” w]
66

67 #Perform Operation
68 a l i gnTra j $atomsel $arg ( r e f f r ame ) [ mol in fo top get numframes ] $arg (

o u t f i l e )
69

70

71 c l o s e $out
72 e x i t

Listing A.1: Aligns the trajectory to a reference frame removing translation and
rotation resulting from diffusion.

RMSD

After alignment, the next basic analysis step is to examine RMSD, using the RMSD.tcl
script. RMSD, as mentioned in earlier chapters, is a space-averaged measure over time
of the protein as compared to the initial structure. It is useful to determine the initial
equilibration phase of a set of trajectories as well as the basis for the QT clustering
algorithm.

1 #RMSD.tcl
2 #September 21 , 2014
3 #Ryan Godwin
4 #
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5 #Example c a l l to t c l s c r i p t
6 #vmd F i l e . p s f F i l e . d c d −dispdev text −e NameOfScr ipt . tc l −args −atomsel

name CA − f i r s t 1 −refFrame 0 −o u t f i l e OutputFi l e .dat
7 #Separate words im atomse l e c t i on with under score s
8

9 #Procedures to Execute
10 proc calcRMSD { atomsel initFrame refFrame out} {
11

12 s e t s e l [ a tomse l ec t top ” $atomsel ” ]
13 s e t r e f [ a tomse l ec t top ” $atomsel ” frame $refFrame ]
14 s e t nf [ mol in fo top get numframes ]
15

16

17 f o r { s e t i $ initFrame } { $i<=$nf} { i n c r i } {
18 # s e t cur rent frame to be comparison s t r u c t u r e
19 $ s e l frame $ i
20 s e t rmsd [ measure rmsd $ s e l $ r e f ]
21 s e t rmsdrnd [ expr {double ( round (1000 ∗$rmsd ) ) /1000} ]
22 puts $out $rmsdrnd
23 }
24

25 }
26

27

28 #I n i t i a l i z e Input Parameters
29 #s e t r equ i r ed package
30 package r e q u i r e cmdline
31

32 # Process the command l i n e
33 s e t parameters {
34 { atomse l . a rg ”” ”Which Atom S e l e c t i o n ”}
35 { f i r s t . a r g ”” ”Which i n i t i a l frame”}
36 { re fFrame.arg ”” ”Which Ref Frame”}
37 { o u t f i l e . a r g ”” ”Which output f i l e ”}
38 }
39

40 array s e t arg [ c m d l i n e : : g e t o p t i o n s argv $parameters ]
41

42 # Ver i fy r equ i r ed parameters
43 s e t requiredParameters { atomsel f i r s t refFrame o u t f i l e }
44 f o r each parameter $requiredParameters {
45 i f { $arg ( $parameter ) == ””} {
46 puts s t d e r r ” Miss ing r equ i r ed parameter : −$parameter”
47 e x i t 1
48 }
49 }
50

51 #Replace under score s in a tomse l e c t i on
52 regsub −al l { } $arg ( atomsel ) ” ” atomsel
53

54 #Open output f i l e f o r wr i t i ng
55 s e t out [ open ” $arg ( o u t f i l e ) ” w]
56 #Calcu la te RMSF
57 calcRMSD $atomsel $arg ( f i r s t ) $arg ( refFrame ) $out
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58

59 c l o s e $out
60 e x i t

Listing A.2: Calculates the RMSD of a simulation.

RMSF

A similar measure is RMSF, which is found in the appropriately labeled RMSF.tcl
script. As the companion of RMSD, RMSF is a time-averaged measure measure over
space, and is usually referenced to the average structure, which is generally not a
physically meaningful structure.

1 #RMSF Wrapper
2 #August 22 , 2014
3 #Ryan Godwin
4 #
5 #Example c a l l to RMSF Wrapper t c l s c r i p t
6 #vmd F i l e . p s d F i l e . d c d −dispdev text −e TCLScr ipt . t c l −args −atomsel a l l

− f i r s t 1 − last −1 − s t r ide 1 −o u t f i l e OutputFi l e .dat
7 #
8 #I n i t i a l i z e Procedure
9 proc calcRMSF { atomsel f i r s t l a s t s t r i d e out} {

10

11 s e t s e l [ a tomse l ec t top ” $atomsel ” ]
12 s e t rmsfout [ measure rmsf $ s e l f i r s t $ f i r s t l a s t $ l a s t s tep $ s t r i d e ]
13 f o r each atom $rmsfout {
14 s e t rmsfRnd [ expr {double ( round (1000 ∗$atom ) ) /1000} ]
15 puts $out $rmsfRnd
16 }
17 }
18

19 #I n i t i a l i z e Input Parameters
20 #Cal l Packages
21 package r e q u i r e cmdline
22

23 #Process the Command l i n e
24 s e t parameters {
25 atomse l . a rg ”” ”Which atom s e l e c t i o n ?”
26 f i r s t . a r g ”” ”Which s t a r t i n g frame ?”
27 l a s t . a r g ”” ”Which f i n a l frame ?”
28 s t r i d e . a r g ”” ”What s t r i d e ?”
29 o u t f i l e . a r g ”” ”Which output f i l e ?”
30 }
31

32 array s e t arg [ c m d l i n e : : g e t o p t i o n s argv $parameters ]
33

34 # Ver i fy r equ i r ed parameters
35 s e t requiredParameters { atomsel f i r s t l a s t s t r i d e o u t f i l e }
36 f o r each parameter $requiredParameters {
37 i f { $arg ( $parameter ) == ””} {
38 puts s t d e r r ” Miss ing r equ i r ed parameter : −$parameter”
39 e x i t 1
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40 }
41 }
42

43 #Replace under score s in a tomse l e c t i on
44 regsub −al l { } $arg ( atomsel ) ” ” atomsel
45

46 #Set & Write output f i l e
47 s e t out [ open ” $arg ( o u t f i l e ) ” w]
48

49 #Calcu la te RMSF
50 s e t rmsfToWrite [ calcRMSF $atomsel $arg ( f i r s t ) $arg ( l a s t ) $arg ( s t r i d e )

$out ]
51

52 c l o s e $out
53 qu i t

Listing A.3: Calculates the RMSF from the trajectory for the selected atoms.

RGYR

The radius of gyration (RGYR) is a measure of the distribution of mass from its
center and is useful for protein folding analysis, for example. With similar inputs to
the other techniques, we see how another program could integrate these techniques
to expedite analysis.

1 #RGYR.tcl
2 #September 21 , 2014
3 #Ryan Godwin
4 #
5 #Example c a l l to t c l s c r i p t
6 #vmd F i l e . p s f F i l e . d c d −dispdev text −e NameOfScr ipt . tc l −args −atomsel

name CA − f i r s t 1 −o u t f i l e OutputFi l e .dat
7 #Separate words im atomse l e c t i on with under score s
8 #
9 #Procedures to Execute

10 proc calcRGYR { atomsel initFrame out} {
11

12 s e t s e l [ a tomse l ec t top ” $atomsel ” ]
13 s e t nf [ mol in fo top get numframes ]
14 puts ” $out ”
15

16 f o r { s e t i $ initFrame } { $i<=$nf} { i n c r i } {
17 $ s e l frame $ i
18 s e t rgyrValue [ measure rgyr $ s e l ]
19 s e t rgyrRnd [ expr {double ( round (1000 ∗$rgyrValue ) ) /1000} ]
20 puts $out $rgyrRnd
21 }
22

23 }
24

25 #I n i t i a l i z e Input Parameters
26 #s e t r equ i r ed package
27 package r e q u i r e cmdline
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28

29 # Process the command l i n e
30 s e t parameters {
31 { atomse l . a rg ”” ”Which Atom S e l e c t i o n ”}
32 { f i r s t . a r g ”” ”Which i n i t i a l frame”}
33 { o u t f i l e . a r g ”” ”Which output f i l e ”}
34 }
35

36 array s e t arg [ c m d l i n e : : g e t o p t i o n s argv $parameters ]
37

38 # Ver i fy r equ i r ed parameters
39 s e t requiredParameters { atomsel f i r s t o u t f i l e }
40 f o r each parameter $requiredParameters {
41 i f { $arg ( $parameter ) == ””} {
42 puts s t d e r r ” Miss ing r equ i r ed parameter : −$parameter”
43 e x i t 1
44 }
45 }
46

47 #Replace under score s in a tomse l e c t i on
48 regsub −al l { } $arg ( atomsel ) ” ” atomsel
49

50 #Calcu la te RGYR
51 s e t out [ open ” $arg ( o u t f i l e ) ” w]
52 calcRGYR $atomsel $arg ( f i r s t ) $out
53

54 #Close VMD
55 c l o s e $out
56 e x i t

Listing A.4: Calculates the RMSF from the trajectory for the selected atoms.

Distance Matrices

The distance matrix measurement simply iterates over frames calculating pair-wise
distances at each iteration. Because a distance matrix is symmetric about the diagonal
(where all diagonal elements are zero, that is to say, the distance between an atom
and itself is zero, there is redundant information. And since distance matrices are
very large O (N2 · T ) (with N atoms and T frames) we compress the output to only
include the upper triangular matrix in the form of a single column list easy to convert
later into full symmetric matrices.

1 #Name o f S c r i p t : Distance Matrix Tra jec tory
2 #Date: September 25 , 2014
3 #Name: Ryan Godwin
4 #
5 #Example c a l l to t c l s c r i p t
6 #vmd F i l e . p s f F i l e . d c d −dispdev text −e NameOfScr ipt . tc l −args −atomsel

name CA −o u t f i l e OutputFi l e .dat
7 #Separate words im atomse l e c t i on with under score s
8 #
9 #Warning: Large t r a j e c t o r y f i l e s can be extermely expens ive in both

10 # c a l c u l a t i o n and d i sk space
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11 #
12 #Procedures to Execute
13 proc calcDistMat { atomsel f i r s t s t r i d e d i s t a n c e s o u t } {
14

15 s e t s e l [ a tomse l ec t top ” $atomsel ” ]
16 s e t nf [ mol in fo top get numframes ]
17 s e t coords1 [ $ s e l get {x y z } ]
18 s e t l i s t 1 [ $ s e l l i s t ]
19

20 f o r { s e t i $ f i r s t } { $ i <= $nf } { i n c r i $ s t r i d e } {
21 # f i n d d i s t a n c e s between each pa i r
22 f o r each atom1 $coords1 id1 $ l i s t 1 {
23 f o r each atom2 $coords1 id2 $ l i s t 1 {
24 i f {$id1<=$id2} {
25 s e t d i s t ( $ i d 1 , $ i d 2 ) [ vec l ength [ vecsub $atom2 $atom1 ] ]
26 s e t d i s t rnd ( $ i d 1 , $ i d 2 ) [ expr {double ( round (1000 ∗$ d i s t (

$ i d 1 , $ i d 2 ) ) ) /1000} ]
27 puts $ d i s t a n c e s o u t ” $d i s t rnd ( $ i d 1 , $ i d 2 ) ”
28 }
29 }
30 }
31

32 }
33 }
34 #I n i t i a l i z e Input Parameters
35 #s e t r equ i r ed package
36 package r e q u i r e cmdline
37

38 # Process the command l i n e
39 s e t parameters {
40 { atomse l . a rg ”” ”Which Atom S e l e c t i o n ”}
41 { f i r s t . a r g ”” ”Which f i r s t frame”}
42 { s t r i d e . a r g ”” ”Which frame increment ”}
43 { o u t f i l e . a r g ”” ”Which d i s t anc e matrix output f i l e ”}
44 }
45

46 array s e t arg [ c m d l i n e : : g e t o p t i o n s argv $parameters ]
47

48 # Ver i fy r equ i r ed parameters
49 s e t requiredParameters { atomsel f i r s t s t r i d e o u t f i l e }
50 f o r each parameter $requiredParameters {
51 i f { $arg ( $parameter ) == ””} {
52 puts s t d e r r ” Miss ing r equ i r ed parameter : −$parameter”
53 e x i t 1
54 }
55 }
56

57 #Replace under score s in a tomse l e c t i on
58 regsub −al l { } $arg ( atomsel ) ” ” atomsel
59

60 #Cal l Procedure ( s )
61 puts ” $arg ( o u t f i l e ) ”
62

63 #Calcu la te d i s t anc e matrix f o r each frame
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64 s e t d i s t a n c e s o u t [ open ” $arg ( o u t f i l e ) ” w]
65 calcDistMat $atomsel $arg ( f i r s t ) $arg ( s t r i d e ) $ d i s t a n c e s o u t
66

67 #Close VMD
68 c l o s e $ d i s t a n c e s o u t
69 e x i t

Listing A.5: Calculates the distance matrix for frames determined by the input
parameters.

QT Clustering

The QT clustering algorithm is well described in other portions of the text and will
not be elaborated upon here c.f. - Chapters 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

1 #Cluste r Wrapper
2 #Spetember 2 , 2014
3 #Ryan Godwin
4 #
5 #Example c a l l to Clus te r Wrapper t c l s c r i p t
6 #vmd F i l e . p s f ( or pdb ) F i l e . d c d −dispdev text −e TCLScr ipt . t c l −args

−atomsel a l l − f i r s t 1 − last −1 − s t r ide 1 −cutof f 2 . 2 −numclus 50
−dist func rmsd −o u t f i l e /Someplace/ OutputFi l e .dat

7

8 #I n i t i a l i z e Procedure
9 proc c a l c C l u s t e r s { atomsel d i s t f u n c c u t o f f D i s t numClust f i r s t l a s t

s t r i d e } {
10 s e t s e l [ a tomse l ec t top ” $atomsel ” ]
11 s e t data [ measure c l u s t e r $ s e l d i s t f u n c $ d i s t f u n c num $numClust c u t o f f

$ c u t o f f D i s t f i r s t $ f i r s t l a s t $ l a s t s tep $ s t r i d e ]
12

13 }
14

15 #I n i t i a l i z e Input Parameters
16 #s e t r equ i r ed package
17 package r e q u i r e cmdline
18

19 # Process the command l i n e
20 s e t parameters {
21 atomse l . a rg ”” ”Which atom s e l e c t i o n ?”
22 f i r s t . a r g ”” ”Which s t a r t i n g frame ?”
23 l a s t . a r g ”” ”Which f i n a l frame ?”
24 s t r i d e . a r g ”” ”What s t r i d e ?”
25 d i s t f u n c . a r g ”” ” Distance Function ? ( rmsd, f i t r m s d , or rgyrd ) ”
26 c u t o f f . a r g ”” ”What c u t o f f d i s t anc e ?”
27 numclus .arg ”” ”Maximum number o f c l u s t e r s ?”
28 o u t f i l e . a r g ”” ”Which output f i l e ?”
29 }
30

31 #Set command l i n e input to arg v a r i a b l e
32 array s e t arg [ c m d l i n e : : g e t o p t i o n s argv $parameters ]
33

34 # Ver i fy r equ i r ed parameters
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35 s e t requiredParameters { atomsel f i r s t l a s t s t r i d e c u t o f f numclus
d i s t f u n c o u t f i l e }

36 f o r each parameter $requiredParameters {
37 i f { $arg ( $parameter ) == ””} {
38 puts s t d e r r ” Miss ing r equ i r ed parameter : −$parameter”
39 e x i t 1
40 }
41 }
42

43 #Replace under score s in a tomse l e c t i on
44 regsub −al l { } $arg ( atomsel ) ” ” atomsel
45

46

47 #Calcu la te C lus te r
48 s e t c l u s t [ c a l c C l u s t e r s $atomsel $arg ( d i s t f u n c ) $arg ( c u t o f f ) $arg (

numclus ) $arg ( f i r s t ) $arg ( l a s t ) $arg ( s t r i d e ) ]
49

50 #Set & Write output f i l e
51 #Set output f i l e
52 s e t out [ open ” $arg ( o u t f i l e ) ” w]
53 puts $out $ c l u s t
54 c l o s e $out
55

56 e x i t

Listing A.6: Calculates the distance matrix for frames determined by the input
parameters.

A.1.3 Rendering

Color By Hydrogen Bond

With hydrogen bond analysis being a central technique to many of the studies herein,
I found it useful to write a script that would display the hydrogen bonds as cylinders
overlaid with the polymer structure which is colored by how often they appear in the
simulations.

1 # Ryan Godwin
2 # Sept 15 2016
3 # Modif ied a f t e r the colorByRMSF s c r i p t . . .
4

5 #Example Ca l l
6 #colorByHBond top / Locat ion /To/ F i l e /Hbonds.dat 0 . 2 0 . 85
7

8 proc l e r p c o l o r { co l 1 co l 2 alpha } {
9 s e t dc [ vecsub $co l2 $co l1 ]

10 s e t nc [ vecadd $co l1 [ v e c s c a l e $dc $alpha ] ]
11 re turn $nc
12 }
13

14 proc t r i c o l o r s c a l e {} {
15 d i s p l a y update o f f
16 s e t minco lo r id [ expr [ c o l o r i n f o num] − 1 ]
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17 s e t maxcolor id [ expr [ c o l o r i n f o max ] − 1 ]
18 s e t co l range [ expr $maxcolor id − $minco lor id ]
19 s e t c o l h a l f [ expr $co l range / 2 ]
20 f o r { s e t i $minco lor id } { $ i < $maxcolor id } { i n c r i } {
21 s e t co lpcnt [ expr ( $ i − $minco lor id ) / double ( $co l range ) ]
22

23 # Blue −−> almost white −−> Red
24 s e t f i r s t C o l o r { 0 .048722 0 . 0 .89285 }
25 s e t middleColor { 1 . 0 .95239 0 .99919 }
26 s e t l a s t C o l o r { 1 . 0 .059525 0 .0981 }
27

28 # Orange −−> Cyan −−> Magenta
29 #s e t f i r s t C o l o r { 1 . 0 0 . 5 0 . 0 }
30 #s e t middleColor { 0 . 0 0 .88 1 . 0 }
31 #s e t l a s t C o l o r { 0 . 9 0 . 0 0 . 9 }
32

33 # Cyan −−> Orange −−> Magenta
34 # s e t f i r s t C o l o r { 0 . 0 0 .88 1 . 0 }
35 # s e t middleColor { 1 . 0 0 .25 0 . 0 }
36 # s e t l a s t C o l o r { 0 . 9 0 . 0 0 . 9 }
37

38 i f { $co lpcnt < 0 . 5 } {
39 s e t nc [ l e r p c o l o r $ f i r s t C o l o r $middleColor [ expr $co lpcnt ∗ 2 . 0 ] ]
40 } e l s e {
41 s e t nc [ l e r p c o l o r $middleColor $ l a s t C o l o r [ expr ( $co lpcnt−0.5 ) ∗ 2

. 0 ] ]
42 }
43

44 f o r each { r g b} $nc {}
45 d i s p l a y update u i
46 c o l o r change rgb $ i $r $g $b
47 }
48 d i s p l a y update on
49 }
50

51

52 proc colorByHBond {molid HBondFile { scaleMin −1} { scaleMax −1}} {
53 # This func t i on adds a NewCartoon r e p r e s e n t a t i o n with c o l o r i n g

accord ing to RMSF
54 #
55 # molid −−> molecule ID
56 # rms fF i l e −−> the output f i l e rmsf .xvg from from g r m s f . I t

conta in s the
57 # RMSF f o r each atom
58 # scaleMin −−> minimum in c o l o r s c a l e
59 # scaleMax −−> max in c o l o r s c a l e
60 #
61 # ∗ s e t t i n g scaleMin and scaleMax a l l ows f o r c o n s i s t a n t c o l o r

s c a l i n g between
62 # d i f f e r e n t s t r u c t u r e s
63

64 # d e l e t e a l l e x i s t i n g r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s
65 s e t numReps [ mol in fo $molid get numreps ]
66 s e t s e l [ a tomse l ec t top a l l ]
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67 s e t coords [ $ s e l get {x y z } ]
68 #f o r { s e t i 0} { $ i < $numReps} { i n c r i } {
69 # mol de l r ep 0 $molid
70 #}
71

72 # the minimum and maximum beta va lue s that VMD w i l l c o l o r
73 s e t minVal 0
74 s e t maxVal 0
75 i f { $scaleMin != −1 && $scaleMax != −1} {
76 s e t va l [ expr ( $scaleMax − $scaleMin ) ∗ 0 .0015 ]
77 s e t minVal [ expr $scaleMin + $val ]
78 s e t maxVal [ expr $scaleMax − $va l ]
79 }
80

81 # read RMSF f i l e
82 puts ”Reading HBond d a t a . . . ”
83 s e t numAtoms 0
84 s e t se lText ” s e r i a l ”
85 s e t numClipped 0
86 s e t readFlag 0
87 s e t inF [ open $HBondFile r ]
88 whi le { [ g e t s $inF l i n e ] >= 0 } {
89

90

91 s e t s p l i t l i n e [ s p l i t [ s t r i n g trim $ l i n e ] ]
92 s e t hbd [ expr [ l i ndex $ s p l i t l i n e 0 ]−1 ]
93 s e t hba [ expr [ l i ndex $ s p l i t l i n e 1 ]−1 ]
94 s e t occu [ l i ndex $ s p l i t l i n e 2 ]
95

96 # i f scaleMax and scaleMin are s p e c i f i e d , make sure that the
rmsf i s

97 # in range
98 i f { $scaleMin != −1 && $scaleMax != −1} {
99 i f {$occu < $minVal} {

100 s e t $occu ( $ l i n e ) $minVal
101 i n c r numClipped
102 s e t se lText ” $se lText $numAtoms”
103 } e l s e i f {$occu > $maxVal} {
104 s e t $occu ( $ l i n e ) $maxVal
105 i n c r numClipped
106 s e t se lText ” $se lText $numAtoms”
107 }
108 }
109 #draw c y l i n d e r s from the hydrogen bond donor to the acceptor
110 puts ”Hydrogen bond donor and acceptor c o o r d i n a t e s . . . ”
111 puts ” [ l i ndex $coords $hbd ] [ l i ndex $coords $hba ] ”
112 #draw c o l o r RWB
113 #s e t s e l 2 [ a tomse l ec t $molid a l l ]
114 #$ s e l 2 s e t beta 0 . 0
115 #$ s e l 2 d e l e t e
116 #s e t s e l 3 [ a tomse l ec t $molid ” s e r i a l $ l i n e ” ]
117 s e t increment [ expr {( $maxVal−$minVal ) /19} ]
118 puts $increment
119 i f {$occu < $minVal+$increment } {
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120 draw c o l o r 35
121 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+$increment } {
122 draw c o l o r 85
123 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+2∗$increment } {
124 draw c o l o r 135
125 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+3∗$increment } {
126 draw c o l o r 185
127 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+4∗$increment } {
128 draw c o l o r 235
129 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+5∗$increment } {
130 draw c o l o r 285
131 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+6∗$increment } {
132 draw c o l o r 335
133 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+7∗$increment } {
134 draw c o l o r 385
135 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+8∗$increment } {
136 draw c o l o r 435
137 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+9∗$increment } {
138 draw c o l o r 585
139 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+10∗$increment } {
140 draw c o l o r 635
141 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+11∗$increment } {
142 draw c o l o r 685
143 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+12∗$increment } {
144 draw c o l o r 735
145 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+13∗$increment } {
146 draw c o l o r 785
147 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+14∗$increment } {
148 draw c o l o r 835
149 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+15∗$increment } {
150 draw c o l o r 885
151 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+16∗$increment } {
152 draw c o l o r 935
153 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+17∗$increment } {
154 draw c o l o r 985
155 } e l s e i f {$occu < $minVal+18∗$increment } {
156 draw c o l o r 1035
157 }
158

159 draw c y l i n d e r [ l i ndex $coords $hbd ] [ l i ndex $coords $hba ] rad iu s
0 . 4

160

161

162 #i n c r numAtoms
163 }
164 c l o s e $inF
165

166

167 puts ””
168 puts ”$numClipped HBond va lue s were c l i pped to p lace them in

reques ted range (+ b u f f e r ) ”
169 i f {$numClipped > 0} {
170 puts $se lText
171 }
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172 puts ””
173

174 # NOTE: here I could use a bu i l t− i n VMD c o l o r s c a l i n g in s t ead i f I
p r e f e r r e d

175 # h t t p : // www.ks.uiuc.edu / Research /vmd/vmd−1.7/ug/ node76.html
176 # now adjus t to a custom c o l o r s c a l i n g
177 t r i c o l o r s c a l e
178

179 # s e t the c o l o r s c a l e appro p r i a t e l y
180 s e t repNum [ expr [ mol in fo $molid get numreps ] − 1 ]
181

182 i f { $scaleMin == −1 | | $scaleMax == −1} {
183 mol scaleminmax $molid $repNum auto
184 } e l s e {
185 mol scaleminmax $molid $repNum $scaleMin $scaleMax
186 }
187

188

189 re turn
190 }

Listing A.7: Code to draw cylinders to represent hydrogen bonds and color them
by their occupancy.

Color By Correlation

The correlation coloring script is a natural extension of the hydrogen bond coloring
script, where, instead of connection hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, we connect
strongly (anti-)correlated atom pairs and color the cylinders by the correlation value.
Chapters 5 and 6 employed this code for the correlation network structural depictions.
This code is mostly identical to the hydrogen bond script in the previous section is
therefore omitted.

Color By RMSF

Another useful visualization tool involves using the color scheme to represent the
RMSF as done in Figure 5.2. The color scale is set to just below the minimum value to
just above the max and uses gradient coloring to differentiate the more rigid domains
from, those more flexible. This code is not original – adapted from code available
online https://sites.google.com/site/mattperkett/projects/fun-with-vmd.

A.1.4 Utilities

I developed many utility files to perform various tasks, like converting file types or
otherwise manipulate files. Some of them were very simple and simply counted the
atoms in an atom selection or determined the number of frames in a trajectory. Others
converted XPLOR formatted files to CHARMM formatted files, useful for switching
between MD applications like NAMD(XPLOR) and CHARMM. Aside from their

https://sites.google.com/site/mattperkett/projects/fun-with-vmd
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practical utility, these scripts are otherwise trivial or uninteresting and therefore not
included here in gory detail.

A.2 Matlab Software

A lot of the Matlab software was the result of various collaborations between Ryan
Melvin, Freddie Salsbury, Jiajie Xiao and myself. The contributions included here
are hydrogen bond processing, a Markov analysis package, and correlation analysis.
Some functions included here require Matdcd, a set of functions to process trajec-
tory (.dcd) files. It is free to download http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Development/

MDTools/matdcd/.

A.2.1 Hydrogen Bond Processing

Once the hydrogen bonds are extracted from the trajectory, the result is a big binary
matrix with unique hydrogen bond pairs for columns and frames for rows. These
large files can be a bit cumbersome to work with, so I developed a few functions to
read that file and subsequently process it.

1 f unc t i on [ HBondTraj ] = HBond ReadInput ( i n p u t f i l e )
2

3 %read data in from t r a j e c t o r y f i l e o f our h−bond a n a l y s i s
4 HBondTraj=importdata ( i n p u t f i l e , ’ , ’ , 1) ;

Listing A.8: Simple function to standardize the read from the input file.

Once the code is read in to a consistent format, there are two functions to analyze
the data further. The first simply histograms the hydrogen bond counts, plots the
results and fits a Gaussian to the histogram.

1 f unc t i on [ HBond cts , mu cts , s i gma ct s ] = HBondFitCounts ( HBondTraj ,
P l o t Q u a l i f i e r )

2

3 %read data in
4 %inp [ ut=importdata ( i n p u t f i l e , ’ , ’ , 1) ;
5

6 %get the s i z e o f the input data
7 [m, n]= s i z e ( HBondTraj . data ) ;
8 %Loop over each row , summing the va lue s in the rows then d iv id e by the
9 %number o f frames

10 f o r i = 1 :m
11 HBond cts ( i )=sum( HBondTraj . data ( i , : ) ) ;
12 end
13 X=l i n s p a c e ( min ( HBond cts ) ,max( HBond cts ) , 1000) ;
14 [ mu cts , s i gma ct s ] = normf i t ( HBond cts ) ;
15 Y=normpdf (X, mu cts , s i gma ct s ) ;
16 BondCountHist=f i g u r e
17 histogram ( HBond cts , ’ DisplayName ’ , ’ Histogram ’ , ’ BinMethod ’ , ’ fd ’ , ’

BinWidth ’ , 1 . 0 , ’ Normal izat ion ’ , ’ p r o b a b i l i t y ’ ) ;
18 hold on
19 p lo t (X,Y, ’ DisplayName ’ , ’ F i t ’ ) ;

http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Development/MDTools/matdcd/
http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Development/MDTools/matdcd/
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20 l egend
21 d i s t F i t T i t l e=s t r c a t ( P l o t Q u a l i f i e r , ’ − Hydrogen Bond Count D i s t r i b u t i o n ’ )

;
22 % Create x l a b e l
23 x l a b e l ({ ’ Hydrogen Bond Count ’ } , ’ FontSize ’ ,14) ;
24 % Create y l a b e l
25 y l a b e l ({ ’ Density (%) ’ } , ’ FontSize ’ ,14) ;
26 %Create T i t l e
27 t i t l e ({ d i s t F i t T i t l e } , ’ FontSize ’ ,18) ;
28 %d i s p l a y legend
29 l egend ( gca , ’ show ’ ) ;
30 figName=s t r c a t ( P l o t Q u a l i f i e r ,{ ’ HBondDistr ibution . f i g ’ }) ;
31 s a v e f i g ( BondCountHist , figName {1})

Listing A.9: Hydrogen bond count distribution and plots.

The other function determines how often a particular hydrogen bond is present,
and allows the user apply a cutoff to focus only on the most common hydrogen bonds.
These results are then fed into the VMD rendering scripts.

1 f unc t i on [ avgOccupancy , occupancyTable , heatMap ] = HBondOccupancy (
HBondTraj , numOfAtoms , minThresh , maxThresh , P l o t Q u a l i f i e r )

2

3

4 %get the s i z e o f the input data
5 [m, n]= s i z e ( HBondTraj . data ) ;
6 %Loop over each column , summing the va lue s in each column then d iv id e by

the
7 %number o f frames
8 f o r i = 1 : n
9 avgOccupancy ( i )=(sum( HBondTraj . data ( : , i ) ) /m) ;

10 i f avgOccupancy ( i ) > minThresh && avgOccupancy ( i ) < maxThresh
11 heade rOf In te r e s t { i}= [ HBondTraj . t extdata ( i ) ] ;
12 e l s e
13 heade rOf In te r e s t { i }= [ ] ;
14 end
15 end
16

17 heade rOf In te r e s t=headerOf Inte re s t ’ ;
18 avgOccupancy=avgOccupancy ’ ;
19 %t a b l e F u l l={headerOf Inte re s t ’ , avgOccupancy ’ , { ’ Bonds ’ , ’ AverageOccupancy

’ } } ;
20

21 %Find the i n d i c e s where the c r i t e r i a was met
22 i n d i c e s = f i n d (˜ c e l l f u n ( @isempty , heade rOf In t e r e s t ) ) ;
23 %apply those i n d i c e s to the ar rays
24 bondsMet=heade rOf In t e r e s t ( i n d i c e s ) ;
25 occupancyOfBonds=avgOccupancy ( i n d i c e s ) ;
26 occupancyTable={bondsMet , occupancyOfBonds } ;
27

28 m=c e l l f u n ( @size , occupancyTable , ’ uni ’ , f a l s e ) ;
29 n=m{1} (1) ;
30

31 heatMap=ze ro s (numOfAtoms , numOfAtoms) ;
32 f o r i =1:n
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33 a ( i )=regexp i ( occupancyTable {1}{ i } , ’ \d∗(?=\−) ’ , ’ match ’ ) ;
34 c ( i )=s t r2doub l e ( a{ i }) ;
35 b( i )=regexp i ( occupancyTable {1}{ i } , ’ (?<=\−)\d∗ ’ , ’ match ’ ) ;
36 d( i )=st r2doub l e (b{ i }) ;
37 heatMap ( c ( i ) ,d ( i ) )=occupancyTable {1 ,2} ( i ) ;
38 end
39 %s i z c=s i z e ( c ) ;
40 %s i z d=s i z e (d) ;
41 %i f heade rOf In t e r e s t { i }==[]
42 % headerOf In te r e s t { i}= [ HBondTraj . t extdata ( i ) ] ;
43 %end
44

45 dlmwrite ( s t r c a t ( P l o t Q u a l i f i e r , ’ hbond output . dat ’ ) ,{ c ( : ) ,d ( : ) ,
occupancyTable {1 , 2} ( : ) } , ’ d e l i m i t e r ’ , ’ \ t ’ ) ;

46

47 prevT i t l e=s t r c a t ( P l o t Q u a l i f i e r , ’ − Bond Preva lence ’ ) ;
48 o c c D i s t T i t l e=s t r c a t ( P l o t Q u a l i f i e r , ’ − Bond D i s t r i b u t i o n ’ ) ;
49 heatMapTitle=s t r c a t ( P l o t Q u a l i f i e r , ’ − Heat Map ’ ) ;
50

51 preva l enceP lo t=f i g u r e %Plo t t i ng the bar graph o f popu la t i ons
52 bar ( occupancyOfBonds ∗100) ;
53 % Create x l a b e l
54 x l a b e l ({ ’ Unique Hydrogen Bond Pair ’ } , ’ FontSize ’ ,14) ;
55 % Create y l a b e l
56 y l a b e l ({ ’ Percent Found (%) ’ } , ’ FontSize ’ ,14) ;
57 %Create T i t l e
58 t i t l e ({ prevT i t l e } , ’ FontSize ’ ,18) ;
59 figName=s t r c a t ( P l o t Q u a l i f i e r ,{ ’ BondPrevalence . f i g ’ }) ;
60 s a v e f i g ( preva lencePlot , figName {1})
61

62 OccupancyPercent=f i g u r e %Plo t t i ng the histogram of bond occupancy
63 h i s t ( ( occupancyOfBonds ) ∗100) ;
64 x l a b e l ({ ’ Occupancy Percentage ’ } , ’ FontSize ’ ,14) ; % Create x l a b e l
65 y l a b e l ({ ’ Regu la r i ty ’ } , ’ FontSize ’ ,14) ; % Create y l a b e l
66 t i t l e ({ o c c D i s t T i t l e } , ’ FontSize ’ ,18) ; %Create T i t l e
67 figName=s t r c a t ( P l o t Q u a l i f i e r ,{ ’ OccupancyPercent . f i g ’ }) ;
68 s a v e f i g ( OccupancyPercent , figName {1})
69

70 HeatMap=f i g u r e %Plo t t i ng the heatmap o f the hydrogen bond preva l ence
71 pco lo r ( heatMap ) ; shading f l a t ; c o l o rba r ;
72 colormap ( f l i p u d ( hot ) ) ;
73 x l a b e l ({ ’ Acceptor Atom ’ } , ’ FontSize ’ ,14) ;
74 y l a b e l ({ ’ Donor Atom ’ } , ’ FontSize ’ ,14) ;
75 t i t l e ({ heatMapTitle } , ’ FontSize ’ , 18) ;
76 figName=s t r c a t ( P l o t Q u a l i f i e r ,{ ’ HeatMap . f i g ’ }) ;
77 s a v e f i g (HeatMap , figName {1})

Listing A.10: Determines how often a bond occured in a simulation and plots
various results.
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A.2.2 Markov Analysis

Ryan Melvin is the first author on this code made freely available on Figshare (https:
//figshare.com/articles/Markov_Cluster_Analysis_in_Matlab/1566809).2 The
main file is ClusterAnalysis.m which calls the 5 other matlab functions. I contributed
most significantly to the design of the software, but also tested and refined it.

“Cluster Analysis is a set of codependent matlab functions that take cluster data
as an input and outputs several plots using Markov analysis.

ClusterAnalysis.m - will return multiple plots based on a set of clustering data.
It calls the functions listed below and returns the plots described. It also returns a
Markov time series and rate matrix. Cutoff is the cutoff for determining a transition
from an initial pure state to another state. To simply pick the most likely state at each
decision point, use 0. Steps is the maximum number of steps used by Pathways to
plot transitions and TimeToEquilibrium to plot the difference in rate matrix-predicted
populations from the actual cluster populations.

Its underlying functions are:
ClusterPopulations.m - calculates populations (as a whole number count) and

equilibrium probability distribution.
ClusterTimeSeries.m - takes each row and turn them into a set of vertically

concatenated columns. Assign each frame a cluster number.
MarkovRateMatrix.m - calculate a row-normalized rate matrix given a set of

cluster numbers and corresponding frames in the form [frames cluster #]
Pathways.m - Returns the pathway of a pure state over ”maxTimeSteps” of a

simulation using a Markov ”rateMatrix.” A transition out of a pure state is defined
by minimum ”cutoff” of how likely the system is to have left a pure state. Cutoff is
the likelihood a state has transitioned OUT OF a pure state. If the cutoff is met but
the original state is remains the most likely, a transition will NOT be recorded.

TimeToEquilibrium.m - plots the difference between the populations predicted
by the Markov rate matrix and the equilibrium probability distribution calculated
from the original trajectory as a function of steps.”2.

A.2.3 Correltaion

Correlation calculations in VMD are slow because everything is a list (matrices are
lists of lists). So instead, we opted to perform correlation calculations in Matlab,
which is very efficient with matrices. Ryan Melvin completed the code after a few
long discussions with Dr. Salsbury and myself.

1 f unc t i on [ c o r r e l a t i o n M a t r i x ]= Corre la t ionMatr ix ( f i l ename , ind )
2 %Calcu la te c o r r e l a t i o n g iven a dcd f i l e path ( f i l ename as a s t r i n g ) and
3 %atoms o f i n t e r e s t ( ind as a double ) . This func t i on r e q u i r e s matdcd ( and
4 %a l l components t h e r e o f ) be in the matlab search path or cur rent working
5 %d i r e c t o r y .
6 %
7 %For Example : [ c o r r e l a t i o n ]= Corre la t ionMatr ix ( ’/ Volumes/RyanMdata/F10/

Folding / weightedSims3200 / weighted3200 . dcd ’ , 1 : 2 9 9 ) ;
8 %

https://figshare.com/articles/Markov_Cluster_Analysis_in_Matlab/1566809
https://figshare.com/articles/Markov_Cluster_Analysis_in_Matlab/1566809
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9 %Adapted by Ryan Melvin from work done in Salsbury ’ s o f f i c e with FRS and
10 %RCG.
11 %Wed Mar 25 15 : 4 1 : 46 EDT 2015
12

13 %% Get DCD and t r a j e c t o r y d e t a i l s
14 %Get xyz coo rd ina t e s from MD t r a j e c t o r y f i l e .
15 xyz = readdcd ( f i l ename , ind ) ;
16 [ frames , coordinateComponents ] = s i z e ( xyz ) ;
17 %Change number o f coo rd inate components to number o f atoms
18 atoms=coordinateComponents /3 ;
19 %%Prepare coo rd ina t e s
20 %Reshape f o r matrix ope ra t i on s ( c u r r e n t l y f o r l oops )
21 coor=reshape ( xyz , frames , 3 , atoms ) ;
22 %Subtract out the average
23 c o o r f l u c = coor − repmat (mean( coor ) , [ s i z e ( coor , 1 ) 1 ] ) ;
24 %% <Salsbury Magic>
25 c o o r f l u c=permute ( coo r f l u c , [ 2 , 3 , 1 ] ) ;
26 cprod=ze ro s ( atoms , atoms ) ;
27 f o r i =1: frames
28 T=c o o r f l u c ( : , : , i ) ’∗ c o o r f l u c ( : , : , i ) ;
29 cprod=cprod+T;
30 end
31 cprod=cprod / frames ;
32 f o r i =1:atoms
33 N( i )=cprod ( i , i ) ;
34 end
35 %</Salsbury Magic>
36 %Normalize
37 f o r i =1:atoms
38 f o r j =1:atoms
39 TN( i , j )=cprod ( i , j ) /( s q r t (N( i ) ∗N( j ) ) ) ;
40 end
41 end
42 %Output value
43 c o r r e l a t i o n M a t r i x=TN;
44 %% Pretty p i c t u r e s
45 pco lo r ( c o r r e l a t i o n M a t r i x ) ;
46 shading f l a t
47 colormap ( j e t )
48 co l o rba r
49 c a x i s ([−1 1 ] )
50 end

Listing A.11: Linear correlation calculation in Matlab.

A.3 Python Software Samples

The MD community has embraced Python more so than any other programming
language, so it was natural to spend time learning it and applying that knowledge.
In addition to helping Ryan Melvin design an object oriented suite of programs to
facilitate analysis processing, I developed various routines to perform particular tasks
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or calculations. While this suite isn’t complete, it is useful enough to be of mention
for its capacity to be built into a larger application. The complete suite of code is
available in our bitbucket repository.

A.3.1 Hydrogen Bond Analysis

This effort was a close collaboration with Ryan Melvin who certainly deserves most of
the credit for the script below. Hydrogen bonds are of critical import as described in
Chapters 2, 4, 5, 6 and 10. To dissect the quantitative data, we developed python
code that acts as a wrapper around MDAnalysis’s3 python package, and provides
easy-to-use csv files. We have compared these results to those of VMD using polar
atoms and demonstrated near identical results.

1 #! / usr / bin /env python
2 #####
3 #hbonds . py
4 #Thu Apr 23 15 : 43 : 40 EDT 2015
5 #Ryan Melvin & Ryan Godwin
6 #####
7 #Credit : https : // mdanalys is . goog lecode . com/svn/ trunk /doc/html/

documentation pages / a n a l y s i s /hbonds . html
8 #I f you use t h i s s c r i p t , c i t e
9 #N. Michaud−Agrawal , E . J . Denning , T. B. Woolf , and O. Beckste in .

MDAnalysis : A Too lk i t f o r the Ana lys i s o f Molecular Dynamics
S imulat ions . J . Comput . Chem. 32 (2011) , 2319−2327. do i : 10 . 1002/ j c c
.21787

10 #AND
11 #L .M. Gregoret , S .D. Rader , R. J . F l e t t e r i c k , and F .E. Cohen . Hydrogen

bonds i n v o l v i n g s u l f u r atoms in p r o t e i n s . Prote ins , 9 (2) :99−107 ,
1991 . 10 .1002/ prot .340090204 .

12 ####
13 #TODO:
14 #####
15 #Example c a l l
16 #python /AMD/AMD−PYTHON/ Analys i s / hbond ana lys i s . py −s t r u c t u r e Complex .

p s f −t S imulat ion . dcd −−matchVMD −s e l 1 a l l −s e l 2 a l l −s e l 1 t y p e both
−d 4 −a 60 −o hbond output . txt

17 #MDANALYSIS d e f a u l t atom l i s t https : // mdanalys is . goog lecode . com/svn/
trunk /doc/html/ documentation pages / a n a l y s i s /hbonds . html

18

19 #Outputs : Hydrogen bonds ta b l e with columns 0) time 1) donor index 2)
acceptor index 3) donor r e s i d u e name 4) donor r e s i d u e id 5) donor
atom 6) acceptor r e s i d u e name 7) acceptor r e s i d u e id 8) acceptor
atom 9) d i s t anc e 10) ang le

20 #NOTE 1−based atom index ing
21 #NOTE 0−based column index ing
22

23 # Dependencies
24 from f u t u r e import d i v i s i o n
25 import MDAnalysis
26 import MDAnalysis . a n a l y s i s . hbonds
27 import argparse
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28 import sys
29 import pandas as pd
30 import numpy as np
31 from warnings import warn
32

33 pr in t ” Please c i t e : ”\
34 ”N. Michaud−Agrawal , E . J . Denning , T. B. Woolf , and O. Beckste in .

MDAnalysis : ”\
35 ”A Too lk i t f o r the Ana lys i s o f Molecular Dynamics S imulat ions . ”\
36 ”J . Comput . Chem. 32 (2011) , 2319−2327. do i : 10 . 1002/ j c c .21787 ”\
37 ”AND ”\
38 ”L .M. Gregoret , S .D. Rader , R. J . F l e t t e r i c k , and F .E. Cohen . ”\
39 ”Hydrogen bonds i n v o l v i n g s u l f u r atoms in p r o t e i n s . Prote ins , 9 (2)

:99−107 , 1991 . 10 .1002/ prot .340090204 . ”
40

41 #I n i t i a l i z e par s e r . The d e f a u l t he lp has poor l a b e l i n g . See http :// bugs .
python . org / i s sue9694

42 par s e r = argparse . ArgumentParser (
43 d e s c r i p t i o n = (
44 ’ output columns : 0) time 1) donor index 2) acceptor index 3)

donor r e s i d u e name 4) donor r e s i d u e id 5) donor atom 6) acceptor
r e s i d u e name 7) acceptor r e s i d u e id 8) acceptor atom 9) d i s t anc e 10)

ang le ’
45 ) ,
46 add help=False
47 )
48

49 # L i s t a l l p o s s i b l e user input
50 inputs=par s e r . add argument group ( ’ Input arguments ’ )
51 inputs . add argument ( ’−h ’ , ’−−help ’ , a c t i on=’ he lp ’ )
52 inputs . add argument ( ’−s t r u c t u r e ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ s t r u c t u r e ’ , he lp=

’ St ructure f i l e cor re spond ing to t r a j e c t o r y ’ , type=str , r equ i r ed=True )
53 inputs . add argument ( ’−t r a j ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ t r a j e c t o r y ’ , he lp=’

Tra jec tory ’ , type=str , r equ i r ed=True )
54 inputs . add argument ( ’−s e l 1 ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ s e l 1 ’ , he lp=’Atom

s e l e c t i o n 1 ’ , type=str , d e f a u l t=’ p ro t e in ’ )
55 inputs . add argument ( ’−s e l 2 ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ s e l 2 ’ , he lp=’Atom

s e l e c t i o n 2 ’ , type=str , d e f a u l t=’ a l l ’ )
56 inputs . add argument ( ’−s e l 1 t y p e ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ s e l 1 t y p e ’ , he lp

=’ S e l e c t i o n 1 type , i . e . donor , acceptor or both ’ , type=str , d e f a u l t=’
both ’ )

57 inputs . add argument ( ’−update s e l 1 ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e t r u e ’ , des t=’
updat e s e l 1 ’ , he lp=’ Upate s e l e c t i o n 1 each frame ? ’ , d e f a u l t=Fal se )

58 inputs . add argument ( ’−update s e l 2 ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e t r u e ’ , des t=’
updat e s e l 2 ’ , he lp=’ Upate s e l e c t i o n 2 each frame ? ’ , d e f a u l t=Fal se )

59 inputs . add argument ( ’−d ’ , ’−−d i s t anc e ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ d i s t anc e ’ ,
he lp=’ Distance c u t o f f in angstroms ’ , type=f l o a t , d e f a u l t =3.2)

60 inputs . add argument ( ’−a ’ , ’−−ang le ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ ang le ’ , he lp
=’ Angle c u t o f f in degree s ’ , type=f l o a t , d e f a u l t =120.00)

61 inputs . add argument ( ’−o ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ out name ’ , he lp=’ Output
p r e f i x with no extens i on ’ , type=str , r equ i r ed=True )

62 inputs . add argument ( ’−−e x t r a a c c e p t o r s ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ accepto r s
’ , he lp=’ Acceptors in add i t i on to those de f ined by charmm27 ’ , type=str
, d e f a u l t=None )
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63 inputs . add argument ( ’−−ext ra donor s ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ donors ’ , he lp
=’ Donors in add i t i on to those de f ined by charmm27 ’ , type=str , d e f a u l t=
None )

64 inputs . add argument ( ’−−d i s t a n c e t y p e ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’
d i s t a n c e t y p e ’ , he lp=’ heavy or hydrogen ? ’ , type=str , d e f a u l t=’ heavy ’ )

65 inputs . add argument ( ’−−po la r ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e t r u e ’ , he lp=’ Emulates VMD
po la r atom only a lgor i thm . Ignore s ext ra donors and accepto r s
opt ions . Also , This opt ions w i l l not work f o r atom names l onge r than

three c h a r a c t e r s . ’ )
66 # Three l e t t e r atom name r e s t r i c t i o n to be f i x e d in fu tu r e ve r s i o n .
67

68

69

70 # Parse in to u s e f u l form
71 UserInput=par se r . p a r s e a r g s ( )
72

73 # Def ine the un ive r s e ( i . e . , molecule in VMD)
74 u = MDAnalysis . Universe ( UserInput . s t ruc ture , UserInput . t r a j e c t o r y ,

pe rmi s s i ve=True )
75

76 # Emulate VMD’ s d e t e c t i o n a lgor i thm i f opt ion i s s e l e c t e d
77 i f UserInput . po la r :
78 warn ( ”The po la r f l a g i g n o r e s a d d i t i o n a l donors or accep to r s . Instead

, i t s e a r che s a l l po la r atoms −− N, O, S and F . ” )
79

80 donor s accep to r s = u . s e l e c t a t o m s ( ”name O or name O∗ or name O∗∗ or
name N or name N∗ or name N∗∗ or name S or name S∗ or name S∗∗ or
name F or name F∗ or name F∗∗” )

81 d o n o r s a c c e p t o r s l i s t = np . unique ( donor s acc ep to r s . names )
82

83 # Setup MD Analys i s input
84 h = MDAnalysis . a n a l y s i s . hbonds . HydrogenBondAnalysis (
85 u ,
86 UserInput . s e l 1 ,
87 UserInput . s e l 2 ,
88 s e l e c t i o n 1 t y p e=UserInput . s e l 1 type ,
89 u p d a t e s e l e c t i o n 1=UserInput . update se l1 ,
90 u p d a t e s e l e c t i o n 2=UserInput . update se l2 ,
91 d i s t anc e=UserInput . d i s tance ,
92 ang le=UserInput . angle ,
93 donors=d o n o r s a c c e p t o r s l i s t ,
94 accepto r s=d o n o r s a c c e p t o r s l i s t ,
95 detec t hydrogens=’ d i s t anc e ’ ,
96 d i s t a n c e t y p e=UserInput . d i s t a n c e t y p e
97 )
98

99 e l s e :
100 # Setup MD Analys i s input
101 h = MDAnalysis . a n a l y s i s . hbonds . HydrogenBondAnalysis (
102 u ,
103 UserInput . s e l 1 ,
104 UserInput . s e l 2 ,
105 s e l e c t i o n 1 t y p e=UserInput . s e l 1 type ,
106 u p d a t e s e l e c t i o n 1=UserInput . update se l1 ,
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107 u p d a t e s e l e c t i o n 2=UserInput . update se l2 ,
108 d i s t anc e=UserInput . d i s tance ,
109 ang le=UserInput . angle ,
110 donors=UserInput . donors ,
111 accepto r s=UserInput . acceptors ,
112 detec t hydrogens=’ d i s t anc e ’ ,
113 d i s t a n c e t y p e=UserInput . d i s t a n c e t y p e
114 )
115

116

117

118 # Execute a n a l y s i s .
119 h . run ( )
120

121 # Format as a t a b l e
122 h . g e n e r a t e t a b l e ( )
123

124 # Save as csv and change tiem to frames
125 df = pd . DataFrame . f rom records (h . t a b l e )
126 df [ ’ time ’ ]= df [ ’ time ’ ] . apply ( lambda x : i n t ( round ( x/u . t r a j e c t o r y . dt ) ) ) #

Convert from MDAnalysis d e f a u l t time va lues to frames
127 df . t o c s v ( UserInput . out name + ’ raw . csv ’ , index=False ) #Save as csv
128

129 # Now make a l i s t o f a l l p o s s i b l e hydrogen bonds
130 d f i d x = df . l o c [ : , [ ’ donor idx ’ , ’ a c c e p t o r i d x ’ ] ] #Al l the hbonds that

occur in the t r a j e c t o r y as a data frame
131

132

133 # Repeat f o r each frame i n d i v i d u a l l y and record
134 hbond t ra j e c to ry = pd . DataFrame ( index=l i s t ( range (0 , l en (u . t r a j e c t o r y ) ) ) )

#Empty data frame in memory
135 f o r frame in l i s t ( range (0 , l en (u . t r a j e c t o r y ) ) ) :
136 current f rame hbonds = df . l o c [ df [ ’ time ’ ] == i n t ( frame ) , [ ’ donor idx ’

, ’ a c c e p t o r i d x ’ ] ] #Al l hbonds in frame
137 cur r ent f rame hbond pa i r s = [ s t r ( row [ ’ donor idx ’ ] ) + ’− ’ + s t r ( row [ ’

a c c e p t o r i d x ’ ] )
138 f o r index , row in current f rame hbonds . i t e r r o w s ( ) ] #l i s t

comp a c r o s s two l i n e s . Not wrong tabbing .
139 f o r pa i r in cur r ent f rame hbond pa i r s :
140 hbond t ra j e c to ry . l o c [ frame , pa i r ] = 1 #F i l l in the empties with

1 i f the hbond occurs
141 prog r e s s = ”\ r Motif c a l c u l a t i o n on Frame ” + s t r ( frame ) + ” o f ” +

s t r ( l en (u . t r a j e c t o r y ) ) #s t a t u s
142 sys . s tdout . wr i t e ( p rog r e s s )
143 sys . s tdout . f l u s h ( ) #repor t s t a t u s to te rmina l output
144 hbond t ra j e c to ry = hbond t ra j e c to ry . f i l l n a (0 ) #F i l l any l e f t o v e r empties

with 0
145 hbond t ra j e c to ry . t o c s v ( UserInput . out name + ’ t r a j e c t o r y . csv ’ , index=

False ) #Save as csv

Listing A.12: Hydrogen bond wrapper to MDAnalysis
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A.3.2 Convert Rotation Matrix to Euler Angles

This script converts the current rotation matrix to Euler angles and outputs the result
which can be copied directly into the various rendering scripts to ensure the desired
orientation of the molecule.

1 #! / usr / bin /env python
2 #Convert Rotation Matrix to Euler Angle
3 #Ryan Godwin
4 #Modif ied from : https : //www. learnopencv . com/ rota t i on−matrix−to−eu l e r−

ang l e s /
5

6 #Takes a r o t a t i o n matrix from VMD output and conver t s to Euler Angles
f o r d i r e c t copy/ paste from/ to VMD

7 #For example
8 #python / Users /fwamps/ SalsburyGroup /Python/ bin /

convertRotationMatrixToEulerAngle . py
9 #−rMat ’{{0 .31456 0.948179 0.0448005} {0.785671 −0.286553 0.548277}

{0.532702 −0.137269 −0.835096}} ’
10

11 import numpy as np
12 import math
13 import re
14 import argparse
15

16 #I n i t i a l i z e par s e r . The d e f a u l t he lp has poor l a b e l i n g . See http :// bugs .
python . org / i s sue9694

17 par s e r = argparse . ArgumentParser ( d e s c r i p t i o n = ’ Convert a r o t a t i o n
matrix output from VMD into Euler Angles ’ , add help=False )

18

19 #L i s t a l l p o s s i b l e user input
20 inputs=par s e r . add argument group ( ’ Input arguments ’ )
21 inputs . add argument ( ’−h ’ , ’−−help ’ , a c t i on=’ he lp ’ )
22 inputs . add argument ( ’−rMat ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ Rin ’ , he lp=’The

Rotation Matrix from which to determine Euler Angles ’ , type=str ,
r equ i r ed=True )

23

24 #Parse in to u s e f u l form
25 UserInput=par se r . p a r s e a r g s ( )
26

27 #np . s e t p r i n t o p t i o n s ( p r e c i s i o n =5)
28

29 Rin2=re . sub ( ’ [ { } ] ’ , ’ ’ , UserInput . Rin )
30 RinClean=Rin2 . s p l i t ( ’ ’ )
31 RinStr=np . array ( RinClean , dtype=’ f ’ )
32 RinNum=RinStr . astype (np . f l o a t )
33 R=np . reshape (RinNum, (4 , 4 ) )
34

35 pr in t (R)
36

37 # Checks i f a matrix i s a v a l i d r o t a t i o n matrix .
38 de f i sRotat ionMatr ix (R) :
39 Rt = np . t ranspose (R)
40 shou ldBeIdent i ty = np . dot (Rt , R)
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41 I = np . i d e n t i t y (3 , dtype = R. dtype )
42 n = np . l i n a l g . norm( I − shou ldBeIdent i ty )
43 re turn n < 1e−6
44

45

46 # Cal cu l a t e s r o t a t i o n matrix to e u l e r ang l e s
47 # The r e s u l t i s the same as MATLAB except the order
48 # of the e u l e r ang l e s ( x and z are swapped ) .
49 de f rotat ionMatr ixToEulerAngles (R) :
50

51 #a s s e r t ( i sRotat ionMatr ix (R) )
52

53 sy = math . s q r t (R[ 0 , 0 ] ∗ R[ 0 , 0 ] + R[ 1 , 0 ] ∗ R[ 1 , 0 ] )
54

55 s i n g u l a r = sy < 1e−6
56

57 i f not s i n g u l a r :
58 x = math . atan2 (R[ 2 , 1 ] , R[ 2 , 2 ] )
59 y = math . atan2(−R[ 2 , 0 ] , sy )
60 z = math . atan2 (R[ 1 , 0 ] , R[ 0 , 0 ] )
61 e l s e :
62 x = math . atan2(−R[ 1 , 2 ] , R[ 1 , 1 ] )
63 y = math . atan2(−R[ 2 , 0 ] , sy )
64 z = 0
65 re turn np . array ( [ x∗(180/math . p i ) , y∗(180/math . p i ) , z ∗(180/math . p i ) ] )
66

67 pr in t ( rotat ionMatr ixToEulerAngles (R) )

A.3.3 Hydrogen Bond Index to Residue

This code converts output from Matlab of hydrogen bond donor and acceptor atom
index into residue It is useful for converting hydrogen bond data into a form for
network analysis, where residues are connected if they have hydrogen bond donor
and acceptor atoms.

1 import argparse
2 import mdtraj as md
3 import pandas as pd
4

5 # I n i t i a l i z e par s e r . The d e f a u l t he lp has poor l a b e l i n g . See http :// bugs
. python . org / i s sue9694

6 par s e r = argparse . ArgumentParser ( d e s c r i p t i o n = ’ Convert donor acceptor
atom i n d e c i e s and convert them to the appropr ia t e r e s i d u e ’ , add help
=False )

7

8 # L i s t a l l p o s s i b l e user input
9 inputs=par s e r . add argument group ( ’ Input arguments ’ )

10 inputs . add argument ( ’−h ’ , ’−−help ’ , a c t i on=’ he lp ’ )
11 inputs . add argument ( ’−pdb ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ s t r u c t u r e ’ , he lp=’

St ruc ture f i l e cor re spond ing to t r a j e c t o r y ’ , type=str , r equ i r ed=True )
12 inputs . add argument ( ’−hbonds ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ hbonds ’ , he lp=’CSV

of HBond occupancy data ’ , type=str , r equ i r ed=True )
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13 inputs . add argument ( ’−o ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ o u t f i l e ’ , he lp=’ F i l e name
f o r s t o r i n g the r e s u l t ( f o r cytoscape use . txt ) ’ , type=str , r equ i r ed=

True )
14

15 UserInput=par se r . p a r s e a r g s ( )
16

17 #import pdb f i l e
18 s t r u c t u r e = UserInput . s t r u c t u r e
19 t=md. load ( s t r u c t u r e )
20 top=t . topology
21

22 #read in f i l e with occupancy data
23 df = pd . r ead c sv ( UserInput . hbonds , sep=’ \ t ’ , header=None )
24 donor = df [0]−1
25 acceptor = df [1]−1
26 occ = df [ 2 ]
27

28 i=0
29 #loop over f i r s t & second column and s t o r e r e s i d u e
30 #pr in t ( donor [ 3 ] )
31 f = open ( UserInput . o u t f i l e , ’w ’ )
32 whi le i < l en ( donor ) :
33

34 donor atom = top . atom ( donor [ i ] )
35 acceptor atom = top . atom ( acceptor [ i ] )
36 occupancy = occ [ i ]
37

38 pr in t ( ’%s%s %s%s %s ’ % ( donor atom . r e s i d u e . name , donor atom . r e s i d u e .
index +1, acceptor atom . r e s i d u e . name , acceptor atom . r e s i d u e . index +1,
occupancy ) )

39 f . wr i t e ( ”{}{}\ tpp\ t {}{}\ t {}\n” . format ( donor atom . r e s i d u e . name ,
donor atom . r e s i d u e . index +1, acceptor atom . r e s i d u e . name ,
acceptor atom . r e s i d u e . index +1, round ( occupancy , 5) ) )

40 i=i+1

Listing A.13: Index to residue

A.4 Group Infrastructure

In addition to developing software, with the help of Ryan Melvin, I drove develop-
ment of a group infrastructure to help improve team efficiency. This infrastructure
includes a git repository for collaborative software use and development (Bitbucket), a
documentation database for electronic notebooks and reference documentation (Con-
fluence), an app for chat and sharing (Slack), and a lesser used tool for issue/task
tracking (JIRA/Agile). These tools enable code sharing across the group, which tran-
sitioned us away from individually writing the same redundant code to developing a
well-vetted, more complex repository. A lot of this is password protected, but the
tools are available at the following locations:

• Confluence - https://salsburygroup.atlassian.net/wiki

https://salsburygroup.atlassian.net/wiki
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• Bitbucket - https://bitbucket.org/salsburygroup/

• Slack - https://salsburygroup.slack.com

• JIRA - https://salsburygroup.atlassian.net

After much trial and error, the group has unanimously found Overleaf (https:
//overleaf.com, a Latex and rtf online platform, to be the best tool for collaborative
manuscript development.

https://bitbucket.org/salsburygroup/
https://salsburygroup.slack.com
https://salsburygroup.atlassian.net
https://overleaf.com
https://overleaf.com
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Appendix B

Educational Resources

A handful of courses here at Wake Forest had computational components that re-
quired writing code for projects or other assignments. When given the opportunity,
I used LabVIEW, a graphical programming language, for these projects because it
provides simple user interface development for interactive software.

LabVIEW is different from classic programming languages in that it uses blocks
and wires to represent data flow. It is C++ under the hood and enables intuitive
parallel programming, which, combined with the built-in GUI, makes it a useful tool
for these numerical problems. An example of the LabVIEW development environment
is available in Figure B.1

To run these programs requires the LabVIEW run-time engine which is freely
available http://www.ni.com/downloads/. All applications have been rebuilt in
LabVIEW 2016 for Windows and will, therefore, require the 2016 run-time engine.
Unfortunately, there are no Mac OS builds available at this time.

Figure B.1: The LabVIEW development environment
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B.1 Statistical Mechanics

The final physics course I enrolled in at WFU was statistical mechanics taught by my
advisor, Dr. Freddie Salsbury Jr. This course had a weekly assignment that often
incorporated a computational component worked from Entropy, Order Parameters,
and Complexity 1. Interested in creating tools that other students could use to ex-
plore these various principles, I compiled these different computational problems into
application publicly available for download on figshare https://doi.org/10.6084/

m9.figshare.4757122.v1.2

B.1.1 Stirling’s Approximation

Stirling’s approximation is an idea, that while not always well covered, is ubiquitous
in introductory statistical mechanics texts. Here we consider 2N non-interacting
particles in a box (only because odd numbers make things a bit more difficult to work
with). Let’s partition the box into two halves and examine the configuration space.
The probability, Pm that N+m particles will be in, let’s say, the right half. There are
22N equally likely ways the distinct particles could sit in the two sides of the box.
The probability is then

Pexact(m) = 2−2N
(2N)!

(N +m)!(N −m)!
(B.1)

For reasonable N, we can still solve this solution exactly. Stirling’s approximation
leads us to the approximation

PStirling(m) ≈
[
1−

(m
N

)2]−N [
1− m

N

]−m [
1− m

N

]m
(B.2)

Also in this program, we compare the Gaussian approximation,

PGaussian(m) ≈ exp−m
2

N
(B.3)

In both cases, the approximation at the mean is decent for even for small N ( 3%
for N=6), but blows up at the tails and increasingly so for large N.

B.1.2 Quantum Dice

Problem 1.1 of Entropy, Order Parameters, and Complexity is a game of quantum
dice, where the game rules differentiate different types of particles.

Imagine we have some number (N) of three-sided dice, and we roll them one at a
time. For distinguishable particles, all rolls are allowed. For bosons, each subsequent
roll must be greater than or equal to the first roll. For fermions, each subsequent roll
must strictly be greater than the first roll.

These simple rules for rolling dice, allow the user to see how the particle type
directs the statistics of the distributions. For example, bosons are allowed to be
in the same state, and more explicitly, they tend to cluster into the same state.

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4757122.v1
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4757122.v1
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To describe this in more detail, let’s consider three particles (rolls) and three states
(sides on dice). And we consider clusters to be when all the rolls are the same, {1,1,1},
{2,2,2} or {3,3,3}. For distinguishable particles, there are 3 of 27 (33) possible ways
to cluster. Bosons, on the other hand, have 3 of just 10 states representing these
clusters, and thus clustering is 2.7 times more likely for bosons than distinguishable
particles. One can generalize this enhancement factor of bosons to M-tuples for M
particles (rolls) and N states (sides on dice) to

M !(N − 1)!NM

(N +M − 1)!
(B.4)

This application allows the user to explore how these different rules impact the
distributions of outcomes.

B.1.3 Random Walks

This program is relevant to Problems 2.5, 2.8, 2.10 in Entropy, Order Parameters,
and Complexity. It calculates various types of random walks, including 1D, 2D, self-
avoiding, and so on. The NSEW option indicates the walk could go 1 of 4 ways, up
down, left, or right at each step. The 2π options could go any direction with equal
weight, 0 to 2π. It also fits a power law distribution to the average distance as a
function of the step and shows distributions of the final distances.

B.1.4 Invariant Measures

In Problem 4.3 of Entropy, Order Parameters, and Complexity we investigate Louisville’s
theorem in light of attracting fixed-points and chaotic behavior. The program allows
the user to run simulations of varying length while varying the constant µ to observe
behaviors of the function

f(x) = 4µx(1− x) (B.5)

There are various ranges of mu, where the function approaches zero, has various
fixed-points, or bifurcates with more and more fixed-points as µ approaches 1.

B.1.5 Rubber Band

The rubber band program is related to Problem 5.12 of Entropy, Order Parameters,
and Complexity. In this problem we model the entropy of a rubber band assuming
it is composed of N segments, each of length d. As the rubber band lengthens, the
entropy decreases. The number of states (that is, the number of ways one can divide
N links into Nr right pointing links and N-Nr left pointing links is,

Ω =
N !

(N −Nr)!Nr!
(B.6)
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And the number of right pointing links is described in the physical parameters by

Nr =
L+Nd

2d
(B.7)

The entropy (S = kb ln Ω) is then

S = kb

(
log[N !]− log

[(
N

2
+
L

2d

)
!

]
− log

[(
N

2
− L

2d

)
!

])
(B.8)

This code is designed to compare the exact result to Stirling’s approximation,

Sband =
kb
2d

(
2dN logN −Nd log

N2d2 − L2

4d2
+ L log

Nd− L
Nd+ L

)
(B.9)

The program cannot calculate greater than 170!, but shows that at that threshold
the error is about 2.5% for d=1.

B.1.6 Red & Green Monster

The red and green monster is a simple bacteria eating problem based on Sethna
Problem 8.4. The premise is there is a growth medium at time t=0 has 500 red
bacteria and 500 green bacteria. Each hour, each bacterium divides into two. A
color-blind predator (no bacteria preference) eats exactly 1000 bacteria per hour.

We write this as a vector of 1001 elements, with a single 1 essentially dividing
the populations. So initially, the 1 is in the middle of the vector, with 500 zeroes to
the left representing the red population and 500 zeroes to the right representing the
green population. The sequence of vectors (or more specifically, the position of the
1) effectively form a Markov chain.

ρ0 = (0, 0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ...0, 0) (B.10)

The limiting distribution for a colorblind monster is then,

ρt→∞ = (1/2, 0, ..., 0, 0, 0, ...0, 1/2) (B.11)

The software allows the user to set the initial population, a number of trials, and
a preference for green or red (ranging from -1.0(monster prefers green) - 1.0(monster
prefers red)). There are tabs showing all runs (can be slow to render for many trials),
a histogram of the time to extinction, and a quick rendering last run.

B.1.7 Heat Bath Monte Carlo

The program contains a few programs for examining variations on the theme of Ising
models to approximate various phenomenon including magnetism and phase transi-
tions. These pertain to Sethna Problems 8.1, 8.2, 10.6, 11.4, 11.6, and 12.1. All
applications use heat bath Monte Carlo to

The Hamiltonian for the Ising model is included at the top of each corresponding
application and is given by Sethna 1 as equation 8.1. It is given by
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H =
∑
〈ij〉

Jsisj −H
∑
i

si (B.12)

Where H is the external field, J is the coupling strength, the sum over 〈ij〉 is
that over nearest neighbors, and si(j) represents the spins on the square lattice. The
Heat-bath Monte Carlo for the Ising model is then

• Pick a random site i(x, y)

• Check the neighborhood (calculate local magnetization mi)

• Calculate the energy if the spin were to flip

• Flip the spin based on Boltzmann weighted probability distribution

• Do it all again

The various applications here examine properties of the model including suscep-
tibility and correlation, and offer a more efficient method, the Wolff algorithm.
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B.2 BioInformatics

There was also a course on bioinformatics which asked us to calculate the DASP
score comparing two sequences. I thought it might be fun to include that code, based
on the work done by Janelle Leuthaeuser (Curtis) and the Fetrow group on scoring
active-site profiles3.

1 #! / usr / bin /env python
2 #ASPScore . py
3 #December 2 , 2015
4 #Ryan Godwin with m o d i f i c a t i o n s by Ryan Melvin
5 #
6 #Example c a l l
7 #python ASPScore . py −input GradQuestion ASPScoreCalcInput mod . txt −

s t rong St rongF i l e . txt −weak WeakFile . txt −o t e s t 1 . txt
8 #
9 #Inputs : Dic t ionary f i l e f o r s t rong comparison (− s t rong ) , Dic t ionary

f i l e f o r weak comparison (−weak ) , output name (−o )
10 #
11 #Outputs : Asp s co r e with al ignment and v i s u a l output .
12

13 #Dependencies
14 import argparse
15 import s t r i n g
16 import numpy as np
17 from c o l l e c t i o n s import Counter
18

19 #Var iab l e s
20 MatchScore = 1 .0
21 StrongScore = 0 .2
22 WeakScore = 0 .1
23 GapScore = −0.5
24

25 #I n i t i a l i z e par s e r . The d e f a u l t he lp has poor l a b e l i n g . See http :// bugs .
python . org / i s sue9694

26 par s e r = argparse . ArgumentParser ( d e s c r i p t i o n = ’ Ca l cu la te an ASP sco r e ’ ,
add help=False )

27

28 #L i s t a l l p o s s i b l e user input
29 inputs=par s e r . add argument group ( ’ Input arguments ’ )
30 inputs . add argument ( ’−h ’ , ’−−help ’ , a c t i on=’ he lp ’ )
31 inputs . add argument ( ’−input ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ i n p u t f i l e ’ , he lp=’

Input pa i r o f sequences ’ , type=str , r equ i r ed=True )
32 inputs . add argument ( ’−s t rong ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ s t r o n g f i l e ’ , he lp=’

L i s t o f s i m i l a r i t y groups f o r s t rong comparison ’ , type=str , r equ i r ed=
True )

33 inputs . add argument ( ’−weak ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ w e a k f i l e ’ , he lp=’ L i s t
o f s i m i l a r i t y groups f o r weak comparison ’ , type=str , r equ i r ed=True )

34 inputs . add argument ( ’−o ’ , a c t i on=’ s t o r e ’ , des t=’ out name ’ , he lp=’ Output
f i l e ’ , type=str , r equ i r ed=True )

35

36 #Parse input arguments
37 UserInput=par se r . p a r s e a r g s ( )
38
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39 #Hard coded f o r now , but read in the var i ous input f i l e s , i n c l u d i n g the
s t rong and weak l i s t s

40 with open ( UserInput . s t r o n g f i l e ) as a :
41 s t rng = a . read ( ) . s p l i t l i n e s ( )
42

43 with open ( UserInput . w e a k f i l e ) as b :
44 wk = b . read ( ) . s p l i t l i n e s ( )
45

46 with open ( UserInput . i n p u t f i l e ) as c :
47 cmprsn = c . read ( ) . s p l i t l i n e s ( )
48

49 #A l i t t l e procedure to
50 de f c o u n t l e t t e r s ( word , v a l i d l e t t e r s=s t r i n g . p r i n t a b l e ) :
51 count=Counter ( word )
52 re turn sum( count [ l e t t e r ] f o r l e t t e r in v a l i d l e t t e r s )
53

54 #Determine how many c h a r a c t e r s in input s t r i n g ( based only on the f i r s t
va lue . . not very c l ean )

55 cnt = c o u n t l e t t e r s ( cmprsn [ 0 ] )
56

57 #i n i t i a l i z e the count ing
58 Matches=0
59 Strongs=0
60 Weaks=0
61 Gaps=0
62 S i m i l a r i t y=””
63

64 #Loop over the l ength o f the s t r i n g to compare each p o s i t i o n
65 f o r index in range (0 , cnt ) :
66 #Set f l a g to d i f f e r e n t i a t e s t rong from weak to f a l s e
67 Flagsy=False
68 #Get the two l e t t e r s f o r comparison
69 Seq1=cmprsn [ 0 ] [ index ]
70 Seq2=cmprsn [ 1 ] [ index ]
71

72 #I s i t a match?
73 i f ( Seq1 i s Seq2 ) :
74 Matches=Matches+1
75 S i m i l a r i t y+=”∗”
76 #pr in t ”Match”
77

78 e l s e :
79 #I f not , i s i t a gap?
80 #I f i t i s update the gap count
81 i f ( Seq1 i s ”−” or Seq2 i s ”−” ) :
82 Gaps=Gaps+1
83 S i m i l a r i t y+=”−”
84 e l s e :
85 #I f not , i s i t a s t rong match?
86 f o r x in range (0 , l en ( s t rng ) ) :
87 #Check to see i f the cur rent l e t t e r i s

in the sequences o f the s t rong f i l e
88 A = Seq1 in s t rng [ x ]
89 B = Seq2 in s t rng [ x ]
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90 #I f i t i s found in the same s t r i ng ,
count i t

91 i f (A i s True and B i s True ) :
92 Strongs=Strongs+1
93 Flagsy=True
94 S i m i l a r i t y+=” : ”
95 break
96 #I f i t was in the strong , don ’ t look f o r the

weak
97 i f ( Flagsy i s True ) :
98 pass
99 #I f not found in strong , check the weak

100 e l s e :
101 f o r y in range (0 , l en (wk) ) :
102 #Check to see i f the cur rent

l e t t e r i s in the sequences o f the weak f i l e
103 C = Seq1 in wk [ y ]
104 D = Seq2 in wk [ y ]
105 i f (C i s True and D i s True ) :
106 Weaks=Weaks+1
107 S i m i l a r i t y+=” . ”
108 #pr in t ”Found in Weak”
109 break
110 #I f doesn ’ t pass any o f the

above cond i t i ons , add a space to the s i m i l a r i t y
111 e l s e :
112 i f ( y i s l en (wk)−1) :
113 S i m i l a r i t y+=” ”
114 pr in t ( Seq1 )
115 pr in t ( Seq2 )
116 pr in t ( index )
117

118

119 ASPscore=Matches∗MatchScore+Gaps∗GapScore+Strongs ∗StrongScore+Weaks∗
WeakScore

120 ASPscoreNorm=ASPscore/ cnt
121

122 # Prepare output l i n e s
123 Matchl ine = ”Matches=%s , Gaps=%s , Strong=%s , Weak=%s ” % ( Matches , Gaps ,

Strongs , Weaks)
124 S c o r e l i n e = ”ASPscoreNorm = %s ” % ASPscoreNorm
125

126 # Write outputs
127 with open ( UserInput . out name , ’w ’ ) as output :
128 output . wr i t e ( cmprsn [0 ]+ ’ \n ’ )
129 output . wr i t e ( cmprsn [1 ]+ ’ \n ’ )
130 output . wr i t e ( S i m i l a r i t y+’ \n ’ )
131 output . wr i t e ( Matchl ine+’ \n ’ )
132 output . wr i t e ( S c o r e l i n e+’ \n ’ )

Listing B.1: This code calculates the Active Site Profile of two protein sequences.
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Figure B.2: An example of a two mass, three spring couple oscillator. Adapted
from Source: By Jim.belk (Own work) [CC-BY-SA-3.0 (http: // creativecommons.
org/ licenses/ by-sa/ 3. 0/ )], via Wikimedia Commons

B.3 MD Movies

The atomic detail offered by MD is one it’s most appealing features. Because we
track the motions of each atom throughout the simulations (and use them to update
subsequent frames), they can readily be turned into movies. This visualization of the
trajectory lets the user verify that the simulation executed as expected and identify
conformational changes.

While enrolled in Physics of Macromolecules, I made a movie for 2KWF, a pro-
tein implicated in Pitt–Hopkins syndrome and other ailments. The video is publicly
available – https://youtu.be/8sQtcjVRTdE.

In addition to the coursework, I created a similar movie of the zinc finger of NEMO.
The second pass is more refined and features original music. That short movie is
publicly available (and more highly viewed) – https://youtu.be/-tBgrRjiuLQ.

B.4 Classical Mechanics

A project in classical mechanics, Physics 711 at WFU, motivated this software pack-
age. Throughout the semester we solved a number of classical mechanics problems,
of few of which I implemented to facilitate conceptual understanding of the topics.
The three problems are the brachistochrone problem, a 2-dimensional normal mode
oscillation, and N-coupled harmonic oscillators. Each program runs independently
and provides short animations based on user selected values.

B.4.1 Coupled Harmonic Oscillators

The most comprehensive of these tools is the coupled harmonic oscillators which can
display the modes of oscillation for up to 10 masses (11 springs) with adjustable run-
time and spring constant settings. The springs are modeled with two fixed points at
the ends. A basic two mass, three spring system is shown in Figure B.2

B.4.2 Brachistochrone

The brachistochrone shown in Figure B.2 traces the motion of a suspended rolling
ball as it has the same solution as the fastest route between A and B for a potential

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://youtu.be/8sQtcjVRTdE
https://youtu.be/-tBgrRjiuLQ
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Figure B.3: Two snapshots of the brachistochrone problem, the initial time and
some time later after the circle of radius a has rolled an angle, θ
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The differential equation has the solutions, for a circle of radius a

x = a (θ − sin θ) , y = a (1 + cos θ) (B.15)

B.4.3 Modes of a Square Membrane

The normal mode program displays animations of a 2D square membrane of length a
clamped at the edges in Figure B.4. The general solutions are combinations of normal
mode eigenfunctions, ρmn

ρmn (x, y) =
2

a
sin(

mπx

a
)sin(

nπy

a
) (B.16)

where m and n are the particular normal mode, with m = 3, and m = 2 in Figure
B.4. The eigenfrequencies are given in terms of the speed of the wave, c, as

ωmn =
cπ

a

√
m2 + n2 (B.17)

The images were animated and saved using Maple, and then compiled into the
LabVIEW program.

B.5 Introductory Electromagnetism

While a TA for Dr. Salsbury, I developed a few videos solving basic electromagnetism
problems worked from Kesten and Tauck, University Physics. Worked in a fashion
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Figure B.4: Normal Mode 3,2 of a square membrane clamped at he edges.
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similar to Khan Academy (https://www.khanacademy.org/), these solutions offer
students the opportunity to work problems at their own pace. This format allows
students to learn problems in an environment where they don’t have to worry about
making a mistake or feel any other external pressure. Some of these videos are
available on Voice Thread at the following links (use the buttons at the bottom right
to navigate through the different problems):

• Problems 16.47, 16.53, 16.91, 16.100 – https://voicethread.com/share/4889728/

• Problems 17.55, 17.69, 17.70 – https://voicethread.com/share/4990318/

• Problems 19.48, 19.69, 19.74 – https://voicethread.com/share/5038817/

https://www.khanacademy.org/
https://voicethread.com/share/4889728/
https://voicethread.com/share/4990318/
https://voicethread.com/share/5038817/
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